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PREFACE

THE
END I have set for myself in the present volume is

the somewhat unusual one suggested by the title, ex-

plained briefly in the early pages of chapter i, and

broken down in the way indicated by the Contents. It differs

radically from those of the scholars whose researches in auto-

biography have made possible my exploitation of a special in-

terest: notably Georg Misch, Friedrich von Bezold, Alois Brandl,

and Dorothea Hendrichs, who in German monographs pub-
lished between 1907 and 1925 traced literary self-revelation from

antiquity to the Renaissance in Europe and from Dior's Lament
to Samson Agonistes in England; Anna Robeson Burr and

Ernest Stuart Bates, who used autobiographies as sources of in-

formation about the human psyche; and Waldo Dunn, Wilbur

Cross, Harold Nicolson, and Donald Stauffer, who in critical

histories of English biography made many interesting and sig-

nificant statements about the history of autobiography. If I were

required to cite a precedent I should have to plead the authority

of Aristotle, whose Poetics also has to do with the emergence,

content, and formal characteristics of a literary type.

The effective closing date of the study is about 1946. Sir Osbert

Sitwell's many-volumed autobiography was still appearing in

parts while I wrote, hence is not mentioned in the following

pages. In any event, it will be apparent that my conclusions are

based on an acquaintance not with all the extant English auto-

biographies but with what I hope is an adequate number of

representative samples.

The study has occupied me for several years and cost me
many pains, partly because of a problem finally resolved in the

way described at the beginning of chapter i. The actual writing

began more than a decade ago and has continued intermittently

through a period during which not only my literary style but
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also my habits of critical reflection have changed. Although I

have tried to bring all the parts of the study into harmony, I

cannot flatter myself that the effort has been wholly successful.

I ask some indulgence from readers who know from personal

experience how difficult it is to revise in full maturity a book

written at an earlier stage of intellectual development.

My thanks are due to many of my colleagues at the University

of California who read parts or all of the manuscript. I am

especially grateful to Professor B. H. Lehman for initial stimu-

lation and much good advice and to Professor Ernst Kantoro-

wicz, now at the Princeton Institute of Advanced Studies, for

help with the medieval period, upon which I do not dwell but

through which it was necessary to work my way. Miss Helen

Travis, of the editorial staff of the University of California

Press, has done invaluable work on the notes and bibliography.

I am grateful also to a number of persons and publishers for

permission to quote copyrighted materials, as follows: to the

Anthoensen Press, successor to the Southworth Press, publisher

of The Development of American Biography, by Dana Kins-

man Merrill (Portland, Me., 1932); to Jonathan Cape, Ltd.,

publisher of H. E. Butler's translation of The Autobiography of

Giraldus Cambrensis (London, 1937); to the Columbia Uni-

versity Press, publisher of Carlyle and Mill: An Introduction to

Victorian Thought, by Emery Neff (second edition, New York,

1926); to J. M. Dent and Sons, original publishers, in the

Temple Classics Edition (1902), of W. V. Cooper's translation of

The Consolation of Philosophy, by Boethius; to Harcourt, Brace

and Company, publisher of Selected Essays, igij-ig^, by T. S.

Eliot (New York, copyright 1:932) ; to Harper's Magazine, pub-
lisher of an essay entitled "One Day in History," by Frederick

Lewis Allen (November, 1937); to the Harvard University

Press, publisher of English Biography Before ijoo, by Donald A.

Stauffer (Cambridge, Mass., 1930) ; to the Macmillan Company,
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publisher of The Life of George Moore, by Joseph Hone (New
York, 1936)5 A History of English Literature, by Emile Legouis
and Louis Cazamian (New York, 1935), Epitaph on George

Moore, by Charles Morgan (New York, 1935), An Irishman's

Story, by Justin McCarthy (New York, 1905), and The Auto-

biography of William Butler Yeats: Consisting of Reveries over

Childhood and Youth, The Trembling of the Veil and Dramatis

Personae (New York, 1938) ; to C. D. Medley, owner of the

copyright on Avowals (Ebury Edition, London, 1936) and Hail

and Farewell (Ebury Edition, London, 1937), by George
Moore; to the Oxford University Press, publisher of father and

Son, by Edmund Gosse (World's Classics Edition, New York,

1934); to the Saturday Review, publisher of an essay entitled

"How I Write Biography," by Harold Nicolson (May 26,

1934) ; to the Warburg Institute, publisher of an essay entitled

"An 'Autobiography* by Guido Faba," by Ernst Kantorowicz

(Mediaeval and Renaissance Studies, Vol. I, London, 1943);
and to Marjorie Wells, executrix of H. G. Wells, deceased,

holder of the copyright on Experiment in Autobiography: Dis-

coveries and Conclusions of a Very Ordinary Brain (since

1866), by H. G. Wells (New York, 1934).

WAYNE SHUMAKER
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

March 14, 1954
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PART ONE

EMERGENCE: THE DISCOVERY

OF INDIVIDUALITY





CHAPTER I

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODERN
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL CONVENTION

CRITICISM

of autobiography is beset by many difficulties, of

which two are so serious as almost to inhibit discussion

from the outset. First, there is no general agreement
about formal and material limits that is to say, about how

autobiographies are to be recognized. Secondly, the huge mass

of potentially relevant documents has not yet been reduced to

tractability by literary historians. The difficulties, unfortunately,

are interconnected. On the one hand, the writing of a compre-
hensive history of autobiography is virtually impossible until

the acceptance of limitations permits the steering of a reasonably

straight course through superabundant materials; on the other,

in the absence of a trustworthy history the defining of limits

requires the making of arbitrary decisions, which almost cer-

tainly will arouse the displeasure of the few scholars who have

done pioneer work in the subject. Accordingly, the critic and the

historian are like men who stand outside a doorway inviting

each other, by gestures and smiles of encouragement, to go first

to the buffet supper within, while the bread and ham and cheese

lie undisturbed on the table.

Take, for example, the matter of definition; for it is only by
definition that the difference between autobiographies and non-

autobiographies can be settled. The student of literary self-

portraiture in antiquity will wish a formulation broad enough
to include, for instance, a speech of legal self-defense (Socrates'

Apology), a general's report of a military campaign (Caesar's

Commentaries), and an imaginary conversation with Philoso-

phy (Boethius' De Consolatione Philosophiae)*, otherwise his

subject matter will vanish, and he will be left with a disem-
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bodied topic. The medievalist is partial to "autobiographical

passages/' like one at the end of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica,

and to allegories, like Dante's Vita Nuova and Chaucer's House

of Fame. He may even go so far as to insist on a "strong personal

element" in such a poem as the anonymous Middle English

Pearl. The seventeenth-century specialist is likely to be attracted

to diaries, which not only abound in his period but are often

highly revealing. The student of the eighteenth century may
be drawn in two ways toward broad constructionism by what

his period shares with the seventeenth century, toward narrow

constructionism by what it shares with the nineteenth. The

specialist in a still later period will almost certainly wish the

definition to be restrictive. He can find plenty of "real" auto-

biographies, he may be tempted to say, hence is not forced by

indigence to be grateful for trifles. Among these differing views

no easy or generally acceptable choice can be made. A definition

loose enough to satisfy the classical or medieval scholar will

cause the modern scholar to be buried beneath documents,

whereas a phrasing tight enough to allow the modern scholar

to fight his way into the air will deprive the classicist or me-

dievalist of his subject.

It is useless to propose a solution on the basis of a discovery by

literary historians of what autobiography "actually" is, for auto-

biography is not an immediately recognizable object, like water

or English walnuts, unmistakably there as a thing-in-itself before

it is named, but a word invented by the human intelligence for

convenience in the exchange of ideas. If English walnuts were

mixed in a basket with lemons and pine cones, an inhabitant of

some barren part of the world lacking in all these objects could

readily separate the walnuts into a pile. In the same way a

savage who stood for the first time on a seashore would at once

perceive that the ocean was qualitatively different from the

beach. The distinguishing of autobiographies from nonautobiog-
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raphies, however, resembles rather the attempt of a state legis-

lature to draw lines between Congressional districts or the ef-

fort of a painstaking lexicographer to distinguish between peb-

bles and stones on the basis of circumference. If parts of a state

are set off by natural boundaries, as, in literature, the spoken
drama is set apart from the novel, other parts are geographically

continuous, as the impersonal military chronicle is continuous

with the slightly more personal military chronicle, and that, in

turn, with the notably personal and egotistically self-centered

chronicles. Again, the alignment of pebbles and stones in the

order of size would not, presumably, reveal a break at any point

to mark the division between small and large. And so with the

writings that scholars have called autobiographical. No amount

of historical research will solve the critic's problem of definition,

just as no critical speculation about what autobiography "ought

to be" in form and content will answer the question about what

it actually is.

In this dilemma only two courses of action are feasible and

intelligent for the critic. On the one hand, he may renounce

his interest in autobiography and select for study some other

kind of writing which is less difficult to isolate. If he chooses to

do so, the propriety of his decision must be granted, although

one may gently urge upon him, lest he try to make his renuncia-

tion binding on others, the admission that in a universe of both

ideas and objects the clarification of thoughts may sometimes

be as useful as the identification of things. On the other hand, if

his desire to analyze persists, he can limit his subject in what-

ever way seems to him most likely to further the achievement

of a particular aim. He will freely confess that other men may

prefer other aims, and he may well feel uncertain that the means

he has adopted is the best for the attainment of his own. Yet he

can find comfort in the reflection that if he states his purpose

plainly and makes no pretense that in pursuing it he is work-
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ing toward the satisfaction of a uniquely legitimate interest, his

readers will be able at once to decide whether they wish to fol-

low him, and, if they do, ultimately to determine whether the

view from his arbitrarily chosen observation point is rewarding.

The purpose of the present study is to discover what autobi-

ographies in the modern mode are like; specifically, what typical

autobiographies contain and how they are put together as struc-

tural wholes. By autobiographies in the modern mode I mean,

so far as I need explain myself at present, works like those that

modern readers instinctively expect to find when they see Auto

biography, My Life, or Memoirs printed across the back of a

volume. Of course we do not suppose that the autobiography

of a philosopher like Herbert Spencer will be formally or ma-

terially identical with the autobiography of an explorer-journal-

ist like Sir Henry Morton Stanley, or the autobiography of

either more than roughly similar to the autobiography of a sci-

entist like Francis Galton or Charles Darwin. The expectations

are flexible, have a certain stretch and give. Nevertheless we

should be a trifle jarred if the tone, instead of being descriptive,

or explanatory, or narrative, or all these by turns, proved to be

steadily lyrical, or if the contents did not include remarks on

several of the aspects of experience normally exploited an-

cestry, early life, schooling, young manhood, and an adult ca-

reer. The typical plan is of course often varied. In volumes called

not autobiography, but, for example, My Life and Balloon Ex-

periences or Fifty Years of Newspaper Wor\, we are prepared

to find less than the ordinary scope; in a volume entitled The

Story of My Heart we may anticipate a few lyrical passages, a

slightly poetical structure. Yet there remains such a thing as a

modern concept of autobiography, a concept which, in its es-

sentials, I should imagine ordinary literate persons of the mid-

twentieth century to share. It is this concept, in its whole extent

and with all its chief modifications and permutations, that I

hope in the following pages to clarify.
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It follows, inevitably, that the present study is largely nonhis-

torical. For the most part I shall observe chronology only within

categories that exist more or less independently of rime. It is

necessary, however, in order to isolate our subject matter, that

we first determine as accurately as possible how far back into

history the modern autobiographical mode extends. Any auto-

biography that resembles modern autobiographies in structure

and content is the modern kind of autobiography, regardless of

when it was written. We shall begin, therefore, by seeing to

what extent, and with what exceptions, the convention that is

our subject can be set apart in time from other conventions that

are not our subject. If the labor proves tedious as it well may,
for we have a long way to go the reader can jump ahead to

the chapters on materials and structure; but he must then take

on faith the conclusions to which the introductory survey will

lead.

A general conclusion may be stated at once. Before 1600, auto-

biographies of the modern type are nearly impossible to find;

after 1600, they follow one another at decreasing intervals, until

at last, about 1800, their authors seem to be writing in a tradi-

tion instead of feeling their way into a new literary genre. In

the remainder of the present chapter I shall document this gen-

eralization, at the same time undertaking to separate from all

the "autobiographical" writings which antedate 1800 the titles

of representative works of the modern type to be submitted to

analysis, along with other representative works of the last hun-

dred and fifty years, in the other seven chapters. In the early

period, however, the materials are so scanty that we must look

beyond England, to the literature of western Europe generally,

in an effort to understand the expressive modes of a culture

which from this distance of centuries appears to have been in

many ways fundamentally the same over much of Catholic

Christendom.
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We can begin by rejecting as qualitatively different from

modern autobiography such pre-Renaissance writings as itincr-

aria, letters, wills, official proclamations, and the like which

contain bits of personal information that might be useful to a

modern biographer. Such documents are clearly not meant to

be read as systematic accounts of a whole existence, or even as

histories of one phase or aspect of living. They have other pur-

poses, to which the etalage du moi is incidental and which pre-

vent it from being more than fragmentary and desultory. The

itineraria are usually so laconic and externalized as to enable the

reader merely to follow the traveler through space. The letters,

like those of later times, no doubt sometimes contained intimate

gossip or reported changes of personal situation, but among
those that have been preserved I am acquainted with only two

Abelard's Historic Calamitatum and Petrarch's Epistola ad

Posteros (hardly real letters in any ordinary sense of the word)
that explain in an orderly fashion the turning points of a

career. The wills of St. Caesarus, St. Bertichramnus, St. Hado-

indus, St. Desiderius, and other persons of note afford fascinat-

ing glimpses of the properties among which lives were passed

in remote times. Their aim, however, was that of assuring heirs

of testators' bequests, not at all that of propagating or evaluating

experience. Among state pronouncements the Manifestoes of

the Emperor Frederick II are unusually rich in defensive ex-

planations and recapitulations of state policy. Yet here, again,

self-revelation is instrumental to another end in this instance

a political one and it is improbable that the Emperor thought
of himself as writing his life.

1

A little more nearly akin to modern autobiographies, though
still distant from them, are fleeting views of medieval biog-

raphers and historians in their own narratives. Bede steps once

before the reader at the end of his Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis

Anglorum and Asser three times in his Annales Rerum Ges-
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tarum JEljredi Magni.
2

Such personal irruptions, as brief as, to

the twentieth-century student, they are welcome, are, however,

clearly not motivated by an assumption of public interest in the

authors' lives, or even by the authors' interest in the experiences

themselves as proper subject matter for literary exploitation.

There is always a purpose beyond the autobiographical one.

Thus Bede seems to have listed his writings in order to avoid the

ascription to him of works for which he was not responsible,

and Asser gave firsthand evidence that Alfred had possessed cer-

tain admirable traits of character. In poems, too, like Laweman's

Brut and the earliest version of Gower's Confessio Amantis?

remarks are sometimes made in the author's person. At most,

these lead one to qualify very slightly Professor Raleigh's as-

sertion that little is known of most medieval authors but their

names.
4

But, in fact, the few biographical details are almost

without exception trivial. One's knowledge of Laweman's life

is not much advanced by the realization that he based his Brut

on French, English, and Latin sources, or one's knowledge of

Gower's by learning that he was once invited into the king's

boat on the river. In such a poem as Chaucer's House of Fame
5

self-revelation goes a little further. It is perilous, however, not to

remember that the ruling convention in this and similar poems
is that of the dream-vision and not that of modern autobiog-

raphy. One may be skeptical that contemporary readers of The

House of Fame said to themselves at the reading of certain

passages, "Ah, here Chaucer tells us something about his life!"

In moral and philosophical treatises the veil of objective de-

tachment is sometimes lifted for a longer stretch of continuous

reading. Thus St. Hilary of Poitiers introduced his treatise De

Trinitate by a description of his conversion from paganism. The

passage is rather pleasant in tone; it does not, however, have

anything to say about Hilary's visible actions, and, like most

medieval summaries of intellectual change, offers an orderly
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logical metaphor of the psychic experience rather than describ-

ing the experience itself. The interest is in dialectic and not in

individual history. C. C. J. Webb has called the tenth chapter

of the second book of the Metdogicon, by John of Salisbury, a

"precious autobiographical chapter," but the picture it gives of

John's schooling in France is noteworthy only because of the

general biographical barrenness of the age. The passage would

have provoked no such enthusiasm if it had been written after

1650. At the beginning and end of De Spirituali Amicitia, by

Aelred of Rievaulx, there are again a few personalia: in the

prologue the author explains a diminution in his admiration for

Cicero's DC Amicitia after his entry into the cloister, where he

learned that the highest wisdom is Scriptural, and at the end

of the third book he makes a rather affecting confession of

friendship for a fellow monk. Both passages, however, are care-

fully subordinated to the proper subject of the treatise. Although

divagations of this kind into personal history and anecdote light

up the pages on which they appear, they remain, when all is

said, divagations, without close relation to autobiographies in

which the record of private living is central.
6

In eyewitness histories of the Crusades, which stirred the im-

agination of all Europe, the author's involvement in stirring or

exasperating actions sometimes led him to speak for several

pages very much in the tone of a modern general reporting a

campaign in which he has taken part. Yet in the main the de-

scriptions are objective and the chronicler's effort to keep the

focus on something broader than his own fortunes is apparent.
7

In Villehardouin's Conquest of Constantinople, for example, the

subject is the Fourth Crusade, not the adventures of a single

soldier, though the soldier's vision necessarily limits the point

of view. There was as yet no such thing as journalism; there

were not even regular military communiques; but there was, of

course, public curiosity about battles and diplomacy. The result
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of these conditions was sometimes personalized history but never

a real "life" of the chronicler. The typical military memoir of

more recent times differs fundamentally in being intended as a

complement or pendant to official history rather than as history

itself. Even when the author happened to be old and unusually

garrulous,, as Joinville was when he composed his Histoire de

Saint 'Louis (another valuable source of information about the

Crusades), what comes through is not so much autobiography,

a life of the writer, as scenes of court happenings and military

actions described by a participant. An explicitly avowed pur-

pose is never autobiographical: for instance, Joinville intended

to write a book "containing the holy words and good deeds of

our King St. Lewis."
9

Eyewitness histories are diverse in subject matter but fairly

consistent in tone. The Historia Pontificalis, another work by

John of Salisbury, was planned as a continuation from the year

1148 of Sigebert's Chronicle, and since the whole period lay

well within John's memory and he had himself for a time been

resident in the papal court he found occasion to introduce

recollections of several noteworthy incidents. Thus he tells from

firsthand knowledge how Theobald, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, interceded for his enemy King Stephen at the moment

excommunication was impending; he describes the ominous

spilling of consecrated wine at a papal mass; and he relates

vividly how Pope Eugenius IV prostrated himself before a count

who was seeking a divorce and" promised to take all the count's

past sins on his own head if only the married pair would re-

unite and live faithfully together. Yet here once more, as in

Villehardouin and Joinville, the anecdotes are more often of

firsthand observations than of the author's own being or doing,

and "autobiography" is wholly incidental to history.
10

At the opposite extreme from passages of journalistic history

are allegorized dramas of the soul's anguish. In The Consolation
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of Philosophy, by Boethius, a passionately reasoned and long-

admired work, we feel the author's psychological as well as

physical involvement in situations. "Would you learn," cried

Boethius from prison,

the sum of the charges against me? It was said that "I had desired the

safety of the Senate." You would learn in what way. I was charged

with "having hindered an informer from producing papers by which

the Senate could be accused of treason." What think you, my mis-

tress? Shall I deny it lest it shame you? Nay, I did desire the safety

of the Senate, nor shall ever cease to desire it.
u

This sounds straightforward and exact, and if the excerpt were

representative one could say with confidence that the Consola-

tion is a "life." But the mistress addressed in the foregoing pas-

sage is Philosophy, who had appeared to Boethius in his cell;

her face is majestic, her robe rich but dulled by neglect, her

stature fluctuating. The author has chosen to describe his situa-

tion metaphorically, in the form of a dialogue between Misery

and Wisdom, with the result that instead of a history the reader

is offered a set of rational solutions to emotional problems posed

by life.

A much later work, Petrarch's My Secret? is nearer than the

Consolation to modern autobiography in proposing to explore

rather the sins of an individual than the attitudes ideally ap-

propriate to anyone in a particular spiritual situation. Yet here

too the framework is allegorical: a fair virgin, in a moment to

be recognized as Truth, appears to Petrarch as he ruminates on

human fate and announces that he will be instructed by St.

Augustine, to whose words she knows he will listen with respect

If the dialogue is considered as internal, St. Augustine represent-

ing the more philosophical and devout part of Petrarch's nature,

the similarity of My Secret to later forms of confession will be

evident. The persistence of metaphor is none the less noteworthy

and, from the present point of view, crucial, since our purpose
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of experience directly, as they have been confronted by all the

capital autobiographers in the great period of English self-

portraiture.

Allegories more consistently dramatic, or at any rate more

strikingly visual,, than those of Boethius and Petrarch, like Piers

Plowman and the poignantly mournful Pearl, select a more

elaborate metaphor to develop. The dream convention so popu-
lar in the later Middle Ages allowed a mingling of fact and

fancy analogous to that in the kind of modern fiction which

swoops and flutters most irresponsibly about actual historical

events. Even when a dream-vision is as deeply rooted in inti-

mately personal experience as Dante's Vita- Nuova the reader

must be cautious in accepting any part of it as validly biographi-

cal. As T. S. Eliot has said, in a passage that bears upon the

whole question with which we are here concerned:

It is difficult to conceive of an age (of many ages) when human

beings cared somewhat about the salvation of the "soul," but not about

each other as "personalities." Now Dante, I believe, had experiences

which seemed to him of some importance; not of importance because

they had happened to him and because he, Dante Alighieri, was an

important person who kept press-cutting bureaux busy; but impor-
tant in themselves; and therefore they seemed to him to have some

philosophical and impersonal value. I find in it an account of a par-

ticular kind of experience: that is, of something which had actual

experience (the experience of the "confession" in the modern sense)

and intellectual and imaginative experience (the experience of

thought and the experience of dream) as its materials.
13

In The Pearl, Piers Plowman, and, necessarily, all other "auto-

biographies" in an allegorical framework, there are imagined

as well as actual experiences.

Still another variation of the popular allegorical periphrasis

can be seen in the Rota Nova of Guido Faba, to which Ernst

Kantorowicz has recently called attention in Mediaeval and Ren-
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distance Studies. Here the allegorical framework is more earthy;

the Bologna Law School is referred to as a "smithy," and Guido's

pain at the necessity of studying uncongenial subjects is de-

scribed as an injury inflicted on his eye by a splinter from a red-

hot piece of iron on the forge. These and other evasions can

now be interpreted; nevertheless, as Professor Kantorowicz has

himself remarked, the author's pleasure in representing his suf-

ferings under so heavy a disguise puts a tax on the scholar's in-

genuity.
1*

As so often, the bare truth as the writer knew it was

thought not to be enough. The rules of dictamen offered no

encouragement to a plain recapitulation of the adventures of

ordinary living.

To be sure, visions need not be feigned, and symbolical trans-

formations can be made in the subconscious. Some medieval

confessions deal largely with mystical ecstasies.
15

Since the in-

tention of these works was the "truthful" relation of holy sights

and conversations, they resemble modern autobiographies when

the actual author was the mystic and not an awed cleric who

reported interviews or solicited information from persons likely

to possess it. The Bool( of Margery Kempe written in England

in the fifteenth century, is fairly representative both in the na-

ture of its ecstasies and the manner of its composition. Margery

believed herself to have talked frequently and intimately with

the Lord, to have made prophecies, to have performed miracles,

and to have seen her name inscribed in the Book of Life im-

mediately after those of the persons of the Holy Trinity. The

reader is also offered images which are not subjective; he

watches Margery being ejected from church because of her

"roaring," hears her protest against the appropriation of her

bedding by a fellow pilgrim to Jerusalem, feels the strain of

her efforts to keep pace with younger travelers by running and

leaping. The narrative as we have it was set down, however, by a

priest, and perhaps also partly arranged by him. Whether such
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a work belongs more properly in the tradition of autobiography

(self-lives) or in that of biography is a question that is not easily

answered.

So far we have been considering documents that are clearly

to one side of the basic convention described at the beginning
of this chapter. St. Augustine's Concessions* is the earliest of

several works which are much more directly ancestral to the

modern mode. The Confessions is so well known that not much
needs to be said about it here. The purpose, obviously, was

hortatory; St. Augustine offered himself as an exemplum. Yet

there is no allegorical fiction, as in the second group of works

noticed above, and the real subject (as distinct from the moral

theme) is not something extrapersonal to be illustrated from

personal experience when convenient, as in the first group.

Moreover, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

when the modern autobiographical tradition was being formed,

religious confessions similar to Augustine's in intention and

method were to help stimulate introspection and thus play a part

in the development of the genre.

Significantly unless the Didogus Confessiondts of Ratherius,

Bishop of Verona, is derivative
18

the Confessions appears not

to have been imitated for fully six and a half centuries. Possibly

the book was understood as an attack on a defeated heresy and

not as the story of a lost and tormented soul winning its way to

Christ. If so, the interpretation is eloquent witness of the failure

of men in the Middle Ages to think of history as the essence of

innumerable biographies. At all events, a treatise called Othloni

Libellus de Suis Tentationibus, Varia Fortuna et Scriptis, as-

cribed to the eleventh-century German monk Othloh,
19

is the

first later work to show convincing signs of a direct literary in-

fluence from the Confessions. A second, Guibert de Nogent's De

Vita Sua (translated into English as The Autobiography of

Guiberf), shows an even stronger influence from Augustine in
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the early parts but later gives itself over almost completely to

marvelous stories about devils and miracles. There is in general

in this period a tendency for the boundaries between the life of

sober waking reality and the life of vision to be thinly drawn.

As Friedrich von Bezold remarked in speaking of Peter the

Venerable, "Truth and poetry are inextricably mingled not only

in literature,, but also in life, which for many who dwelt in

cloisters transformed itself half into dream."
21

In both Othloh

and Guibert the purpose is again expostulatory. Guibert wrote

"for the help, it may be, of others/' Othloh to warn against

monastic sloth and incautious reading of the Scriptures/
3

Still nearer to modern autobiography in fidelity to the variety

of real-life experience, if more remote from it in conscious objec-

tive, is the Cronica Fratris Salimbene de Adam Ordinis Mi-

norumT written only a century before the first flush of the Ren-

aissance was to color the intellectual horizons of Italy. Earlier

"chronicles" usually prove on examination to consist chiefly of

dates and succinct lists of impersonal happenings wars, floods,

deaths of kings, papal edicts, and so on but Salimbene's is so

crammed with personal detail that G. G. Coulton, in the book

that first brought it to the attention of an educated English-

speaking public, called it "the most remarkable autobiography

of the Middle Ages."
2*

Certainly Salimbene wrote with engaging

freedom on any topic that happened to attract his interest, with

the result that by the time a reader lays aside the cumbersome

volume he feels on intimate terms with the lively and keen-eyed

friar. Yet the work is so disorderly, overcomes an initial reticence

so slowly, proceeds with such utter disregard of expository

plan,
25

that self-revelation seems to come about chiefly as a conse-

quence of the author's lax control over his materials. Associa-

tions lead everywhere into the most diverse kinds of current

gossip as well as into personal reminiscence.
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We come at last to the four documents which of all the auto-

biographies and proto-autobiographies of the Middle Ages have

the most unmistakable resemblance to the modern genre. Two
of the four are apologies, and the other two, life sketches.

The apologies, by Abelard and the Welshman Giraldus Cam-

brensis, considerably antedate the sketches. Both Abelard and

Giraldus felt that their actions had been misinterpreted and

therefore wished their lives to be known accurately as lives, not

merely as instructive exempla. In religious confessions like those

of Augustine and Othloh the writer's energy is often directed

so intently to argument and exhortation that the external cir-

cumstances in which actions were performed are left obscure.

In apology (that is to say, in defense), circumstances must often

be adduced so that the reader may be led to recognize the un-

fairness of current judgments. In Abelard's Historia Calamita-

tuni and Giraldus' De Rebus a Se Gestis* there is both visible

and psychological history. In both, the life itself, not something

outside it military or dynastic history, or sin, or the resigned

spirit in which misfortune should be accepted is central, and

in neither is there conscious fiction or metaphor.

In the sketches too there is a feeling of modernity. The post-

Renaissance reader is comfortably at home in them, and does not

have to adjust himself carefully to attitudes and preconceptions

alien to his ordinary modes of thinking. The earlier of the two,

by Petrarch, who has sometimes been called the first modern

man, begins without circumlocution or a disclaimer of individ-

ual importance.

Petrarch to posterity, greeting. It is possible that some word of me

may have come to you, though even this is doubtful ... If
, however,

you should have heard of me, you may desire to know what manner

of man I was, or what was the outcome of my labours, especially

those of which some description or, at any rate, the bare titles may
have reached you.

27
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Four centuries were to pass before autobiographers began at all

regularly to make this calm assumption of public interest in a

private life; what is more important still, it had not, so far as I am

aware, ever before been made so unequivocally. The Vita Karoli

Quarti Imperatoris, actually composed by the Emperor himself,

is addressed more modestly to the Emperor's successors on the

thrones of Bohemia and the Holy Roman Empire, but in spite

of a pious beginning is nonetheless also sufficiently remarkable.

Like Petrarch's Epistola and the two apologies, it is real auto-

biography by any conceivable standard. Though the Emperor

places a natural emphasis on military campaigns and statecraft,

his point of view is that of a man rather than an institution and

he includes anecdotes that have little connection with his official

acts.
28

In these four documents, then, more certainly even than in

Augustine's Confessions, can be found anticipations of the auto-

biographical mode which was ultimately to flourish in England.

I do not wish to underestimate the part played by religious con-

fessions in the seventeenth century, when autobiography had its

vigorous seedtime; nevertheless the confessional tendency soon

became moribund and left the primacy to narratives which, if

they were intended to instruct at all, did so less overtly, like the

sketches and apologies.

So much in preparation for a summary of the modern pe-

riod, in which the dominant English tradition has developed.

Before 1500 self-revelation tended everywhere in Europe to be

fragmentary, more or less accidental, and, more often than not,

in some degree allegorized or fictionized. The rule admits

exceptions the apologies of Abelard and Giraldus, the life

sketches of Petrarch and the Emperor Charles IV but the im-

pulse to subsume discrete facts under general principles and in-

dividual human beings under types seems to have been almost

universal. Nor, Chaucer's Troilus and Canterbury Tales to one
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side, does there appear to have been any special readiness in

England to value individual differences. Of the four exceptional

writers just named, only Giraldus was born in Britain, and his

education was largely French. If Hoccleve's Mai Regie (ca.

1406) had something of the tone of modern confession, it had a

parallel of sorts in Villon's two Testaments (1456 and 1461);

and Lydgate's Testament (ca. 1450), nearly contemporary with

those of Villon, was hardly more than a formal cry of mea

culpa

From this point we shall confine our attention to British litera-

ture. Rather unexpectedly, the sixteenth century proves to have

been little richer than earlier ones. John Skelton, in A Goodly
Garland or Chaplet of Laurel (1523), listed the poems which

had won him the laureateship under Henry VIII; the poem is

peopled, however, with allegorical figures. In the Examinations

of Anne As\ew (edited by John Bale in 1547) a report of a trial

for heresy is focused on Catholic cruelty rather than on the

personality or deeds of the accused woman. Bale's own Vocacyon

of John Bale to the Bishopric]^ of Ossorie in Ireland (1553) is a

narrative of real-life experiences, but has a temporal scope of

only a year and can be called a "life" only by an irresponsible

stretching of terms.
80

Not until the last quarter of the century

were there signs of an impending change.

The signs are to be found in two poems, Thomas Church-

yard's A Tragicall Discourse of the Unhappy Man's Life (1575-

I580)
81

and Thomas Tusser's The Authors Life (first printed as

part of Fiue Hundred Pointes of Good Husbandrie in 1577).**

Both are almost or quite unprecedented in England, as Petrarch's

Letter to Posterity had been in Europe, in assuming public curi-

osity about the lives of private men simply as lives. They are

brief, therefore necessarily sketchy; moreover, the former may
have been conceived as morally and practically useful. The

poetic form, while adding little to the emotional content, prob-
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ably to some extent hampered the authors' control of their fac-

tual materials. Nevertheless, in these verses, as in Montaigne's

Essais and Jerome Cardan's De Vita Propria Liber written at

about the same time in France and Italy, one senses an interest

in experience as intrinsically significant. The contrast with Hoc-

cleve's Mai Regie and Lydgate's Testament is striking: Hoccleve

wished to remind the Lord Treasurer of a neglected annuity,

Lydgate to prepare his soul for death by public confession.

In two short prose works by Robert Greene, A Groats-Worth

of Witte, bought with a million of Repentance, and The Re-

pentance of Robert Greene (both first printed in 1592),
*
there

is less recognition of experience as valuable in itself than in

Tusser's and Churchyard's verse. The former pamphlet reads

like an ordinary novella until one comes suddenly upon the

sentence, "Heerafter suppose me the saide Roberto" whereupon
the emphasis shifts to the eschatology that hitherto has been

merely implicit; the latter recurs to Lydgate's fifteenth-century

mood of unenlightening piety. On the whole, one's discoveries

in the century are slight. There is only the ambiguous promise

of Tusser and Churchyard.

Yet throughout the sixteenth century traditional attitudes

must have been gradually weakening, for in 1609, when Sir

Thomas Bodley wrote his short but competent Life* an ef-

florescence began in earnest. In method, in tone, in underlying

assumptions, the Life is in no essential respect different from

the sketches written much later by Hume, Darwin, Huxley, and

a host of others. It is life-and-career, cool, unflurried, dextrously

composed, simply phrased a work so like other more recent

ones that only a background of preliminary study enables the

student to realize that Bodley pioneered in a new mode. Further-

more, after 1609 there was a steady succession of other auto-

of which would have been exceotional in
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(Memoirs of His Own Life, ante 1617), of Robert Gary (Mem-
oirs of the Life of Robert Gary, ca. 1626), and of Sir James

Turner (Memoirs of His Own Life and Times, ca. 1670) differ

from the military chronicles of the Middle Ages in observing

rather consistently the limitations of an individual point of

view.
86

The intention seems to have been rather to describe

sieges and campaigns as they appeared to participants than to

give an inclusive history of the events. The Life of Lord Herbert

of Cherbury (ca. i643)
37

also ^as a background of national af-

fairs but is less persistently externalized. The Earl of Clarendon's

Life (ca. 1670}** is richly documented apology by a man who for

seven years held the highest appointive office in the state.

Thomas Dempster concluded his Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis

Scotorum, sive De Scriptoribus Scotis (i627)
89

with a personal

chapter in which he gave startling information about the vio-

lence of enmities within his family. Sir Kenelm Digby, in

Loose Fantasies (ca. 162$)* mixed some fiction with a good deal

of transparent truth. Thomas Raymond's Autobiography (ante

1681; so called by the modern editor)
41

is a mixture of intimate

revelations and miscellaneous gossip, full of brilliantly realized

experiences. Bunyan's Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners

(I666)
42

is one of the most moving religious confessions in Eng-
lish. Thomas Ellwood's Life (written ca. 1683)^ also in part a

religious confession, is at the same time an ingratiating story of

the calm way in which an early Quaker accepted persecution.

Richard Baxter's Reliquiae (1696)^ includes in its autobiograph-

ical parts two scarcely separable layers, one confessional, the

other meant to describe contemporary conditions of living.

Abraham Cowley published a tasteful little sketch entitled "Of

My self" (i669)
45

in which he spoke of his early bent for poetry.

Even women, ill-educated as they were, felt the stirrings of

a new mood. Ann Lady Fanshawe prepared a long family
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Margaret Cavendish, the eccentric Duchess of Newcastle, re-

vealed more of her character, probably, than she was aware in

a "True Relation" of her birth, breeding, and life (1655-1656).

Anne Lady Halkett wrote, and made utterly convincing,

a charming narrative of her involved romantic adventures

Since there were many more autobiographies than these,
47

there is small doubt that the orientation of the consciousness

to experience was rapidly undergoing a fundamental transfor-

mation. It was in the next century, however, that the trans-

formation went far enough to produce an autobiographical

convention in all essentials like that which obtains today; hence

it is that century, not the seventeenth, which must claim special

attention. The greater intensity of the eighteenth-century inter-

est in private lives appears not only in the writing of more

autobiographies, but also in the greater willingness of authors

to publish. Many of the works just cited lay in manuscript for a

hundred years or longer, whereas most of those written in the

eighteenth century were published either immediately or after

comparatively short delays.

Adventurous and observant autobiography, begun by Gary and

Melville, continued after 1700 in a variety of titillating shapes.

The Pleasant and Surprising Adventures of Robert Drury, dur-

ing his Fifteen Years' Captivity on the Island of Madagascar

(first printed in 1729; subsequent printings in 1731, 1743, 1750,

1807, and i826),
48

differs from other seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century travel books (which helped accustom the reading public

to first-person narratives) chiefly by reason of its temporal span.

The Memoirs of Captain John Creichton (1731; edited by

Swift)
49

is military, having to do with skirmishes on the Scottish

border similar to those about which Gary had written. The

Memoirs of Peter Henry Bruce, "A Military Officer in the Ser-

vices of Prussia, Russia, and Great Britain" (translated by the
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author from his own German in 1755; printed in 1782)/ strad-

dles the boundary between travels and campaigning, as do many
later works by soldiers whose careers have taken them much
abroad. From Melville and Gary onward, military service and

foreign travel, together or separately, have been among the most

frequently tapped sources of reminiscence. But special domestic

milieux were also beginning to be worked: for instance, the

celebrated Apology of Colley Gibber (i74o)
51

utilized for the

first time the rich stores of theatrical history and anecdote which

were later to be drawn upon by dozens of actors and actresses.

As time went on, more and more occupational settings were

exploited, until eventually all the professions and many of the

trades had been described autobiographically.

In the four works just mentioned the autobiographical por-

trait is dim and unfocused. The subject proper is not the author

but something external to him aborigines, travels, military ex-

periences, the theater. Although there seems by this time to

have been a realization that there are values as well as handicaps

in a personal point of view, a formal, and to some extent a

material, resemblance to the memoirs of Villehardouin
52

is per-

ceptible. Yet it is noteworthy that the audience for such narra-

tives has broadened and has begun in some way to put a pressure

on publishers. Of six comparable documents written in the pre-

ceding century (by Gary, Melville, Herbert, Turner, Clarendon,

and Raymond), none was immediately printed; of the later

group (by Drury, Creichton, Bruce, and Gibber), all but Brace's

were intended for a general public. The audience of a family

or group of friends is being replaced by an audience of curious

citizens. Society is becoming less patriarchal, less clannish, less

feudal; readers are becoming more numerous and their interests

more catholic.

The reminiscent or memorial impulse can be traced back at

least into the seventeenth century and therefore was not new.
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The tradition of religious confession, which had a still longer

ancestry,, continued into the age of the fox-hunting rector. Like

other forms of evangelical Christianity, Methodism produced

literary reports of conversion, always with an emphasis on the

spiritual facts of immediate experience. These, say the writers

almost without exception, were my sins, this was my repentance,

thus was I assured of the saving efficacy of Christ's blood for me.

On the fringes of the Established Church also men underwent

conversions and reported the joys of grace. John Newton, a

friend of the poet Cowper, enjoyed the advantage of better-

than-average sins to regret and a colorful background of mari-

time disasters against which to set them. (Here the tradition of

first-person travels merges with that of confession). Cowper
himself wrote a spiritual Memoir, first published in 1816, which

describes a depression almost maniacally deep.
53

The most out-

rageous, and at the same time ludicrous, sins were, however,

those confessed by George Psalmanazar (1765), who as a boy

and young man was one of the most prodigious mountebanks

on record but in middle age became deeply pious.
54

Most important of all was the emergence in the eighteenth

century of autobiographies which are neither religious confes-

sions nor focused on something presumed to be more interesting

than a private life. It was necessary, if autobiography was not to

remain an adjunct of history and ethics or to evolve into a

literature of trivia, that the life experiences of individuals be

recognized as having, potentially, the same kind of cognitive

significance as any other body of empirical data. The data

might eventually suggest generalizations; but first of all they

had to be carefully accumulated, and accumulation was possible

only after interest had begun to attach to them. The attainment

by autobiography of sufficient popularity to invite technical dis-

covery and lead at last to the development of a literary conven-

tion required, therefore, the development of an assumption that
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the lives of individual persons were important in themselves,

whether or not they could be regarded as exemplary.

Swift's unfinished sketch (probably written in 1728 )

55

is coldly

reticent and centers on genealogy. Yet it was intended for publi-

cation, if Curll or some other abusive biographer should attack

the author's memory, and tells, with whatever disappointing

omissions and faults of emphasis, something of the life of a man,
not of Christ's grace or the public affairs with which the man
was associated.

The scandalous apologies of Laetitia Pilkington (1748) and

Constantia Phillips (1748-1749) and the "Memoirs" of the Lady
Vane (printed as part of Smollett's Peregrine Pickle in 1751) do

not suffer from coldness.
58

Not only is the tone sometimes highly

emotional, but the narrative method shows unmistakably the

influence of the psychological novel, which after 1740 was ac-

customing readers to the exploration of consciousness. Since the

newly awakened interest in the palpitations of feminine bosoms

permitted full confidence in the attractions of True Romance

or its opposite, Male Violation, the three apologists, who were

writing on Richardson's very subjects, felt no temptation to

substitute for their own deeds and emotions some other object

of attention.

The effect of these autobiographical romances, coming on the

heels of Pamela and Clarissa, may have been important to the

development of a subjective emphasis. Among the documents

mentioned thus far, the only "true" histories of the mind and

emotions with a nonreligious emphasis were those of the Duch-

ess of Newcastle and Lady Halkett.
57

The former must long since

have ceased to be read, if it ever had been, and the latter still lay

in manuscript. If autobiography was to conquer areas of more

subtle meaning, the reading public had to be shown that writers

could do with their own real lives what Richardson had done

with his fictive ones. Even sordid and overdrawn autobiog-
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raphies could suggest a new emphasis and new technical and

material resources. Since before the publication of these three

amorous confessions secular lives regularly ignored the feelings,

whereas afterward they often did not, there is at least a possibil-

ity that three dishonest and libertine women did autobiography

a lasting service.

A Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Charlotte Charge, (Youngest

Daughter of Cottey Gibber, Esq;) Written by Herself (i755)/
8

continued the tradition of adventurous writing and is not sub-

jective. Mrs. Charke's exploits, however, which had no connec-

tion with national history and comparatively little to do even

with the history of such a cultural institution as the theater,

were meant to stand on their own values. Moreover, the volume

contains what may be the earliest explicit justification in English

for the writing of obscure lives. Mrs. Charke believed she had

succeeded in making her memoirs "so interesting, that every

Person who reads my Volume may bear a Part in some Circum-

stance or other in the Perusal, as there is nothing inserted but

what may daily happen to every Mortal breathing."
59

Behind the

awkward verbal formulation there is evident a sense that, within

a fascinating variety, human experience has a unity which

makes the illumination of one life in some degree the illumina-

tion of all.

Though the official literary theory of the period was conserv-

ative, a new leaven was stirring within neoclassicism itself. Dr.

Johnson, the literary dictator of the mid-century, not only had a

special predilection for the "biographical part" of literature, but

wrote his own life, unfortunately destroyed later in the presence

of his Negro servant. To judge from the few preserved pages,
60

he was among the earliest of the "scientific" self-students about

whom Anna Robeson Burr had many laudatory things to say

in her study, The Autobiography (ipop).
61 He wrote of his in-

fancy, at least, with complete dispassion, having apparently no
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intention except that of examining the history of a human being.

There remains no trace of any effort to blend the autobiographi-

cal portrait into events of broad social significance or to use the

adventures of an individual life to illustrate a religious or moral

theme.

A comparable assumption of the legitimacy of an autobio-

graphical purpose is made by "A Short Account of the Life of

James Ferguson, F.R.S." (1773): "As this is probably the last

book I shall ever publish, I beg leave to prefix to it a short

account of myself, and of the manner I first began, and have

since prosecuted my studies."
62

Again there is no allusion to

religion, war, diplomacy, or family records. The subject is the

attaining of an education under crushing difficulties, and Fer-

guson expects it to elicit interest because his publications on

mathematics and mechanics have been read. The medieval

indifference toward the secular experiences of writers is gone or

going. The products of personality are seen to have relation to

personality, and personality to have a relation to the conditions

of living.

The "Life" of David Hume (I777)
63

is of interest not only be-

cause its author was at once a distinguished historian and a

philosopher who pressed a whole intellectual system to its limits,

but also because it was the first of the "literary" lives which dur-

ing the next century were to be written in large numbers. It is

brief, like Ferguson's sketch, and also appeared as a preface, but

its principle of coherence was the series of literary projects to

which Hume had addressed himself. Vast reversals of conven-

tion are suggested by the realization that Hume was the first

English author of note to feel the propriety of describing his

writing career. With the exception of Cowley, who had found a

subject in his precocious liking for poetry (not, however, in his

history as a mature poet), the few authors who had written

autobiographies before 1777 Giraldus, Bale, Greene, Swift,
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Cowper, and Gibber had made something other than literature

central. From the late eighteenth century onward it came gradu-

ally to be thought that a literary career might naturally be con-

cluded by the publication, often posthumous, of a volume or

sketch describing the origin of the author's ideas and the genesis

of each of his works.

A few more documents, although of no great individual im-

portance, may be mentioned to indicate the increasing popu-

larity of the genre. George Anne Bellamy's five-volume Apology

(third edition 1785)" recalls one to the world of fainting inno-

cence and male profligacy. The impression made by the earlier

vies scandcdeuses must have been fairly deep; Memoirs of the

Late Mrs. Robinson is also a sentimental history, complete with

extramarital intrigue, dating from the beginning of the new cen-

tury (first published i8oi.)
65

The Memoirs of a bookseller, James

Lackington (1791), and the Autobiography of William Stout

of Lancaster, "Wholesale and Retail Grocer and Ironmonger"

(last entry 1743; first published 1851) reflect the growing liter-

ary activity of the mercantile classes.
66

Benjamin Franklin's

Autobiography, which appeared in imperfect versions from 1793

and was much read in England, was an American success story

roughly analagous to Lackington's.
67

In the future more and

more businessmen were to describe their energy and astuteness.

Thomas Pennant, an eccentric naturalist, published, also in 1793,

a chaotic miscellany of personal notes
68

by which, fortunately,

no later autobiographer seems to have been influenced. To Gib-

bon's Memoirs, however, published in 1796 in Lord Sheffield's

redaction,
69

a special significance attaches.

The significance is by no means wholly to be found in the

glittering surface and organizational skill,

70

admirable as these

are. The combination of dignified tone, frank matter, and tight

structure was excellently suited to remove whatever stigma may
still have clung to self-portraiture; but this alone would not have
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enabled one to say that 1796 marked a turning point. Neither

should too much stress be laid on the evidence, in certain of Lord

Sheffield's notes, that public inquisitiveness about private lives

had reached the pitch of morbidity.
71

The really significant fact

about the Memoirs is that for the first time the extended auto-

biography of a celebrated Englishman, intimate but not bearing

upon religious experience, was printed and widely disseminated

within a few years of his death. Herbert's Life was not printed

until 1764; Clarendon was a historical figure before the publi-

cation of his apology; Gibber was only an actor who wrote plays;

Swift's fragment was reticent and broke off too early to have

satisfied curiosity; Hume's "Life" ran to no more than a few

pages.
72

Gibbon, however, had been bitterly attacked and enthu-

siastically defended. His name was known to every person who
had intellectual or literary pretensions; and his Memoirs there-

fore began to create what had hitherto been lacking, a definite,

competent, and imitable literary tradition. There were now

paths to be followed, techniques to be utilized, precedents to

give confidence. Autobiography was at last fairly launched, and

required only time and the development of acuter psychological

insights to achieve literary stature.

The foregoing survey of eighteenth-century developments has

by no means been exhaustive.
78

1 have not spoken, for instance,

of the numerous rogue confessions, since there is evidence that

many of them were ghostwritten, and I have perhaps somewhat

played down the role of religious confessions purposely, since

of the "great" English autobiographies of the nineteenth century

and later, only one, Newman's, focuses on religion. Enough has

been said, however, to make adequately clear, first, that the

development begun in the seventeenth century after nearly a

thousand virtually blank years not only continued, but gained

enormously in momentum, in the eighteenth. It is apparent,

further, that at least until 1770 the prestige of autobiography was
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not great enough to make the writing of a personal life seem,

as it seems today, quite natural and normal For the most part

the documents that have been cited were written by persons who

have no other claim to interest. The chief exceptions were the

religious confessants Bunyan, Baxter, Cowper and a few pub-

lic servants, among whom Herbert and Clarendon are note-

worthy. It is probably accurate to say that until the publication

of Hume's sketch and Gibbon's full-length Memoirs in the last

quarter of the eighteenth century autobiography was thought

well-bred only when it had admonitory or historical value or ex-

plained conduct which, through public misunderstanding, had

brought the moral character of the writer into doubt. In the

nineteenth century obscure autobiography was to continue-

indeed, to increase rapidly in popularity; but the really impor-

tant development in the eighteenth century was the fixing of

an assumption, emergent in the seventeenth century, that in-

terest must attach itself automatically to the private reflections

and activities of everyone whose name had some public cur-

rency. In other words, self-portraiture ceased to be considered an

extraordinary activity, explicable only on the grounds of some

unusual circumstance, and came to be accepted as conventional.

The seedtime of the new genre was thus the seventeenth century,

its period of gradual but steady growth the eighteenth, and its

time of full and luxuriant flowering the nineteenth and twen-

tieth centuries.

An illustration will exemplify the development. Among eight-

eenth-century authors the autobiographical lacunae are striking.

We have no autobiography by Defoe, Pope, Shaftesbury, Boling-

broke, Hartley, Gay, Chesterfield, Berkeley, Goldsmith, Thom-

son, Gray, Collins, Macpherson, Burke, Richardson, Fielding,

Smollett, Mackenzie, Priestley, or Paine (to cite only a few of

many possible names). In the nineteenth century the conven-

tion had changed. Coleridge (in the letters to Poole), Byron,
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Scott, Hogg, Moore, Hunt, De Quincey, Newman, Mill, Ruskin,

Martineau, Huxley, Darwin, and Trollope persons of compar-
able literary reputation all wrote autobiographies, though By-

ron's was subsequently destroyed.

This, then, briefly, is the background of the modern autobi-

ographical tradition. If a single cause were to be specified for the

emergence of an interest in "truthful" life histories, I would

suggest, tentatively and without insistence, that it might be

found in the substitution of inductive thought habits for deduc-

tive. Of course there were other causes also. The invention of

printing, by stimulating book production, invited the discovery

of new literary modes. The growth of the reading public made

printers aware of a hitherto unsuspected variety in human inter-

ests. An introspective Puritanism motivated the examination of

psychic states. Primitivism diverted attention from dogmatic

theories of experience to natural impulses. A secularization of

thought, especially rapid after 1660, drew minds to the consider-

ation of social living. There were also specifically literary influ-

ences, like the vogue of first-person travels and the development

of the novel, though I should think the latter rather to parallel

autobiography than to stand in causal relation to it. Behind all

these forces, however, and ultimately more important than any

of them except possibly the invention of printing, lay the view

that Truth, instead of being already known in its essentials, could

be discovered only by the slow accumulation of particulars. Dis-

crete facts did not have for men of the Middle Ages the instru-

mental value they have for us. There was no fully developed in-

ductive method, hence no great object to be served by the

observation of details. Details illustrated instead of revealing and

therefore were regularly pointed toward the principles under

which they were subsumed. Not until the Baconian method of

working from parts toward the whole was firmly established

were men's eyes finally brought down from concepts shining in
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Heaven to the data of earthly experience; and the adventures of

individual living, like everything else that could be observed,

then became materials for a new synthesis.

About the adequacy of this explanation there will very likely

be disagreement. The broad lines of autobiographical develop-

ment, however, are clear. The conventions that today are taken

for granted were emergent in the seventeenth century, gradually

took form in the eighteenth, and after the publication of Gib-

bon's Memoirs were virtually shaped. From the late eighteenth

century to the present the most important changes have been

consequent on the deepening of psychological insights and the

borrowing of techniques that had proved useful in feigned ac-

counts of life experiences (novels). The whole body of English

autobiography from 1796 to the present is thus recognizably one

genre. But the genre includes more than this. The plan of the

foregoing survey has been to notice both autobiographies and

proto-autobiographies written before 1600, but only autobiog-

raphies written after that date. The genre accordingly includes

all the works mentioned in the second half of the present chap-

ter, except Digby's Loose Fantasies which seemed to require

mention because of a certain notoriety among students of bi-

ography. It includes, however, of all the "autobiographies" writ-

ten in England before 1600, only the De Rebus a Se Gestis of

Giraldus,
78

which anticipates in a remarkable way the focus of

many later works. (Verse lives are a thing apart; hence we have

done with Tusser and Churchyard.)

It is this body of documents that is to be examined in the re-

mainder of the volume, first from the point of view of content,

later from the point of view of form and technique.



PART Two

MATERIALS: THE REDUCTION

OF HETEROGENEITY





CHAPTER II

THE SHRINKING OF HISTORY

AEXAMINATION of autobiographical content is logically

prior to an examination of autobiographical form. Shape
must of course be the shape of something; and the

thing that is shaped carries within itself qualities and tendencies

largely determinant of the forms within which it can grow.

Moreover, it must be remembered that in autobiography struc-

tural needs cannot, as in poetry and fiction, freely generate ap-

propriate materials. There is a donnee which preexists the form,
a body of subject matter that can be hewed down like a block of

marble but not filled in at will like a blank piece of canvas. If

there are principles which elucidate the process of hewing
which explain, or even in some degree illuminate, the ways in

which autobiographers select and reject among enormous bodies

of potential materials we owe them extended consideration.

Almost at once it becomes evident that there are important

qualitative distinctions between the experiences described in bi-

ographies and those described in autobiographies. Although in

both genres an attempt is made to re-create verbally some part

of an individual human existence, differences of viewpoint force

on the authors widely differing choices among the minutiae of

the realities which are to be reported. Broadly speaking, the

tendency is for autobiographers to show their subjects more

passive to their environments than biographers, readier to react

to stimuli, less prone to initiate deeds of their own volition. The
situation which provokes a response is necessarily more richly

present to the consciousness of the actor than to that of another

person who stands and observes or more frequently tries in a

distant place and time to learn about the action from frag-

mentary bits of preserved information. Even if the biographer

C333
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was physically present on the occasion, he is sure to have felt

the situation differently. His psychological organization is not

identical with that of his subject; yet for the subject a definite

mental state was part of the total experience. The matter can

be summed up by saying, rather paradoxically, that an autobi-

ographer's focus is often less sharply on his ostensible human

subject than is a biographer's.

An example will suggest the effect of a chief-character point

of view on historical narration. To the spectator of a bank

robbery the robber is an object of excited attention; to the

robber, the absorbing aspects of the situation are the teller be-

hind the window, the bystanders, the conjectured policeman

outside the door, and the accessibility or inaccessibility of the

money he means to steal. If the spectator describes the scene as

he believes it to have appeared to the robber, or the robber as

he believes it to have appeared to the spectator, the result is im-

aginative re-creation storytelling not reporting. In the rob-

ber's account of the incident, if he is truthful and not boastfully

dramatic, his own movements and whispered demands will in-

evitably be subordinated to a description of circumstances favor-

ing and impeding his attempt. He can hardly keep his auditor's

attention on his visual and auditory personality. His eyes are

not placed to view himself at work; his tone and certain of his

involuntary movements, which to the cashier are essential ele-

ments of the situation, are probably not objects of his conscious-

ness at all.
1

It follows that an autobiographer's self-portrait,

which draws upon a fund of similar (though, we may hope, less

sinister) recollections, differs from a biographer's portrait of

him precisely as a man's view of himself differs from the view of

him held by acquaintances. Johnson's lost autobiography, what-

ever it contained, certainly did not describe those personal traits

which Boswell has made so vividly memorable the gluttonous

table manners, the sputterings and roarings, the jigglings at
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doorways. Whatever the similarity of their purposes, biography
and autobiography are, materially speaking, often nearly as

widely separated as history and the novel. The one draws facts

from reading, observations, and interviews; the other raises

memories into consciousness.

The perceptive or reflective autobiographer, therefore, often

expends much of his own and his reader's attention on objects

other than his own personality and deeds. When he saw, he saw

things; when he thought, he thought thoughts; and these things

and thoughts may appear less intimately personal to his reader

than to himself, since he is more keenly aware than the reader

that what has filled his consciousness at a given moment has

been indistinguishable from himself. No such difficulty con-

fronts the biographer, who can keep his subject sharply in focus

by making the human eddies circle round him, by conceiving

all the circumstances with relation to him. In the same way as

in autobiography, the character whose point of view is adopted

in a novel is often physically the most shadowy of all those that

move across the pages. Although we are admitted to his mind,

which of all the aspects of his individuality is psychologically

most significant, we may feel the lack of a clear visual image.

Micawbers and Betsy Trotwoods, not David Copperfields, dwell

in our minds and attract our notice in the streets, though David

is a "round" character and the other two are as flat as sheets of

cardboard. Thus, what an autobiography gains in one direction

it loses in another. Both the gain and the loss grow inevitably

out of the conditions of writing.

The difference which has been pointed out is independent of

the use by the autobiographer of such written materials as

diaries and his own letters. In them, as in his memory, a posi-

tion at the invisible center of the visual arc determines selections

from the data of experience other than those which could have

been made by an observer. Often, however, autobiographies are
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written with a minimum of documentary assistance. Dates may
be checked; letters from friends may be referred to; and a pro-

fessional author's recollection of his published works can be

refreshed. Nevertheless, it is unusual for autobiographical ma-

terials to be drawn mainly from documents.
2 An ordinarily

retentive mind contains enough potentially autobiographical

lumber to fill not one but many volumes; preserves, in fact,

materials in such abundance that the first act of preparation for

writing must be the conscious or unconscious choice of one or

more aspects of experience for emphasis. The memory is there-

fore the chief source of autobiographical subject matter.

Unfortunately the memory is a fallible instrument. It has its

own preferences and dislikes, drops veils over humiliations too

racking to be tolerable, rearranges confused recollections in

more probable forms, reinterprets embarrassments in ways
which soothe and support the ego. If by sanity is meant a full

acceptance of the world on its own terms, we are all partly in-

sane; we adjust and reject constantly. Even if we assume the

complete and objective accuracy of every fragmentary recollec-

tion in the mind, it remains obvious that no autobiographer is

in possession of the full truth about his past.

An example will again be useful. Let a mature person spend
a half hour attempting to relive in his imagination the events

of a distant week a week which was important for the nation

as well as for him, which affected his private circumstances and

almost certainly provoked both intellectual and emotional re-

actions the week following President Roosevelt's declaration

of a bank holiday in March, 1933. A momentous time, surely,

when the whole economic structure of what was soon -to be

called "The American Way" seemed to hang in the balance. No
doubt persons over forty can raise in their minds certain pic-

tures, can recollect certain social and business incidents, which

demonstrate that not all the events of the week are permanently
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and hopelessly effaced. Yet how much is gone! One can recall,

possibly, half a dozen events of the week a spirited dispute

over the President's action, the necessity of borrowing carfare

from a barely known neighbor, a friend's having chosen that

astonishing moment to make a successful proposal of marriage,

the witnessing of a memorable play, news of a distant relative's

death, the difficulty also of finding cash for gasoline. Only men
whose businesses suffered acutely are likely to recall substantially

more than this. Yet, at the most generous estimate, only six or

eight hours of the one hundred sixty-eight of the week are ac-

counted for, and many of the details of those hours are irretrieva-

bly lost What remains of more ordinary weeks is even less de-

tailed, especially if the time is more remote and it must be

remembered that autobiographies are usually written at an

advanced age, when the mind must be turned back over many
decades.

The illustration is perhaps hardly fair, since it is not in this

way that the reminiscent mind normally works. Autobiog-

raphers remember in terms rather of continuing phases of ex-

perience than of merely temporal blocks. The recollection of

having completed grammar schooling in June of 1906 is more

likely to result from an attempt to summarize education than

from the sudden necessity of remembering something which

occurred in that month. Nevertheless, much that is past is for-

ever irrecoverable except under circumstances not likely to arise

during writing the sudden stimulus of an unusual sense im-

pression, shock, hypnosis, psychiatric analysis, and so on. To be

sure, some memories are extraordinarily tenacious: William

Hutton, a Birmingham stationer, after a lapse of sixty-seven

years was able to assert that on December 27, 1731, when he was

eight years old, he slipped nine times on the ice in going a dis-

tance of two hundred yards but succeeded in making the return

trip with only two falls.
8

But such details, however piquant,
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rather distort or diffuse the autobiographical image than sharpen

it; moreover, it is doubtful that a memory phenomenally re-

tentive of figures can be assumed to be equally retentive of other

data. The conclusion is inescapable: much of the past is beyond

recall even for the autobiographer most fortunately equipped

with memoranda, and most of it for the writer who must rely

chiefly on his unaided memory. In George Moore's phrase, "One

reads one's past life like a book out of which some pages have

been torn and many mutilated."
4

But this is not all. The memory is irrationally selective. There

can be no assurance that it will retain more firmly what is im-

portant than what is petty. Attention (as every teacher knows)
has its own rhythms, and the memory, which depends heavily

upon it, is subject to its limitations and works with only sporadic

efficiency. The retrospective mind throws up vividly to the con-

sciousness trivial happenings which occurred at instants of ac-

cidental attention and conceals or defaces truly significant ex-

periences which caught us in moments of preoccupation. The

beginning of a physical collapse brought on by overwork, a

critical exposure to tuberculosis, the real origin of a trait of per-

sonality or some characteristic mental attitude, may not be an

object of memory at all; in contrast, everyone must have ob-

served the marvelous clarity of instants which had no apparent

preparation or issue. Moments of keen awareness may come

when least expected and least needed as one may recall with

startling distinctness the gesture with which an unknown
woman paid the bus driver and yet be unable to remember the

dying look on a father's face. As W. H. Hudson said at the be-

ginning of Far Away and Long Ago:

When a person endeavours to recall his early life in its entirety he

finds it is not possible: he is like one who' ascends a hill to survey the

prospect before him on a day of heavy cloud and shadow, who sees

at a distance, now here, now there, some feature in the landscape
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hill or wood or tower or spire touched and made conspicuous by a

transitory sunbeam while all else remains in obscurity . . .

It is easy to fall into the delusion that the few things thus dis-

tinctly remembered and visualized are precisely those which were

most important in our life, and on that account were saved by

memory while all the rest has been permanently blotted out. That

is indeed how our memory serves and fools us.
5

Only by an act of arbitrary faith could we persuade ourselves

that although much of the past is irrecoverable, what remains

has special autobiographical significance.

Of the experiences which persist in the memory and the

residue is still vast large areas are rejected because of evident

triviality. Standards of importance are of course personal, and,

in autobiography, relative to a specific literary intention, but if

interests indicate value judgments, it is noteworthy that some

writers confine themselves chiefly to the events and observations

of the working day and others to those which have little to do

with purposive action. The life-and-career, in this respect, is at

the opposite pole from the volume of social anecdotes. To nearly

all autobiographers the recollection of having slept during a

third of their lives is meaningless; dressing, washing, shaving,

and even eating, which together may require as much as a sixth

or seventh of their waking time, are likewise ignored, though a

part of the conversation at a dinner or in a drawing room after

the dinner may be reported. Still further excisions result from

the incomprehensibility or pointlessness of much experience.

If the autobiographer has succeeded in finding a subject within

the materials of his life (the life as a whole is much too huge

and shapeless to be tractable), the probability is strong that a

train of thought leading only to a question mark, or an in-

tensely absorbing experience without apparent sequel, will yield

place to reflections or activities which had consequences. The

principle admits exceptions: The Education of Henry Adams
9
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has its point in pointlessness. Nevertheless it is probably because

of a suspected inconsequentially (which is almost a definition of

triviality) that so much of the furniture of the autobiographer's

life is absent from his reimagined existence. The house in which

childhood has been passed is often described at some length:

George Moore was fond of his Aubusson carpet and a few im-

pressionist pictures; Trollope was distressed by the mud which

soiled his trousers on the daily walk to school; Newman once

mentions some snapdragons which he had taken as a symbol of

his perpetual residence at Oxford. But such particularity is un-

usual
7

Most autobiographers live in no houses, work in no

rooms, sleep in no beds, see nothing of the streets through which

they pass daily, are blind to the succession of seasons, never

suffer from minor illnesses or irritations: live, in short, in a

quite inhuman and impossible way. Herbert Spencer recognized

the misleading egregiousness of autobiographical lives:

A biographer, or autobiographer, is obliged to omit from his narra-

tive the common-places of daily life, and to limit himself almost ex-

clusively to salient events, actions, and traits. The writing and read-

ing of the bulky volumes otherwise required, would be alike im-

possible. But by leaving out the humdrum part of the life, forming
that immensely larger part which it had in common with other lives,

and by setting forth only the striking things, he produces the im-

pression that it differed from other lives more than it really did.
8

Homo Autobiographicus, like the Homo Biographicus of whom
Andre Maurois has spoken,

9

is quite a different creature from

Homo Sapiens. He is a literary simplification of an extremely

complex reality. "The true picture of a whole life at least an

English life," said A. J. C. Hare at the beginning of his six-

volume Story of My Life, "has never yet been painted" ;

10

and

he himself did not succeed in painting it.

As yet, however, we are far from finished. There are reticences

arising from modesty or a sense of the responsibilities inherent
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in social relationships. There are others which have their seat

near the lower level of consciousness.

Every man has reminiscences which he would not tell to every one,

but only to his friends. He has other matters in his mind which he

would not reveal even to his friends, but only to himself, and that

in secret. But there are other things which a man is afraid to tell

even to himself, and every man has a number of such things stored

away in his mind. The more decent he is the greater the number of

such things in his mind.
11

Deepest of all are the wholly subconscious reticences: memories

which have been mercifully veiled by a curtain of forgetfulness,

or which have been sufficiently transformed to offer no further

threat to psychic health. These, however, are not deliberate, and

just now we are concerned with voluntary secretiveness.

One of the most readily apparent and unfortunate, though
amiable kinds of reserve has to do with the outer or social

man. A description of those parts of the autobiographer's physi-

cal appearance and manners which are known is thought to

imply vanity, hence is regularly omitted. Only autobiographers

whose activities have been restricted by serious and prolonged

illness Cardan in Italy, Richard Baxter, Herbert Spencer, and

H. G. Wells in England are likely to speak in detail of the

bodies they have carried through life, and then in terms rather

of organic qualities than of visual.
33

Characteristic modes of be-

havior which find physical expression social bearing, voice,

idiosyncratic gestures, odd mannerisms of which the writer is

aware as well as those of which he is ignorant usually come

through indirectly or not at all. The feeling seems to be that

others are the best judges of what they are most favorably

situated to observe; the autobiographer's task is to explain what

others, without his help, would know only partly or inac-

curately.

Again, certain types of human associations are regularly ob-
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scured. Marriage is usually brushed off with a gesture. Anthony

Trollope says merely, "My marriage was like the marriage of

other people, and of no special interest to any one except my
wife and me."

13

Francis Galton's tone is the same: "I shall say

little about my purely domestic life, which, however full of

interest to myself, would be uninteresting to strangers."
14

The

tendency could be illustrated at wearisome length, although

there are, to be sure, exceptions: Lady Fanshawe thinks of her

husband and herself as a single soul, Philip Gilbert Hamerton

devotes a short chapter to his married life, Mill sings his wife's

praises worshipfully, Laetitia Pilkington and a few other vitu-

perative women do their malicious best to bring their husbands

into disrepute.
15

Digby, Hazlitt, Moore,
13

and female apologists

to one side, romantic love is also usually treated as none of the

world's business. Children, however cherished, may not be men-

tioned at all unless the increasing size of the family requires a

larger house or the autobiographer's existence is thrown out of

its normal routine by some such incident as Trollope's voyage

to Australia to visit his "shepherd son."
17

Although friendships

are candidly acknowledged, less is usually said about them than

their intrinsic importance deserves; the privacy of living persons

is violated in proportion to the writer's spiritual distance from

them. Clarendon's incisive pen portraits of the men whose com-

pany he kept as a young lawyer have set no precedent.
18

The
fear of causing embarrassment or giving offense has created an

understandable inhibition.

If wives and children are kept in shadow, parents have some-

times been painted with a frankness that to reviewers has seemed

appalling. Edmund Gosse's Father and Son,
19

which turned on

a conflict of religious opinions, was attacked as an unpardonable
breach of filial respect. Trollope, whose reserve about his wife

has been noticed, speaks straightforwardly about his father: "He
was . . . plagued with so bad a temper, that he drove the at-
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torneys from him."
30

And of his mother's book on The Domestic

Manners of the Americans Trollope is able to say: "No observer

was certainly ever less qualified to judge of the prospects or even

of the happiness of a young people. No one could have been

worse adapted by nature for the task of learning whether a na-

tion was in a way to thrive. Whatever she saw she judged, as

most women do, from her own standing-point."
21

Thomas Ell-

wood's long dispute with his father was not much softened in

the telling. Admiration for parents may also be freely expressed,

as Mill's for his father.
22

Since the history of childhood is largely

a record of home environment, an attempt to trace intellectual

development often requires that parents be mentioned re-

peatedly; moreover, since autobiographies are usually written

late in life, the parents are usually dead and beyond the reach

of embarrassment. This, however, is an exception to the general

rule; in the main, casual associations are likely to be spoken of

at greater length than habitual ones, much as the typical family

album contains chiefly photographs taken on vacations.

Another kind of foreshortening results from the postpone-

ment of writing to an advanced age, when the life can be viewed

as finished. Death may come before the narrative is completed,

or debilitation may cut off the capacity for further work. Lady
Isabel Burton, Henry Morton Stanley, Sir Walter Besant, Dar-

win, Holcroft, Thomas Moore, and Sir Walter Scott are only a

few of many writers whose autobiographies are fragmentary.
28

(Sometimes, to be sure, the task has merely palled on the auto-

biographer and the pages have been thrust into a drawer, where

they are found many years later.) Frequently only childhood

and youth have been described, or a part of the career preceding

that about which information would be most welcome to read-

ers. No autobiography, of course, can describe that part of the

life that follows the laying down of the pen, any more than it

can describe the author's death.
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A final exclusive force is the autobiographical purpose. It is

impossible to write utterly at hazard; an author of any rank but

the lowest decides, before setting pen to paper, what he will

attempt to do and then directs all his efforts toward the ac-

complishment of his aim. (By this standard many autobiog-

raphers must be harshly judged.) If his intention is to describe

his career as a diplomat, he is likely to skim rapidly over his

childhood, omit comments about his home life in maturity, and

scarcely mention other members of his family; his recreations,

hobbies, and nonprofessional activities may not even be hinted.

The image that rises from the page is that of a perpetual balanc-

ing on diplomatic fence tops, varied now and then by the mak-

ing of epochal decisions. Again, if he is absorbed by the state of

his soul, he will seem to do little but read folios of the Fathers,

suffer agonies of remorse, or meditate ecstatically on the brows

of hills.
24

Or his sex life may be "thumped," as in George Moore's

Confessions, in which event the reader will infer a continuing

series of romantic adventures.
25

Each kind of autobiographical

purpose carries its own inherent limitations, demands its own

selections and rejections. And there are, of course, many pos-

sible purposes. Those listed by D. K. Merrill in his study of

American biography by no means exhaust the possibilities.

28

It

is not easy to conceive of a manageable purpose which would be

broad enough to permit the inclusion even of all types of experi-

ence in proportions resembling those which obtain in real life.

Try as he may to be inclusive, the autobiographer will be forced

in the end to choose. Much of what he remembers will be made

irrelevant by the choice; and the memories themselves, as we

have seen, comprise only a small part of the historic past.

In consequence of all these pressures, it is to be expected that

autobiographies will contain distortions. Odd things happen to

perspective in the writing of history also, and for some of the

same reasons. One cause of unintentional misrepresentation ac-
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tive in both history and autobiography has been remarked upon

by Frederick Lewis Allen in an essay entitled "One Day in His-

tory":

Historians can hardly help distorting. Even the most conscientious

of them unwittingly present the past in an over-logical pattern.

Knowing what was to happen after the events which they are

chronicling, they nearly always make it seem too inevitable. They
make us feel that anybody with any sense ought to have been able

to- foresee it. They lead us to forget how heavily the path ahead is

obscured by fog, how infinite are the number of directions which the

course of events may take.
21

There is a similar clarity, a similar orderliness, in autobiog-

raphy. The chief exceptions are works with religious themes

Newman's, Bunyan's or a few, like John Beattie Crozier's,
28

which trace the development of an intellectual system. Yet even

in these, only one kind of perplexity is central, and peripheral

worries must either be mentioned glancingly as contributing to

it or be ignored. Not only the minor decisions which are made

daily, but major ones requiring an anxious balancing of alterna-

tives, consultations with wife and friends, and ultimately a leap

into the dark may be passed over with the mere assertion that

"after long hesitation, I decided" to do this or that. The path

down which the autobiographer has walked, often with uncer-

tainty as to the next turning, straightens itself out into a well-

marked highway. Knowledge o the next step in the life pattern,

like the historian's awareness of the development next to be

described, results in the implying of a factitious clarity of atmos-

phere.

A second cause of distortion is the stretching of certain tem-

poral areas and the compressing or elimination of others. The

reason is only partly that years are no measure of importance;

a real or imagined position at one moment of time (for some

writers take a stand, as it were, at a vantage point in earlier
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life), inevitably results in the illusory swelling of near experi-

ence and the delusory contraction of more remote. Carlyle has

stated the principle in its bearings upon history:

Look back from end to beginning, over any History; over our own

England: how, in rapidest law of perspective, it dwindles from the

canvas! An unhappy Sybarite, if we stand within two centuries of

him and name him Charles Second, shall have twelve times the space

of a heroic Alfred; two or three thousand times, if we name him

George the Fourth . . . Does not the Destruction of a Brunswick

Theatre take about a million times as much telling as the Creation

of a World?
29

In autobiography the tendency may be reversed: an elderly

mind may transport itself in spirit to a different world from that

known by a later generation and view the mature scene from a

distance; the plastic years then loom large while the mature

career shrinks. More often, however, the narrative grows more

discursive as it approaches the present. The lives-and-careers of

politicians, soldiers, actors, publishers, and businessmen often

soar easily over childhood and youth in order to come quickly

to grips with the period of adult awareness. Even works which

propose to analyze intellectual development usually suffer from

delusive perspective. Newman's Apologia in one section of

thirty-one pages summarizes a period of thirty-two years, and in

another of fifty pages discusses a period of only two a dispro-

portion, in the relation of temporal scope to pages, of one to

twenty-five. In Mill's Autobiography one chapter discusses a

period of three years and another a period of thirty.

80

Rarely, if

ever outside such colorless annals as those of Hutton and Stout,
81

do autobiographers refrain from taking sudden leaps and mak-

ing protracted pauses. The close approximation of narrative

tempo to the even flow of years is virtually impossible, perhaps

undesirable.
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The worst wrenching, however, is caused by wholesale omis-

sions. This, too, has been discussed by Mr. Allen at some length:

[Historians] also over-simplify. They can hardly help doing so< . . . If

one is telling what happened to the tariff, for instance, one cannot

stop at every other sentence to remind the reader that even while the

tariff struggle was taking place, statesmen had other problems to

worry about, and citizens went right on being excited about the

World's Series and the heat wave and the latest crime. The reader

might thus be led to imagine that for a time nothing but the tariff

interested anybody . . . From some versions of ... recent history one

might gather the idea that Franklin Roosevelt, campaigning for the

Presidency in 1932, must have foreseen the complete collapse of the

banking system in 1933 and ought, therefore, to have explained that

on the arrival of this disaster he would feel the need to do things
which had not been included in the 1932 platform. And from other

versions of recent history one might suppose that on the third of Sep-

tember, 1929 [the date of highest stock values before the crash, hence

the highest tide of Coolidge-Hoover prosperity], Herbert Hoover

must have anticipated a panic which would lead to a prolonged de-

pression, and that he had nothing much to do but decide how he

would meet this emergency. One might forget how varied and

pressing were the responsibilities of the Presidency [and] how com-

plex was the scene.
32

The flavor of real living, the feeling of immediacy, of the con-

frontation of pressing problems in the here-and-now, success-

fully evoked by two novelized autobiographies, Gosse's Father

and Son and Moore's Hail and Farewell, is rare. The effective

pointing of a typical autobiographical subject requires the rejec-

tion of many details which in combination provide the physical

and emotional setting of real experience. Nowhere in the whole

range of autobiographical literature, so far as I know, is there a

description (for instance) of such evening routines as having

an after-dinner romp with a small son,, or, pipe in mouth, skim-

ming the evening paper before picking up a book from which

choice passages will be read to a wife who is sitting near by with
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her sewing. Social gatherings may be reported anecdotes, bons

mots, meetings with this-or-that celebrated personage but not

the quiet dinners at home. Whist, hunting, chess, or other

casual recreations may be mentioned, but usually only once, in

a summary passage. The reader must therefore try to carry

through the remainder of the narrative the suggested interrup-

tions of more serious activities. Hurried or leisurely breakfasts,

small business errands, travel to and from work, all the dozens

of ways in which time is passed unproductively, without notice-

able advance toward or retrogression from a major goal, are cer-

tain to be scamped. Nearly every autobiographical life leaves the

impression Herbert Spencer noticed, "that it differed from other

lives more than it really did."

In view, then, of all these shortcomings, to what degree are

autobiographies likely to be "true"? The question leads to a

balancing of opportunities and obstacles. The case against truth-

fulness seems at first very strong, since much must be omitted

and inaccuracies are unavoidable. Many autobiographers have

arrived at this conclusion; Goethe was thinking of the inevita-

bility of falsification when he entitled his self-portrait Dichtung

und Wahrheit^ and Yeats when he said in the preface to his

Autobiography, "I have changed nothing to my knowledge;

and yet it must be that I have changed many things without my
knowledge."

8"

The point need not be pressed. Absolute trust-

worthiness, even in matters of fact, cannot be hoped for, and

"truthful" re-creation of the whole life, precisely as it was lived,

is impossible.

Despite all these considerations it remains probable that of all

kinds of historical literature autobiography, at its best, may
come nearest to the reality it tries to represent. The complicated

tangle of causes and events which the historian of a nation must

try to unravel may inspire brilliant speculative interpretations

and yield, in part, to statistical studies and piercing insights, but
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the complete story of even a day in history radiates outward to

infinity. The historian of another man's life has the advantage

of specialization, but he lacks the most intimate possible view of

the circumstances and nervous equipment of his subject. Transi-

tory states of consciousness are seldom fully communicated, and

only the successful communication of thousands of such states

could make the biographer as well-informed as the self-student.

The most persuasive judgment of the comparative advantages

of external and internal observation, however, is that of biog-

raphers, who have regularly deferred to an autobiography or

autobiographical fragment whenever one has existed.'" Lock-

hart, whose Life of Scott has been much admired, "informs us,"

says Professor Dunn, "that he had made substantial progress in

composing the biography of Scott, before an autobiographical

fragment, composed by Scott in 1808, was discovered in an old

cabinet at Abbotsford. 'This fortunate accident,' wrote Lockhart,

'rendered it necessary that I should altogether remodel the work

which I had commenced.'
' 336 No biographer has attempted the

refutation of an autobiography on the grounds of fuller knowl-

edge. For their part, autobiographers, however modest, assume

at least a thorough acquaintance with their materials. Philip

Gilbert Hamerton attacked directly the view that autobiog-

raphers are their own worst judges. One of his sentences I take

the liberty of italicizing:

It has frequently been said that an autobiography must of necessity

be an untrue representation of its subject, as no man can judge him-

self correctly. If it is intended to imply that somebody else, having

a much slighter acquaintance with the man whose life is to be nar-

rated, would produce a more truthful book, one may be permitted

to doubt the validity of the inference. Thousands of facts are known

to a man himself with reference to his career, and a multitude of

determinant motives, which are not known even to his most intimate

friends, still less to the stranger who so often undertakes the biog-
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raphy. The reader of an autobiography has this additional advantage,

that the writer must be unconsciously revealing himself all along,

merely by his way of telling things.
37

The illusory probability of a biography is due to the biogra-

pher's freedom to speculate but his suppositions are mostly un-

true, or, at the best, ignore important circumstances vividly

present to die autobiographer's mind. Vanity, egotism, or bad

faith the autobiographer's chief faults are often sufficiently

obvious to permit the reader to make allowances. On the whole,

the more autobiographies one reads the more respect one is

likely to acquire for their reliability. As for the omissions and

mistakes of emphasis, they are inseparable from any work which

attempts, not "creation," but the reproduction of past actuality,

and to some extent they can be rectified by cooperation with the

author's mental and emotional processes. In any art form, limita-

tion is the condition of achievement, A reader's empathetic

identification of himself with the subject will make possible the

presuming of the unmentioned baths, the supplying of the

omitted sleep, even (less accurately) the conjecturing of the sup-

pressed whist. Beyond the printed words is lifetht life in

which all human beings share.

Life, then, thus truncated, simplified, compressed, and cleaned

of distracting excrescences (which mark much of the significant

difference between the historical reality and the autobiographi-

cal imitation), provides the autobiographical subject. If further

general conclusions about autobiographical content are possible,

we shall be helped both to throw into some orderly form the re-

marks that must be made in subsequent chapters about the ma-

terial characteristics of specific documents and, later, to approach

with less diffidence the problem of form. Are there perceptible,

to the eye of an observer who has removed himself, for the

sake of perspective, to a considerable distance, any drifts or

trends which suggest material classifications? If we can cate-
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gorize, it will be possible to reduce confusion and maintain a

more secure orientation in handling a bewildering mass of data.

One tendency in the choice of materials is immediately ob-

vious : the instinct of some writers to use their individuality less

as subject than as standing point; to remark with interest not

their own situations and actions, but something external, which

they view as a series of separate pictures or as a process of de-

velopment. If the extrapersonal materials have historical value,

the narrative is often called a memoir; if the interest meant to be

served is social arises, that is to say, out of the gregariousness

which delights in conversation about acquaintances and prom-
inent persons the work may be described as reminiscence. In

either event, so far as the focus is kept steadily on an impersonal

subject, the personality of the autobiographer (if we are willing

to grant him the title) relinquishes centrality to something other

than itself. The number of such works is legion, and many
volumes which belong, in the gross, to another material type

contain long sections which are reminiscent or memorial.

The crucial problem here is whether volumes of personalized

history or anecdotes of "interesting" or "amusing" or "singular"

occurrences can in any proper sense be regarded as autobio-

graphical. One's word sense may suggest that "autobiography"

should be held fairly close to its etymological meaning and not

extended to cover works which rely for their effect upon public

curiosity about something other than the author. But the issue

is too complex to be resolved by so offhand a principle. The

"life" of a military man like Sir John Adye or Viscount Wolse-

ley
38

is not always sharply distinguishable from the campaigns

in which he has participated, though the campaigns are a part

of British history; a work which in its early chapters is pene-

tratingly self-analytic may become impersonal once the author's

character has become relatively fixed; Gibber's Apology* and

other reminiscences are often referred to as representative auto-
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biographies. It is unwise to insist on a critical terminology which

conflicts with established usage. Moreover, although it is per-

missible to comment on the aesthetic effects of various composi-

tional approaches, one has not the right to suggest that some ways

of reliving bygone experience are more legitimate than others.

If to a certain type of mind reminiscence or memoir seems the

natural medium for a literary projection of the self, it is probable

that the self has found highest significance in the materials

which are placed in focus. All emanations of character express

character, if not directly, then indirectly; and the veiling of the

psyche, whether because of timidity, or pride, or simple lack of

interest, has its own meaning. At any rate, a study which is

meant to be inclusive must accept its materials as they are found

and not succumb to the temptation to sweep confidently aside

half or more of its subject matter.

Autobiographers who do not create in their narratives centers

of interest external to their own personalities or careers of course

accept the alternative of keeping themselves more or less steadily

at the focal point. But again a distinction can be drawn, this time

between those who write chiefly of psychic states and those who
write chiefly of deeds. The material differences between works

at opposite ends of a scale of decreasing subjectivity for

example, Bunyan's Grace Abounding and Lady Fanshawe's

Memoirs** are vast and striking. In the former, as in most re-

ligious confessions, what occurred is of less importance than

what was felt and thought; in the latter the impression is given

that a life is the sum of actions performed. Although a contem-

plative mind will sometimes be overwhelmed by an event, or an

unreflective and insensitive mind now and then be oppressed

by grief or maddened by obstacles, a disposition to conceive

habitually of experience in one of these two ways rather than in

ttie other is probably inherent in most people and is intensified

bif

'

the necessity of literary simplification.
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Anna Robeson Burr, in her enthusiastic pioneer study of auto-

biography, made much of this point; and because only she, of

all the writers on autobiography and biography, has made a

serious effort to discover material categories, a glance at her

conclusions will be instructive. Mrs. Burr found useful the as-

sumption that there were certain archetypal or "primary" lives

to one or another of which, in purpose and subject matter, all the

rest approximated: Caesar's Commentaries, St. Augustine's Con-

fessions, and Jerome Cardan's De Vita Propria Liber (written

in Italy in the sixteenth century). The first she thought of as a

purely objective record of actions and military observations, the

second and third as subjective, but differing in emphasis in that

the former insisted warmly upon spiritual values, while the latter

examined personality in a spirit of calm detachment suggesting

scientific curiosity.
41

Now it is unquestionably true that every reader is conscious

of disparate qualities of mood and tone resting, in the last anal-

ysis, on different selections from the data of experience in the

De Vita Propria Liber and the Confessions? The contrast be-

tween Bunyan's Grace Abounding and Herbert Spencer's "nat-

ural history"'
43

of himself is precisely analogous; and a half dozen

other illustrations could easily be adduced. Nonetheless, the

distinction, although in one of its aspects material, is formal and

purposive too. Whereas a scientific purpose may require that

the intercalary materials which provide, as it were, the struc-

tural cement be different from those appropriate to a religious

purpose, our present concern is rather with the broad classes of

subject matter than with the minute fragments of experience

and the rationalizing interpretations that serve as links between

large elements. Furthermore, there are numerous autobiog-

raphies which, though unmistakably subjective, are neither re-

ligious nor scientific the sentimental histories, for instance, in

which indiscreet women have narrated their erotic adventures.
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Waldo Dunn, in his slightly later book on English Biography

(1916)5 drew, less insistently, a simpler distinction. He recog-

nized the existence of two main varieties of modern autobiog-

raphy: "the one type, the record chiefly of outward events, the

writer considering himself merely a part of the historical cur-

rent; the other, the record of inner events, of the soul's struggles

on the journey through life, the writer considering himself as

individual, well-nigh isolated."*
4

With this distinction, as far

as it goes, there can be no disagreement; we have already noted

the difference between personal and impersonal focus. Yet mem-

oirs and reminiscences are again merged in a single category,

and no account is taken of works in which the autobiographer,

while keeping himself consistently central, relates rather his acts

than "inner events" or "the soul's struggles on the journey

through life."

On the whole, the most practically helpful solution will be

to divide autobiographies first into groups of "subjective" and

"nonsubjective" works and then to subdivide the latter group

into "reminiscences" and "chronicles of res gestae" The subjec-

tive group will include all works which take much account of

psychic states, no matter what kind of pointing is attempted;

reminiscences are works of social anecdote; res gestae include

not only most memoirs, but also narratives of adventure, busi-

ness success, and the like. Of course we shall find some over-

lapping; no life hardly even any autobiographical life can be

totally devoid of the two kinds of experience not selected for

special emphasis. Nonetheless, in mimetic lives the choice of a

subject usually necessitates the stressing of cognitive or affective

states, or observations, or deeds, heavily enough, and consistently

enough, to make possible assignment to one or another of the

three classes.

The system is no doubt more convenient than philosophically

sound. Actions affect thoughts and feelings, and thoughts and
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feelings induce perhaps are physiological changes which

might be called actions. Observations are simply perceptive but

relatively undisturbing states of mind. Still, the classes, like the

concepts of infinity and absolute zero, are speculatively useful;

they have a solid basis in fact; and they are all we need.



CHAPTER III

RES GESTAE AND REMINISCENCE

SINCE

AN interest in psychic individuality is more modern

than an awareness that human lives differ widely in out-

ward circumstances, it is not surprising that most early

autobiographies are res gestae. The exceptions are chiefly works

with religious themes St. Augustine's Confessions, Bunyan's

Grace Abounding, and the like. In the main, as Stauffer has

pointed out in "English Biography Before 1700, the eye was

turned outward, the mind satisfied with a chronological sum-

mary of what, if the world could have been present, might have

been observed by the world.

[P. 175:] During the period here studied, biographers based their

works upon the seldom-questioned assumption that the life of an

individual might be expressed as the sum of his separate acts. With
such models in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century life-writing before

them, the autobiographers themselves also produced objective ac-

counts impersonal annals and chronicles of res gestae . . . [P. 282:]
Each individual is considered as a representative of a common
humanity, and in consequence, distinctions between one man and

all his neighbors may be explained quite simply by narrating the

external actions of his life in sequence.
1

Nor have res gestae ceased to be written since 1700; from Mel-

ville to the latest military or diplomatic memoir the chain is un-

broken. As an anonymous writer pointed out early in the present

century, "In general, public men have left memoirs of their

historical acts and not of their private selves."
3 And many public

men have felt impelled to write.

It would be possible, if one were disposed to accept the view

that twenty lines of personal information at the end of Bede's

Historic* Ecclesiastics Gentis Anglorum are "autobiography/
5

C563
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to trace the history of chronicle lives in England back to the

eighth century. It is better, however, to begin with Giraldus'

De Rebus a Se Gestis, an independent work in which the point

of view is that of a fictitious third person.

For he reasoned in civil and canon law in such lively fashion and

so enhanced his exposition with all the persuasions of rhetoric and

adorned it with figures and flowers of speech as well as with pro-
found argument, and made such apt use of the sayings o the philos-

ophers and other authors by the wondrous art with which he ap-

plied them to appropriate topics, that the more learned and expert his

audience, the more eagerly and attentively they applied their ears

and minds to drink in his words and fix them in their memory. For

they were so charmed by the sweetness of his words, that they hung
upon his lips as he spoke.

4

But words and oratorical mannerisms, like deeds, are external

facts of existence, perceptible to everybody and on a level quite

different from that of intimate self-portraiture. Even the in-

clusion of letters and actual sermons, together with whatever

psychic states they imply, deepens the perspective without alter-

ing the formal character of the work. Bale's Vocacyon ...to the

Bishopric]^ of Ossorie? after a long Scriptural preface, settles

down to a tale of Irish plotting and intransigence in which the

English bishop can make his point only by directing attention

to the evil deeds of his persecutors and the actions to which he

was driven in consequence. Bodley's Life is mostly factual; Mel-

ville's Memoirs is military, diplomatic, and historical, so com-

pletely impersonal that the author's character must be inferred

entirely from his description of external events and person-

alities; and Gary's Memoirs is similarly objective.
6

In spite of

exceptions, to be noticed later, throughout the seventeenth cen-

tury it continued to be generally assumed that actions and ad-

ventures were what counted. Thomas Dempster, at the end of

his Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Scotorum, summarized his own
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life in the same dry tone in which he had just finished discussing

the lives of twelve hundred and nine other men.
7

Lord Herbert

of Cherbury, like Gary, wrote chiefly life-and-adventures, with

the focus on diplomacy and Continental adventure.
8

Sir James

Turner's Memoirs is mainly military.
9

The Earl of Clarendon's

Life, both in the form in which it was written and in that in

which it has been published/ is archetypal political memoir;

that is, it shows the reader a public man in his public character,

acting and observing, but maintaining, except where the purpose

of self-justification demanded private intellectual history, all

the reticences of ordinary social intercourse. Lady Ann Fan-

shawe's family history,
11

in effect a revised journal, is, again, con-

sistently objective. In all these works the question the author

seems to have proposed to himself is "What did you do?" and

not (perhaps partly because society, especially in the tortured

seventeenth century, was less standardized and outwardly uni-

form than it later became) the psychologically more meaningful

"What did you think and feel?" or, in Carlyle's phrase, "In

God's name, what an thou?"
13

Military memoirs, beginning with Melville and reaching a

higher degree of specialization in Turner, continued in the eight-

eenth century in such works as Captain John Creichton's retro-

spective narrative of religious warfare on the Scottish border and

Peter Henry Bruce's account of service in tlie armies of Russia,

Prussia, and Great Britain.
18

Although the nineteenth century,

after the end of the Napoleonic Wars, was on the whole peaceful,

the Crimean War and minor conflicts on the fringes of Empire

provided some outlet for the extroverted military temperament.

General Sir John Adye's Recollections of a Military Life (1895)

and Field Marshal Viscount Wolseley's Story of a Soldier's Life

(1903) will serve as examples.
14

Wolseley's announced purpose,

although not accurately descriptive of his practice, suggests a

tendency in the longer memoirs to include reminiscent materials
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along with a record of personal actions: "In the following pages

I have tried to record the noble actions I have witnessed, and to

describe the men I have been associated with."
15

Casual remarks

show a lack of interest in whatever drama does not attain out-

ward expression: "I will pass rapidly over the story of my boy-

hood, for I know by the memoirs of others how uninteresting are

the tales of early youth."
16He "always loathed the ancient gods of

Greece, and all the absurd myths and stories about them/'
17

and

of all the classic authors found only Caesar and Xenophon thor-

oughly enjoyable. The special god of his own idolatry was of

course military: "Impartial men will forever put Napoleon by
himself and in front of all human beings."

18

Materially all such

stories of camps and campaigning are cut from the same goods;

only the setting and techniques of warfare vary.These were some

of the hardships before Sevastopol; this was the way a Christmas

pudding, as hard as a cannon ball, was laboriously cooked dur-

ing a pause in the action; this used to be the routine at Sand-

hurst. Since the military mind tends to care more for means than

ends, the reader searches in vain for sudden flashes of insight

into significance. In compensation, he may find pleasant gossip,

the analysis of military situations, now and then an externalized

character sketch, and frequently an amusing story. Most such

memoirs, except those by nonprofessional (and perhaps not

overly enthusiastic) soldiers, are steadily and ploddingly res

gestae, except where they dip passingly into reminiscence. A
properly literary interest can be taken only in an atypical work

like Siegfried Sassoon's Memoirs of an Infantry Officer

Other kinds of memoirs appeared intermittently after 1700:

particularly political memoir, bearing always a strong material

resemblance to the Earl of Clarendon's Life, and diplomatic

memoir, which adopted patterns very like Melville's.
20

Richard

Glover's Memoirs by a Celebrated Literary and Political Charac-

ter (written soon after 1757 but apparently not published until
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i8i4)
a
and The Life and Times of Henry Lord Brougham

(iSji)
2*

are representative of the first type; the former adopts

a resolutely impersonal tone which results in the forfeiture of

real autobiographical value, while the latter, in its looser way,

admits letters, descriptions of travel, anecdotes, and other mis-

cellaneous materials to the prejudice of a consistent centrality.

The Memoirs of Sir Ronald Storrs (1937)
~3

is one of many recent

diplomatic records which could be cited as illustrative of the

second type. Although the term "memoir" does not lend itself

readily to definition, its use seems often to imply that the writer

has moved among actions of national, rather than merely per-

sonal, interest, has observed them from a fortunate angle of

vision, and now wishes to share his information with the public.

The implication that life may consist of the preparation of

treaties, the support of parliamentary acts, the command of

military sallies, and other historical hackwork puts most works

of this nature into the class of res gestae. But the res may be

predominantly those of persons other than the writer himself,

and the material approach to reminiscence becomes closer in

proportion as the reported actions are less consequential.

In the eighteenth century, when for the first time biography

gave promise of becoming financially profitable, adventurous

lives appeared in profusion. Not only were criminals' biogra-

phies fashionable,
3*

but the picaresque novel, under the influence

of Defoe and Le Sage, had created a new audience for tales of

exciting incident. In the preceding century Lord Herbert's Life

and several other absorbing works not least, perhaps, Lady
Halkett's story of frustrated courtship had contained an ele-

ment of suspense;
25

by 1709 the translation of large numbers of

sensational French memoirs provoked a protest by Steele.
89

Robert Drury's Pleasant and Surprising Adventures, during His

Fifteen Years' Captivity on the Island of Madagascar^ first pub-
lished in 1729, was exactly suited to the new taste and was re-
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printed in 1731; Charlotte Charke's Narrative (1755) of her

adventures as a traveling actress and puppeteer provided agree-

able titillation for stay-at-home readers; and John Newton's

Life (1764), although intended as religious confession, was so

full of marine accidents and African scenery that it ministered

to the same psychological need.
27

And there were many others.

In the next century it was still possible for a restless or ingenious

man to subject himself to danger. The African setting appears

again in two works by Henry Morton Stanley, How 1 Found

Livingstone (1872) and Through the DarJ^ Continent (1878) ;*

but such temporally limited narratives are perhaps rather trav-

elogues than autobiographies. Colonel Meadows Taylor, after

a long career in the service of Indian princes, left a two-volume

Story of My Life
28

which enabled safely cloistered Victorians to

enjoy the thrills of guerrilla warfare and bandit hunting. Other

frontiers opened up as earlier ones disappeared; Henry Coxwell's

My Life and Balloon Experiences (1887) and the Autobiog-

raphy and Letters (1903) of Sir Henry Layard, who excavated

Nineveh and traveled in Persia, Susiana, and Babylonia, demon-

strated that the tameness of Belgrave and the Sussex downs

could be escaped by an enterprising man.
80

Thirty years ago it

seemed probable that the life-and-adventures was on the wane;
in 1953 one knows better. No doubt adventure, in spite of

shrinking geographical distances, is with us to stay, and as long

as it persists we may expect books to be printed about it. Of all

autobiographies of incident Stauffer's generalization about trav-

elogues holds true: "The travellers who write their own memoirs

rarely philosophize about their lives; action for them is reality."
81

Another kind of personal narrative which is likely to be ob-

jective and externalized is business or mercantile autobiography.

The earliest discovered example is the Autobiography of

William Stout of Lancaster, Wholesale and Retail Grocer and

Ironmonger (last entry 1743; first printed 1851 ),

82

but Stout's
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annalistic method lends itself to village chronicle, and, apart

from a yearly computation of financial standing, business details

claim the author's attention less steadily than the nineteenth-

century editor's title would suggest. A better, though still not

"pure," example (the intrusive matter this time being religious

and anecdotal) is Memoirs of the Forty-Five First Years of the

Life of James Lacfyngton, The present Bookseller in Chiswell-

street, Moor-fields, London (1791 ; revised edition 1793) T In spite

of much rambling and the dissipation of attention on extra-

neities, the reader closes the book at last with a fair understand-

ing of Lackington's slow and painful economic rise from

desperate beginnings. The Life of William Hutton, Stationer, of

Birmingham (written about 1798; first printed 1841)^ is hard-

headed to a fault and yet, in an unsentimental way, often

strangely pathetic. Hutton reverts to Stout's annalistic method,

perhaps suggested by the businessman's practice of auditing his

financial status yearly (though Hutton had no documentary rec-

ords). His life, he feels, is "a life of insignificance," but it shows

"the history of an individual, struggling, unsupported, up a

mountain of difficulties,
5 '85

and therefore may awaken some in-

terest. One sees again a growing realization that society does not

consist wholly of wealthy and influential persons and senses the

irrelevance of Sir Sidney Lee's dictum that "the life of a nonen-

tity or a mediocrity, however skilfully contrived, conflicts with

primary biographic principles.''

36

Like Stout, Hutton rose from

a miserable childhood to prosperity, only to see most of his

property destroyed in the Birmingham Riots of 1791. Our

present purpose, however, is rather to notice the res of res gestae

than to insist on particular subgroupings, and therefore it is in

order to remark on Hutton's phenomenal memory for dates and

figures. Writing about 1798, he recalled that on New Year's Day,

1740, there was a three-inch snowfall; that on July 12, 1741, he

jumped his apprenticeship with two shillings in his pocket; that
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on September 10, 1746., his uncle was taken ill in the garden; that

on Monday morning at three o'clock, April 8, 1749, he set out

for London to buy bookbinding materials; that on May 13, 1750,

he started to Stamford from Nottingham with a dissenting

minister named Rudsdall.
3 ' He can remember the price of

almost anything he has ever bought or sold and the exact figure,

in miles, of any distance he has ever traveled. He foresees the

reader's incredulity, since he is writing from memory at the

age of seventy-five, and forestalls criticism in a preface: "Those

who know me are not surprised. There is not a statement either

false or coloured."
38

The lack of coloring is in fact striking. The

second paragraph is illustrative of the coldly factual tone: "I was

born September 30, 1723 ... on Wednesday, at a quarter before

five in the evening, at the bottom of Full Street, in Derby; upon

premises on the banks of the Derwent, now occupied by Mr.

Upton, an attorney." Although a sympathetic reader comes

gradually to share the author's satisfaction in the hard exactness

of the surface, such severe objectivity is likely to weaken the

dramatic impact of the situations. In Hutton's narrative, as in

tales of adventure and certain types of memoir, the situations

themselves are perhaps enough; but in John Gait's Autobiog-

raphy (I833),* which is also characterized by a laconic style

(Gait himself thought it "decisive"), very little drama comes

through, and in most later business lives the student of literature

can find little to repay study.

Another natural group is composed of autobiographical

sketches, which in the eighteenth century began to become

popular and in the nineteenth often served as introductions to

collected works. Nearly all these, because of the conciseness

forced upon them by brevity, are records of res gestae. Swift,

James Ferguson, Hume, Burns, Gifford, Hogg, Sir Walter

Scott, Huxley, and Darwin all wrote sketches, differing, as was

inevitable, in kinds of subject matter, but similar in merely
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hinting at or ignoring, rather than pertinaciously investigating,

the data of consciousness. Swift's fragment (if it was meant to

be continued) centers, as has already been remarked, upon

ancestry; Ferguson's is a story of the surmounting of obstacles

to education."
10

The other seven authors wrote in terms of what

an Elizabethan would have called their "humours" or a later

age their "master faculties"; that is to say, Hume, Burns, Gif-

ford, Hogg, and Scott discuss literary accomplishments, Huxley
and Darwin the influences which awakened their interest in

science." Although the term res gestae must be stretched to the

limit of its signification if it is to include every detail in all nine

sketches, the trend is indisputable: a concise autobiography of

the kind which used sometimes to be prefixed to a volume

of creative or historical prose, or perhaps to a collection of

letters, is almost certain to summarize intellectual or spiritual

history, if at all, in terms of actual achievements. Almost, not

quite, certain; Cowley's "Of My self" shows how airily indif-

ferent to concrete and datable happenings may be the life

sketch of a writer to whom the inner realities are paramount.
42

It must be remarked, further, that a sketch is by no means the

same thing as a fragment. Dr. Johnson's "Annals" may have

been vigorously subjective in the lost portions; and Thomas

Moore's "Memoirs of Myself, begun many years since, but never,

I fear, to be completed" (1853), contains enough of the keenly

sensed to hint that had it proceeded further it might have be-

come more deeply introspective though no doubt Moore was

not the man to write a really penetrating self-study.
43

In the

main, however, it is clear that the psychic history of only an

unusually serene life can be written in twenty to fifty pages.

Most sketches have scope only to touch briefly upon ancestry,

birth, schooling, and mature career in terms of what was at-

tempted and what accomplished. Anything beyond this is to

the good; and indeed, in the section on schooling it has often
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proved feasible to define or imply certain forces which either

pressed toward the discovery of a hitherto latent interest or, by

favoring a repressive conformity, impeded the development
of an idiosyncratic talent. Yet the general rule is that brief auto-

biographical sketches can admit psychic history only at the ex-

pense of the solid factual data which it is usually their purpose
to provide.

Remaining varieties can be passed over briefly. Contrary to

expectation, confessions, in which a careful analysis of motives

and a meticulous description of cognitive and affective states

would seem indispensable, sometimes tend towards factual

resume. Practical persons may be more easily swayed to wrong-

doing than imaginative ones, who by a more vivid projection of

social consequences can appreciate better the reasons for moral

standards. At any rate, Lady Vane's "Memoirs of a Lady of

Quality,"
4*

notwithstanding the interlarded sentiment, is mainly
res gestae; and in The Confessions of William Ireland (probably

first published in 1805),^ confessant attempts, by the weari-

some narration of circumstances, to demonstrate that in forging

"Shakespearean" documents he "did not act upon any premedi-

tated plan of deception, but was as it were unwittingly led into

the error."
45

Again, autobiographies which, like Lady Fan-

shawe's Memoirs? are intended only for family circulation,

often confine themselves to a compact summary of employ-

ments, actions, visits, and social engagements.

These examples will illustrate the first kind of material tend-

ency. Absolute "purity" is not to be sought for; neither natural

nor literary character is quite so simple as to cause every remark

in a full volume, or more than one volume, of memoirs to fall

tidily into the same rational category. In the main, a concen-

tration on the factual aspects of living is a mark of psychological

simplicity or of recognition that a particular subject is best

suited for externalized presentation. Travel; adventurous hap-
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penings at home; warfare; diplomacy; concise records, for pub-

lic consumption or family archives, of the salient incidents of a

life; the summary of a business career, especially when it began

in poverty and progressed triumphantly to affluence; some kinds

of unreflective confessions these are kinds of autobiographical

materials which have most often been treated, successfully or

not, in narratives of res gestae.

Materials of a second type have nothing to do with the auto-

biographer's private life and almost as little to do with his public

actions. The focus here is not, as in chronicles, upon deeds,

whether the writer's or those of other people, which have his-

torical significance; neither is it upon reflections and emotional

states, but rather upon society as it has presented itself to an ob-

server placed in a particular position. We see social groupings,

hear anecdotes of famous personages, are offered "impressions"

of statesmen, writers, and places. The author, in another of

Carlyle's trenchant phrases, "clutches round him outwardly on

the NOT-ME for wholesomer food/"
7 No clearer statement of a

reminiscent purpose has been made than Justin McCarthy's :

It has been one of the happiest fortunes of my life to meet with a

great many distinguished men and women about whom readers in

general would be glad to hear anything that can be said in addition

to what they know or have learned already. These volumes, there-

fore, are strictly reminiscences, recollections of the eminent persons

with whom I have been brought into- association, and not a record

of my own otherwise unimportant doings.

The disclaimer of personal importance is typical or would be

if all writers of reminiscence were articulate about their inten-

tions. The interest in eminent persons is also typical, and often

leads reviewers to remark on "those who figure prominently

in the narrative." The reader is given the advantage of the auto-

biographer's opportunities for observation, but is not admitted

to the secret places of his consciousness. In such works one may
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expect, at most, a personalized view of society, with some criti-

cism, more or less shrewd, of the people with whom the writer

has associated. A book of this sort is at the opposite pole from

confession or spiritual history; it is gossip, and must disappoint

readers who approach it as anything else. The reticences of

polite conversation are maintained, the tone is well-bred and

chatty, the gaze moves contentedly about the drawing room in

search of postures and attitudes, the ear is alert for epigrams.

There is no agonized introspection, no deliberate submission of

the self to laboratory tables for dissection, no admission, no in-

dignant or apologetic self-justification not even an orderly ac-

count of how this was done and then that. There is only

reminiscence. The word must be accepted as descriptive.

Reminiscence, then, is less "autobiographical" even than mem-

oir, since it subordinates the deeds and personality of the author

more consistently to the physical appearance, character, con-

versation, exploits, and predicaments of others. Nonetheless, ex-

amples of the type exist in profusion. In Justin McCarthy's

Reminiscences so little of the author's private life is described

that six years later, having amassed new stores of anecdotes,

McCarthy published another volume, An Irishman's Story. As

before, the writer is uninterested in his own psychic individu-

ality. "My object in writing this volume," says McCarthy, "is to

tell rather of what I heard and saw than what I felt as I worked

my way through life." He has had "opportunities of meeting

many men and women about whom the world will always be

glad to read . . .** And so on. William Michael Rossetti in his

Reminiscences (1906) has a similar aim; "I do not exactly pro-

pose to write my life, and I even take little or no notice here of

some of the matters which most closely affected myself. But I

have some reminiscences of personages and incidents not un-

known to fame, and these I partly set down."
50

The Autobi-

ographical Notes of William Bell Scott (1892), poet and artist,
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friend of Swinburne and Rossetti, although full of strange in-

sights, is intended "to describe with some degree of accuracy

some of the scenery of my life, and of the lives of my dear and

intimate friends."
31

Similar declarations could be cited intermina-

bly. As Herbert Spencer, who had a habit of standing far enough
back from an object to develop theories about it, observed:

That part of a biography which consists of printed gossip, having
little or no significance, bears a variable ratio to that part which has

significance more or less considerable. Commonly, the trivialities of

incident and action, which might have been this way or that way
without appreciably affecting the general result, occupy the larger

space, and to many readers prove the most attractive.
52

William Dean Howells, the American author and critic, also

recognized the public interest in gossip and protested, with all

the force of his tepid character, against a mixture of it with auto-

biography "proper": "We are quite serious, or as serious as we
ever like to be, in maintaining that autobiography, as a species

shall keep itself as unmixed as possible. Let there be reminis-

cence proper, and autobiography proper, and let the mixture

of the two be regarded as measurably improper."
53

The mixture

continues to be made, and continues also, because of the weak-

ness inseparable from a divided effort, to be formally improper.

The earliest well-known reminiscent autobiography is Colley

Gibber's (1740), although Thomas Raymond's less celebrated

life (written before 1681; first published 1917), which is largely

reminiscent, far surpasses it in narrative skill.
54

Since Gibber's

subject is the theater as he has known it during a long and

intimate association, he deals freely in the personalia so fascinat-

ing to actors: Betterton's gestures upon seeing the ghost in

Hamlet, the slowness of Mrs. Oldfield's rise into public esteem,

the rivalry of Italian opera in the new Haymarket Theatre with

the legitimate drama at Drury Lane, and so on. The actor's char-

acter is apparently constant from age to age: Macready and Mrs.
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Gilbert in the nineteenth century and Noel Coward and Otis

Skinner in the twentieth show a similar absorption in the stage

and a similar lack of interest in nontheatrical activities.
55

Mrs.

Gilbert, who like Otis Skinner was an American, perhaps re-

vealed the psychological block to fuller self-revelation when she

attempted to put off a suggestion that she write an autobiog-

raphy by saying, "I am not at all interesting, just by myself."
50

Or if modesty not a quality for which actors are noted does

not recommend itself as an explanation, one can fall back on a

possibility that the actor is at a loss to know which of his many
personalities is basic. Whatever the reason, there are few excep-

tions to the generalization that theatrical autobiography is less

autobiographical than theatrical.

Reminiscences have been written about most of the other arts

and many, perhaps all, of the literate occupations. Painting is

well represented; besides W. B. Scott there are, for instance,

Holman Hunt and William Michael RossettL"
7

James Milne's

Memoirs of a Bookman (i934)
58

is one of several reminiscent

volumes about the publishing business. William Hunt's Then

and Nous; or, Fifty Years of Newspaper Wor\ (1887), is, ob-

viously, about journalism. Hunt's purpose "to record some

recollections of my business or newspaper life, and of news-

papers and newspaper men that I have been connected with or

known"
50

is comparable to the others that have been quoted,

and his first sentence, "My earliest newspaper work was done

as an amateur about 1830 or 1832," illustrates the way in which

influences formative of the adult mind and character are often

neglected or minimized. There are reminiscences by lawyers,

doctors, teachers, and too many other kinds of men to enumer-

ate. Even family histories have been told reminiscently, as by

Frederick Locker-Lampson in My Confidences: An Autobi-

ographical Sketch Addressed to My Descendants (1896) .

60

Since

writing is done most readily, however, by professional authors,
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it is natural that literary reminiscences should exist in special

profusion. Leigh Hunt's Autobiography (1850) is well known;

Justin McCarthy's two works have been mentioned; Mrs. M. O.

W. Oliphant, W. B. Yeats, Frank Swinnerton, Maurice Baring,

G. K. Chesterton, and Mary Colum are only a few of the many
authors whose autobiographies are chiefly or partly reminis-

cent.
81

Carlyle's Reminiscences (1881) is more highly specialized

than most works of that order in that it consists of separate chap-

ters on his father, Edward Irving, Lord Jeffrey, Jane Welsh

Carlyle, and, in the appendix, Southey and Wordsworth.
62

Or-

dinarily the reminiscent glance rests less steadily on a few ob-

jects, moves more freely in whatever social medium is selected;

but the sketches grew out of personal observations and cannot be

discounted as biography.

In a word, all sorts and varieties of milieux are conceivable,

and many of them have been exploited. Instead of adding

further titles to the list, we may profitably pause to digress. It

must already have been evident that some autobiographies resist

easy classification. They vacillate between two modes, never

really settling into either; and it is at this point in the discus-

sion that the problem they offer comes most sharply into focus.

The drawing of a literary self-portrait evidently sometimes

forces upon the author significant changes in viewpoint and

almost in literary mode. Few persons are so admirably balanced

as to be able to judge all periods of their lives with equal dis-

passion; youthful actions and aspirations, in particular, seem to

require a tone different from that appropriate to mature experi-

ence. Early life is often a time of fumblings and false starts; it

may have been embittered by environmental antagonisms; and

to the mature autobiographer it seems usually to have had a

psychological quality different from that of adult experience. In

consequence there is difficulty in making the whole life emotion-

ally coherent. At the moment at which the writer's personality
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and character, emerging from adolescence into maturity, be-

come relatively stable, relatively fixed, the continuity may be

broken. What follows will be treated differently from what has

preceded. In Anthony Trollope's Autobiography^ for example,

the break occurs at the moment of the novelist's arrival in Ire-

land, when, if his account is to be trusted, in the twinkling of

an eye he ceased to be inert and receptive and became aggres-

sively active. Such a shift in both mood and mode can be, and

sometimes is, avoided, but the attempt to smooth the transition

is not always successful. When continuity is violated, the work

itself may pass from one of the broad material types into an-

other.

An excellent illustration of shifting centrality can be found

in A. J. C. Hare's Story of My Life (1896-1900).
"
Throughout

the first of the six volumes the reader is impressed by the depth

and roundness of the autobiographical likeness. Hare was fortu-

nate in possessing not only many of his youthful writings,

which he reproduces with all their grotesque errors of grammar
and spelling, but also his foster mother's journal, in which were

detailed descriptions of his infancy, and a large collection of

family letters. He was accordingly able to begin not with his

ancestry or earliest recollections, as is customary in serious self-

portraiture, but with an account of his appearance and behavior

while still in the cradle; and the entire story of his boyhood

gains credibility, and sharp irony, by the alternation of his own

recollections with the impressions of relatives. It is doubtful that

there is in all biographical literature a more fully documented

and "scientific" study of childhood. As the boy gradually ma-

tured, however, he gained perceptiveness and lost self-conscious-

ness, with the result that five of the six volumes contain chiefly

anecdotes about other persons than himself. The skill with

which the stories are told is admirable; Hare yields to no one

as a raconteur. Nevertheless the author is now merely an ob-
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serving and recording intelligence on the edge of the social

group and is no longer himself the subject. The Story of My
Life, notwithstanding three or four hundred pages of penetrat-

ing self-study, must therefore be classed, in the gross, as reminis-

cence.

A similar judgment must be passed on the Autobiographical

Notes (1892) of William Bell Scott, to which reference has

already been made.
65

Scott was superlatively endowed for the

reflective self-analysis proper to subjective autobiography. His

earliest memories, like those of Lord Herbert, were of "diffi-

culties of consciousness."
08 He asked his nurse, he writes, "if she

saw me as I saw her, was I living, and how was it I came to live,

and if I did not wish to live what should I do?"
67

He recalls that

as a child he thought he could come downstairs without travers-

ing the intervening space; furthermore, as a man he believes he

did it. When we become aware of the possibility of conscious

volition (he speciously explains), the power of acting directly,

through the mechanical action of the will, ceases; we walk be-

cause we see others walk.
68

In childhood, also, he struggled with

epistemological problems: he describes his sudden realization

that the world was separate from himself.
69

Nor did his painful

subjectivity harden early to insensitivity; in early middle age he

was still "an absentee, a somnambule."
70

Gradually, however,

happily for his serenity, but unhappily for autobiography, he

underwent such a transformation of character that in reviewing

his earlier autobiographical attempts he seemed to be reading

about a double. In the work as we have it his purpose is chiefly

reminiscent. "To write one's mental history," he declares, "is

too difficult as well as too dreadful"; it is "like walking into the

street naked, and is only likely to frighten our neighbors."
71

Con-

sequently there will be in his book "little of the subjective, little

introspection, not much allusion to the pains and penalties of

over-sensibility and other constitutional weaknesses."
73

He will
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write only "of the scenery of my life, and of the lives of my dear

and intimate friends."
73

The work is therefore exactly what the

title proclaims it to be, a combination of autobiography and

"notes"; but the notes predominate, and the volume as a whole

is more nearly reminiscence than anything else.

Are such narratives, bounded by private reserve on the one

hand, and widening out into aimless divagation on the other,

really "lives" at all ? The question recurs to the mind, creates a

vague unrest that is not quieted by plausible ratiocination, leaves

the critical conscience disturbed. With the possible exception of

memoirs in some of their more coldly externalized forms, remi-

niscences are certainly the least autobiographical of autobiog-

raphies. So far as their form is "pure" and we have seen how
mixed it may become they explain nothing, assert nothing of

personal significance, reveal nothing except by indirection and

inadvertence. An author may of course write as he wishes pro-

vided he is indifferent to consistency, heedless of artistic unity,

intent chiefly upon the gratification of his own or his readers'

tastes, unconcerned with the strengthening of effect by the dis-

covery of a form coincident with his subject; and certainly even

gossip may have a lively interest for the historian. But as auto-

biography ... ? It is necessary finally to reiterate the principle

that if social observations stimulated writing, there must have

been within the author's character some psychic twist that made

this, rather than some other, subject the natural expression of his

character. Moreover, reminiscence, as one kind of material, is

omnipresent in autobiographies, though its proportion to deeds

and reflections may vary almost from zero to one hundred. No
solution except the one already arrived at is possible. If anecdotes

are what we are offered, we must try to accept them graciously.

We pass on now to the third and fourth material types, in

which the values are quite different



CHAPTER IV

SUBJECTIVE AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND
LIFE-AND-TIMES

AE
FROM RELIGIOUS confession, to which we shall recur

later, subjective autobiography seems to have arisen in

western Europe during the Renaissance and in Eng-
land to have attained a vogue almost simultaneously with the

novel, as distinct from the "story." Now the difference between

the novel and the story resembles closely that between subjec-

tive autobiography and res gestae: the story is more consistently

externalized, evidences less concern for the understanding of

how experiences feel to the persons who live them. The develop-

ment of a subjective emphasis in autobiography has, therefore,

the same kind of literary significance as the rise of the novel;

and the two phenomena are clearly related.

The exact nature of the relationship is uncertain. Very prob-

ably the religious introspection encouraged by Calvinist theology
had something to do with an increase of interest in mental

states of all kinds. Again, it seems likely that although the Eng-
lish language had in some ways become less flexible since the

death of Shakespeare, in other ways it had acquired a new pre-

cision. The development of British empiricism, which looked

rather to sensory impressions than to abstract reasoning as a

source of knowledge, would have been impossible without the

sharpening of a linguistic instrument for the exploration of

psychological states. Even the accidental discovery by Samuel

Richardson of certain fictive techniques used for the first time

in Pamela (1740) may have had something to do with the

deepening of psychological awareness; for certainly conscious-

ness is limited by the number and variety of symbols available

to it for the defining of meaning, and symbols are generated by
stylistic conventions.

C743
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At any rate, as the eighteenth century progressed self-analysis

became steadily subtler. The truth about character, men began
to realize, could not always be observed in outward behavior.

1

By the end of the century one could read in the preface to the

Reverend J. C. Lavater's Secret Journal of a Self-Observer, "Thus

much, at least, is certain, that a faithful and circumstantial moral

history of the most common and unromantic character is in-

finitely more important, and fitter for improving the human

heart, than the most extraordinary and interesting novel."
2

If

the first word of the term "moral history" is given the French

meaning of psychological, the phrase becomes beautifully apt

in the present context. Autobiographical materials were hence-

forth to include more psychological data and fewer external

"happenings."

A parallel, less fanciful than it may at first appear, may be

drawn with the plastic arts. James Maubert's painting of Dryden
shows the poet in an elaborate setting: his elbow is brushing a

pile of books, a landscape hangs against the wall, a dog thrusts

forward a wistful muzzle, two birds perch or float in the back-

ground. Compare with this, or with Van Dyck's earlier portrait

of Suckling, a typical eighteenth-century portrait Reynolds'

of Johnson, Jervas' of Swift, Hoare's of Pope and it will be ob-

served at once that the external appurtenances of selfhood have

dropped away to permit a more unimpeded view of the self.

Similarly, in the eighteenth century autobiographers began to

shift their attention, timidly at first, later more boldly, from

the public aspects of individuality to the private.

The opening wedge, no doubt, was the chronique scandaleuse

in biography and its autobiographical equivalent, the life-and-

amours, which erupted suddenly in several piquant works about

the time that Clarissa was appearing in successive volumes and

Roderick Random was amusing its less soulful audience. The

life-and-amours, because of surface resemblances to Richardson's
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novels and a deeper spiritual affinity with Smollett's, was excel-

lently suited to appeal to the public taste. Although by modern

standards the analysis of sentiment in these tales of deteriorating

virtue is inconsiderable in amount and thin in quality, sensa-

tional disclosures of this kind must have hastened in some de-

gree the conquest of traditional reticences. The decay of a moral

imperative against frankness continued throughout the romantic

period and by the middle of the nineteenth century was pro-

found.

The Victorians were acutely aware of a transformation in the

nature of consciousness : for it was in nothing less that romanti-

cism, and a complex of other forces affecting the assumptions

that underlay all cognitive and emotive experience, eventuated,

Many of the autobiographers whose works reflect the new tem-

per had a half-envious cognizance of what seemed to" them the

psychological simplicity of their ancestors. John Stuart Mill con-

trasted his own mental habits with those of his teacher, Jeremy

Bentham, who had been born a long generation earlier; Bentham

"was a boy to the last. Self-consciousness, that demon of the

men of genius of our time from Wordsworth to Byron, from

Goethe to Chateaubriand, and to which this age owes so much
both of its cheerful and its mournful wisdom, never was awak-

ened in him."
3

De Quincey, himself painfully afflicted by the

"demon," recognized the emergence of a new analytical subtlety.

We do injustice daily to our own age; which, by many a sign,

palpable and secret, I feel to be, more emphatically than any since

the period o Queen Elizabeth and Charles I., an intellectual, a mov-

ing, and a self-conflicting age; and inevitably, where the intellect has

been preternaturally awakened, the moral sensibility must soon be

commensurately stirred. The very distinctions, psychologic or meta-

physical, by which, as its hinges and articulations, our modern think-

ing moves, proclaim the subtler character of the questions which now

occupy our thoughts. Not as pedantic only, but as suspiciously unin-

telligible, such distinctions [as one drawn earlier in the paragraph
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between the attitude of churchmen toward pluralism in 1856 and

thirty years earlier] would, one hundred and thirty years ago, have

been viewed as indictable.
4

Harriet Martineau, who wrote fictionized illustrations of eco-

nomic theory, felt herself the victim of a peculiarly nineteenth-

century unbalance: "I had now plunged fairly into the spirit of

my time, that of self-analysis, pathetic self-pity, typical inter-

pretation of objective matters, and scheme-making, in the name
of God and Man."

5

Carlyle, the whole tenor of whose teaching

was introspective, had an almost fanatical contempt for outward

appearances:

Readers and men generally are getting into strange habits of asking
all persons and things, from poor Editors* Books up to Church

Bishops and State Potentates, not, By what designation art thou

called; in what wig and black triangle dost thou walk abroad?

Heavens, I know thy designation and black triangle well enough!

But, in God's name, what art thou?
8

Frances Power Cobbe, philanthropist and religious writer, who

published a book on intuitive morality, recognized an increasing

analytic perceptiveness in persons about her.

No doubt there were, at the time of which I write [the 1840'$], many
fine and subtle minds at work among the poets, philosophers, and

statesmen of the day; but ordinary ladies and gentlemen, even clever

and well-educated ones, would, I think, if they could revive now,
seem to us rather like our boys and girls than our grandparents . . .

I remember once (for a trivial example of what I mean) walking
with my father in his later days in the old garden one exquisite spring

day when the apple-trees were covered with blossoms and the birds

were singing all round us. As he leaned an my arm, having just re-

covered from an illness which had threatened to be fatal and was

in a mood unusually tender, I was tempted to say, "Don't you feel,

Father, that a day like this is almost too beautiful and delicious, that

it softens one's feelings to the verge of pain?" In these times [the

1890'$] assuredly such a remark would have seemed to most people
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too obvious to deserve discussion, but it only brought from my
father the reply: "God bless my soul, what nonsense you talk, my
dear! I never heard the like. Of course a fine day makes everybody

cheerful, and a rainy day makes us dull and dismal." Everyone I

knew then, was, more or less, similarly simple . . . Conversation, as a

natural consequence, was more downright and matter-of-fact, and

rarely if ever was concerned with critical analysis of impressions.
7

Although something must be conceded to the change in social

milieu which usually follows the gaining of a literary reputation,

the observation is repeated so often in the century in so many
variant forms that it must have rested on fact. As late as 1905,

comment about middle and late nineteenth-century self-con-

sciousness continued. F. G. Bettany, writing on Trollope in the

Fortnightly Review, pointed out that "Such scruples as beset the

Warden, resulting as they do in a super-subtle delicacy of moti-

visation, were impossible, unthinkable, in Jane Austen's days."
8

But the development of supersubtle delicacy was a slow process

which began earlier than these writers realized.

There is also negative evidence of increasing introspection, in

the form of protests by writers who were not temperamentally

disposed or, possibly, fitted to attempt psychological analysis.

Mrs. M. O. W. Oliphant, a brave nineteenth-century woman
who was forced into authorship by economic pressure, felt her

"prosaic little [autobiographical] narrative" feeble beside the

"elaborate self-discussions" of J. A. Symonds. She made a valiant

effort to force herself into the new vein, but found her own
manner "such a different thing" that she was forced to desist

The subjective approach, she decided, "to many people . . . will

be the more interesting way, just as the movements of the mind

are more interesting than those of the body."
9

Nevertheless she

disliked character analysis and permitted herself a spiteful dig

at it: to be a "student of human nature," she announced de-

fiantly, is "an odious thing."
10

There could be no clearer indi-
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cation of the rising prestige of the new manner than the un-

easiness of simply organized natures who felt called upon to

accommodate themselves to it.

The nineteenth century, then,, felt analytic introspection not

motivated by religious piety to be a product of comparatively

recent conditions. In autobiography by no means the only, or

even the chief, literary form in which the subjective tendency

manifested itself the new interest was signalized by different

choices from the lumber stored in the memory. Not that reflec-

tions and feelings only were to be seized upon; observations,

particularly, were found relevant to the purpose if, instead of

being treated as interesting in themselves, they were thought of

and analyzed as forces which modified character. Actions,

on the other hand, were seen to express character, to show to

what point, at a given instant, it had progressed as Cowper's
abortive attempts at suicide attest the completeness of his de-

rangement under the strain of threatened public exposure. But

though subjective autobiography, like res gestae and reminis-

cences, was not always to be "pure," it was to differ from them

in raising into consciousness, and freely utilizing, psychic data

which had immediate relevance neither to a career nor to other

personalities than the autobiographer's own.

Having come so far, we must observe early stages in the his-

tory of subjective autobiography. Before the emergence of a more

psychologically perceptive consciousness, a concern for eter-

nal values had sometimes forced the mind downward from one

level of cognition to another in search of an elusive spiritual

serenity. Religious philosophers in particular, if they feel that

the divine laws which govern the universe lie innate within the

mind, have the strongest possible motives for introspection;

their hope is either to discover truths more profound than have

come down to them through tradition or to find in their own

souls evidences of a theological system accepted on faith. Soc-
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rates, who did not submit tamely to the romantic polytheism

of his contemporaries, spoke in his Apology of an inner voice

which sometimes warned him against actions quite in harmony

with public ideals. God spoke more authoritatively within his

heart than judges, priests, or any other mouthpieces of public

opinion could speak to his ears. Gautama Buddha arrived at his

religious system by prolonged meditation. St. Paul, who also

helped establish an orthodoxy, must have worked out many of

the details by what he might have called inspiration but what

we may regard, perhaps not irreverently, as a sudden half-con-

scious appreciation, after long brooding, of logical relationships

inhering in his Old Testament and oral sources. These men

were in differing degrees originators; but an abnormally re-

ligious mind is almost by definition one given to contemplating

unseen realities, which may or may not be fitted into a current

dogmatic pattern; and the lower (or, as in this connection we

may consent to call them, the deeper) levels of consciousness

are the natural place in which to look either for new spiritual

truths or for the verification of old truths. St. Augustine, whose

Confessions records the conquest of error by illumination, may

be taken as typical of religious leaders who in the end have

found peace in surrender to an existing institution.

In English literature an early foreshadowing of religious con-

fession appears in The Testament of Dan John Lydgate, written

about the middle of the fifteenth century.
12

Here are already the

piety, the acknowledgment of error, and the remorse which in

later centuries were to form the staple of the type; there is

lacking, however, enough concreteness to make the sins in-

dividual Greene's Repentance, again, suffers from brevity and

generality. In the next century Bunyan's Grace Abounding

added to Greene's description of spiritual agony an astonish-

ingly firm matrix of situation and influence.
18

Thomas Ellwood's

Life (first printed 1714)," more placid than either, transferred
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tlie struggle from the soul itself to an opposition between the

Christian and society; and as foreign warfare is less heart-rend-

ing than civil strife, and the foe, moreover, in this instance was

half inclined to doubt the justice of his own cause, the emotional

pull of the drama weakened without changing in basic char-

acter. In Richard Baxter's Reliquiae (i6g6} the spirit is still

central, but the issues are less sharp, the antagonistic forces less

implacable; a keener and broader intelligence, at the sacrifice of

passion, has attained wider horizons and more tolerant insights.

The sea adventures of John Newton (i764)
10

are at least half

res gestae, but the eye is constantly directed toward ultimate re-

birth in Christ. In Cowper's Memoir (not published until

i8i6),
17

where there is just enough outward fact to keep the

reader physically and temporally oriented, the revelations are

terrifying. The appallingly lucid pages leave an unforgettable

impression. James Lackington's Memoirs, published late in the

eighteenth century, is anticonfessional, as are Gosse's Father and

Son and Sir Walter Besant's Autobiography in the early ipoo's,

and illustrates a not uncommon reaction from a youthful piety

condemned by the mature mind as either false or excessive.
18

Although in the nineteenth century a recrudescence of evangeli-

cal Christianity produced a rich pamphlet literature, on higher

aesthetic levels religious confession is now comparatively rare.

Its nearest recent equivalent, aside from clerical reminiscences

entitled Fifty Years in a Country Parsonage or subliterary con-

fessions called (shall we say) From Pugilism to Preaching, is

to be found in several works which focus, like G. K. Chester-

ton's Autobiography and Sheila Kaye-Smith's Three Ways

Home, upon conversion to Roman Catholicism.
19

In these, how-

ever, there has been little admission of deliberate sin; the inten-

tion has been rather to show the growth of a conviction that

the religious communion into which the writer was born was

schismatic. The mood, accordingly, has been less emotional than
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ratiocinative, and the word "confession" is not accurately de-

scriptive of the contents. Cardinal Newman's Apologia pro Vita

Sua is defense rather than confession and also belongs to a

slightly different material type.
20

Not all confessions, however, are religious; the humiliating

avowal may be motivated by a wish to recapture a forfeited

public respect rather than to win reinstatement or an improved

position in divine favor, and will then, of course, have a social,

not a theistic, frame of reference. The constant material element

is what W. A. Gill has called the "nude." Now the nude

"those facts of ... life which people generally hide through

interest or shame" has a way of throwing the reader off his

intellectual and emotional balance, of causing him to conclude

that the life in which it has found a place is extraordinarily and

abnormally indecorous.

The nude has a peculiar and perhaps incalculable faculty of destroy-

ing proportion. Because it is usually concealed, it leaps forward very

boldly when for once it is let out. It "thumps," as painters say of a

too glaring light. Even when it is not intrinsically shocking, the

revelation of it is shocking. Few readers distinguish one shock from

the other, and when the two are conjoined, the effect may be

stunning.
31

Harold Nicolson, a practicing biographer of distinguished at-

tainments as well as the author of an illuminating short history

of English biography, has perceived the danger of admitting

the nude to works not addressed to a sensation-loving public.

"In principle, it is a mistake to suppress any weaknesses in one's

subject. But in practice the honest biographer will find that the

cause of truth is better served by the suppression of details which

are disconcerting to the reader and which would falsify the

ultimate impression left upon his mind."
22

The candid student,

in spite of a willing admiration for modern honesty, cannot help

agreeing that the nude should ordinarily be limited to works in
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v/hich it is meant to be central that is to say, to confessions. At

the edge of a picture it has an unruly tendency to destroy pro-

portion, to distract attention from what has greater mass and is

more important but less highly colored. It belongs in the middle,

where the eye is intended to rest.

Except for a few comparatively unimportant poems and prose

pamphlets, nonreligious confession seems to have begun in the

eighteenth century with the lives-and-amours of Mrs* Pilking-

ton, Connie Phillips, and the Lady Vane,
23

all published within

eleven years of the first edition of Pamela. These rather frigidly

sentimental chronicles of erotic adventure are not, however, pre-

vailingly subjective; the emotional analysis in them is rather

imposed than organic, particularly in Lady Vane's "Memoirs,"

and the interest is less in character than in incident. An early

secular confession which is steadily and honestly subjective is

the Memoirs of George Psalmanazar, the pretended Formosan

(first edition 1764; second edition 1765). Psalmanazar's pur-

pose is to "undeceive the world" and "to make all the amends"

in his power for his astonishing impositions upon public faith;

this he believes he can do best by emphasizing what brought

him to a sense of abhorrence for his misdeeds/* Although spir-

itual regeneration is often in the foreground, his offenses were

aimed rather at society than at God, and it is social forgiveness

that he is now concerned to obtain. In seeking it he speaks with

appealing sincerity of mental states which in old age he could

not view without horror.

Many other confessions are partly or wholly subjective. In

spite of its title, George Anne Bellamy's five-volume Apology

(third edition lySs)
25

is in the confessional tradition of Mrs.

Pilkington and Connie Phillips, and like its precursors fails to

offer consistently a defense of actions which outraged the ac-

cepted moral code. Nearly all female apologists assume, in the

early chapters of their narratives, a pose of immaculate spir-
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itual innocence, but the preservation of the imaginary person-

ality is impossible, and later chapters call for sympathy merely

on the grounds of distress. Mary Darby Robinson's Memoirs

(first printed iSoi)
28

is sentimental history also, and in part

confessional (Mrs. Robinson became the mistress of the Prince

of Wales), but will be looked at again in another context. Wil-

liam Hazlitt's Liber Amoris (1823)* has a frantic emotionalism

to thank for an almost unanimous critical condemnation.

Whether Hazlitt's infatuation for Sarah Walker was merely

sordid and disgusting, as general opinion seems to hold, or

pitiable, as it may appear to more sympathetic readers, the

drama in the book is clearly drama of the mind, and in its own

way the portrait is as mercilessly revealing as Cowper's tale of

schizophrenic dejection.
28

De Quincey's Confessions of an Eng-
lish Opium-Eater (earliest version 1821) carries subjectivity so

far that a doubt is raised about factual reliability. As Professor

Cazamian remarks, "All sense of objective truth is lost in the

continually recurring fits of ecstatic dizziness."
29

Finally, George

Moore's Confessions of a Young Man (i888)/ although com-

pletely brazen and rather flaunting than remorseful, belongs

with confessions because of the nature of its avowals or, rather,

proclamations. Here again it is the mind and attitudes that

count, not the events. Even the Parisian background is no more

than background, as the python, milk, and honey are merely

stage properties to help induce a mood.

The total number of confessional autobiographies is not large,

for the English mind, when impelled to confess, has usually

preferred the safer medium of the novel. Neither are all secular

confessions subjective; but the tendency toward exploration of

the consciousness in them is so natural as not to require ex-

planation. Religious confessions have always been subjective, and

since 1800 other varieties of the type have shown an increasing

propensity to become so.
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Apology need be dwelt on only for a moment, since it differs

from confession chiefly in making a serious and sustained effort

to deny or justify the shameful acts. Giraldus' De Rebus (ca.

1200) and Clarendon's Life (written about 1670) turn less on

psychic states than on deeds; the eighteenth-century vies amou-

reuses often begin on an apologetic note but gradually become

either sensational or vindictive; Gibber's Apology (1740) is ac-

tually reminiscence.
81

The only "classical" English apology,

Newman's Apologia (1864)^ is unremittingly subjective, as it

had to be to refute public accusations of bad faith. The dialectic

approach is significant: not until Newman has shown his con-

viction that his character can be cleared only by an orderly re-

countal of his spiritual life from boyhood does he adopt the

chronological method of conventional autobiography. Through-
out the whole narrative, which is heavily documented from cor-

respondence and published writings, he pursues his aim relent-

lessly, never for an instant forgetting why he took up his pen,

never lapsing into reminiscence or including a detail tangential

to the spiritual history.

The ground has at last been cleared for a discussion of the

group of subjective autobiographies toward which the introduc-

tory remarks were pointed: the group which is not only the most

impressive in mass, but also the most interesting as literature.

In this final group, as in religious confessions, the author's psy-

chological individuality, his states of intellectual and emotional

being, are central. The assumption is constant, however, that

personal character qua character not "soul'* in its Christian

sense is important enough for serious literary treatment. There

is sometimes, again as in religious confessions, a theme: Edmund
Gosse's Father and Son is "the diagnosis of a dying Puritan-

ism";
33

Mill's Autobiography* is a study of the practical results

of an educational theory; Moore's Hdl and farewelT concerns

itself, through the author's experiences, with Ireland and Irish-
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men; and so on. What is revolutionary is that there is no at-

tempt, in what will hereafter be referred to as "developmental'
5

autobiography, to make the writer's life typical by knocking of?

the edges of his individuality. If Dante's Vita Nuova is partly

allegorical, so, in a more subtle sense, are Bunyan's Grace

Abounding and St. Augustine's Confessions, in that they are

focused, through the detailed examination of a specific soul,

upon the ways in which God can work in any soul to produce

Christian conviction.
36

Augustine and Bunyan hope that sins

similar to their own will be acknowledged by the reader in his

conscience and that he will be vicariously purified by their suf-

ferings. They write, that is, with what used to be called by teach-

ers of elocution the "oratorical purpose" to induce a change of

heart and action appropriate to the change. None of the "new"

autobiographies is thus expressly moral in intention. Although
Gosse has a low opinion of fundamentalist theology, he rather

dissects than attacks it. Mill does not eagerly urge his father's

educational system upon the country; he explains its advantages

and disadvantages in terms of personal experience. Moore does

not expect to reform Ireland by analyzing it, though he may
hope to provoke some irritation. The aim has shifted from ex-

hortation to exploration: the goal is not so much action as new

knowledge. In pursuance of this goal the attempt is never, as it

had formerly often been, to make the life under investigation

seem as universal in character as it may have been exceptional

in accomplishment. Rather, the contrary is true; even lives

which are outwardly ordinary are made, by intensive scrutiny,

to yield evidence of individuality.

The designation "developmental" has been chosen for such

works because almost without exception they adopt as their sub-

ject some aspect of psychic development, some process of in-

tellectual or affective becoming. That this is so must be illus-

trated freely by quotation, since few more important statements
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can be made about recent autobiography than that in one of its

most common and both aesthetically and philosophically most

interesting forms it describes in terms of hereditary and en-

vironmental causality the gradual evolution of a set of attitudes

or of some other aspect or aspects of personality.

Thus Mark Pattison expressly states that in his Memoirs he

will focus on intellectual development: "I have really no history

but a mental history ... All my energy was directed upon one

end to improve myself, to form my own mind, to sound things

thoroughly ... If there is anything of interest in my story, it is

as a story of mental development."
87

John Stuart Mill's statement

of his purpose deserves quotation in full:

I do not for a moment imagine that any part of what I have to relate,

can be interesting to the public as a narrative, or as being connected

with myself. But I have thought that in an age in which education,

and its improvement, are the subject of more, if not of profounder

study than at any former period of English history, it may be useful

that there should be some record of an education which was unusual

and remarkable, and which, whatever else it may have done, has

proved how much more than is commonly supposed may be taught,

and well taught, in those early years which, in the common modes

of what is called instruction, are little better than wasted. It has also

seemed to me that in an age of transition in opinions, there may be

somewhat both of interest and of benefit in noting the successive

phases of any mind which was always pressing forward, equally

ready to learn and to- unlearn.
88

John Seattle Crozier, a minor Canadian philosopher who took

up residence in London, had as his aim "to indicate as suc-

cinctly and conscientiously as possible the successive stages

through which I traveled in my mental evolution, with just suf-

ficient illustration to make its course intelligible to the general

reader."
89

Edmund Gosse explains that, "in a subsidiary sense,"

his analysis of fundamentalist psychology is "a study of the de-

velopment of moral and intellectual ideas during the progress
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of infancy
5 ' 10

and the study is brilliant and penetrating. Even

third- or fourth-rate writers like Sir Henry Morton Stanley, the

African explorer and discoverer of Livingstone, remote as they

were from the more daring speculation of the age, felt the de-

mand for the minutiae of consciousness and an explanation of

why things happened.

I may tell how I came into existence, and how that existence was

moulded by contact with others; how rny nature developed under

varying influences, and what, after life's severe test, is the final out-

come of it. I may tell how, from the soft, tender atom in the cradle, I

became a football to chance, till I grew in hardihood, and learned

how to repel kicks; haw I was taught to observe the moods and

humors of that large mass of human beings who flitted by me.
41

Herbert Spencer, who was at the very core of the century
5

s

thought, acknowledges explicitly the scientific purpose inherent

in studies of development; he will write a "natural history": "It

has seemed to me that a natural history of myself would be a

useful accompaniment to the books which it has been the chief

occupation of my life to write. In the following chapters I have

attempted to give such a natural history.
5 '*3

Alfred Russel Wal-

lace, a scientist of distinguished attainments, undertook to trace

the influence of environment upon his character:

As several of my friends have assured me that a true record of a

life, especially if sufficiently full as to illustrate development of char*

acter so far as that is due to environment, would be extremely in-

teresting, I have kept this in mind, perhaps unduly, though I am not

at all sure that my own conclusions on this point are correct.
48

H* G. Wells asserts that "an autobiography is the story of the

contacts of a mind and a world
5544

and then proceeds, after a

long analysis of his hereditary physique and nervous organiza-

tion, to explain that his subject is the interaction of the human
monad and the universe in which it found itself:

And now, having conveyed to you some idea of the quality and de-

fects of the grey matter of that organized mass of phosphorized fat
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and connective tissue which is, so to speak, the hero of the piece, and

having displayed the persona or, if you will, the vanity which now
dominates its imaginations, I will try to tell how in this particular

receiving apparatus the picture of its universe was built up, what it

did and failed to do with the body it controlled and what the throng-

ing impressions and reactions that constituted its life amount to.
45

As can be seen from the excerpts, the emphasis in devel-

opmental studies is upon successive states of being and the pro-

gression from one to the next. Carlyle, though not himself a

philosophical determinist, phrased succinctly the requirements

for both biography and autobiography as they were then coming
to be understood.

How did the world and man's life, from his [i.e., the subject's] par-

ticular position, represent themselves to his mind? How did co-exist-

ing circumstances modify him from without; how did he modify
these from within? With what endeavors and what efficacy rule

over them; with what resistance and what suffering sink under

them? In one word, what and how produced was the effect of so-

ciety on him; and how produced was his effect on society? . . . He
who should answer these questions, in regard to any individual,

would, as we believe, furnish a model of perfection in biography/
6

As has already been suggested, development implies orderly,

and not accidental, change. One state contains within itself the

seeds of the next; the second contains the seeds of the third,

which were therefore also implicit in the first; and so on. In

other words, development implies causality. And this fact re-

quires special emphasis. Until a mechanistic or naturalistic uni-

verse came to be posited, it was impossible that autobiography

should attempt to account for the personal uniqueness of its

subject. So long as the will maintained a princely rank in the

hierarchy of the "faculties," life inevitably appeared self-directed,

unpredictable, arbitrary. People willed honesty, perseverance, in-

dustry, or other qualities of character, and throve or suffered in
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accordance with their deserts. As a natural consequence, in

earlier centuries life was viewed as actions performed and de-

cisions arrived at; and written lives, in the form of res gestae, fol-

lowed the philosophical assumption. But when determinism

began increasingly, and, among authors, almost regularly, to be

postulated of human life, as well as of nonhuman nature, auto-

biographersmany of whom, like Darwin, Huxley, Galton,

Bray, Mill, Spencer, and Wallace, were either scientists or sci-

tific philosophers began to feel it their duty not only to de-

scribe how the individual life was lived, but also to explain why
it was necessarily lived so and not otherwise. Hereditary and

environmental influences now assumed the centrality which had

formerly been accorded to actions and observations
;
and the ma-

terials, as well as the methods and purpose, of autobiography

changed radically.

Whether the increasingly naturalistic drift of fiction affected

the course of autobiography directly it would be difficult to say.

It is certain, however, that the "scientific" element in autobiog-

raphy and the novel developed, if not quite simultaneously, at

no great interval of time. Nor is this fact astonishing; the human

mind, in ways often beyond its own comprehension, is usually

(one surmises) fairly consistent.

Besides the works which are steadily and competently de-

velopmental there are others which show a new awareness of

causality but lapse frequently into one of the older modes:

reminiscence most often, chronicle, apology, and confession

sometimes. The transition from scientific to other purpose may
occur repeatedly and fleetingly, or it may come definitely and

finally at the moment at which the autobiographer's character

becomes relatively stable. Harriet Martineau's Autobiography?
for example, is consistently developmental until, in the narra-

tive, her acquisition of a literary reputation gives her a new self-

confidence and even vindictiveness of character; from that point
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on the work is partly apology and partly res gestae, while con-

tinuing to give some attention to development. Trollope's Auto-

biography^ as we have seen, changes in nature completely at

the moment of the author's arrival in Ireland; previously it was

naturalistic, afterward it is a mixture of reminiscence and life-

and-career. Yet even works which suffer from uncertainty of

aim can be better understood if the parts are measured against

intangible absolutes. Criticism is in part the effort to find useful

descriptive terms; and all description implies measurement

against concepts which are more nearly pure in the mind than

in their empirical referenda.

A word may be added about methods of approach to the writ-

ing of naturalistic autobiography. In the nineteenth century, at

least, the author usually raised a large part of his materials into

memory by introspection and then simply thought about them.

No other way of re-creating a vanished past was widely known
or practiced. First the bringing of memories into consciousness,

then reflection and shaping: as late as the end of the century

William James was convinced that even in systematic psychol-

ogy "introspective observation is what we have to rely on, first

and foremost. The word introspective need hardly be defined;

it means, of course, the looking into our own minds and report-

ing what we there discover. Every one agrees that we there

discover states of consciousness."
49 When possible, available docu-

ments were used to refresh the memory: diaries, letters, pub-

lished writings, and so on. Only two nineteenth-century auto-

biographers Herbert Spencer, who might have been expected

to blaze a new trail, and Newman, who was fighting a hostile

and incredulous public opinion appear, however, to have re-

lied consistently on documentary evidence.
60

Spencer tried to ex-

amine himself as if he were a complete stranger, drawing de-

ductions from his own books and letters as though no recourse

to memory were possible; and in the attempt, of course, he
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forfeited much of the advantage of his intimate knowledge and

became, so far as he was faithful to his method, his own biog-

rapher. With the exception of these men, the scientific autobi-

ographer used, and probably will continue to use, introspec-

tion as his principal method of recovering the past.

Mrs. Burr, the first and most ardent American student of

autobiography, showed great interest in the scientific purpose

and succeeded in tracing it back as far as Jerome Cardan's De
Vita Propria Liber (written ca. 1576). In a recapitulatory para-

graph she declares:

Unquestionably the scientific self-examination is as modern in

thought as it is rare in practice ... A certain temperament only is

moved to it, and only under certain conditions. Yet the names of the

followers of Cardan are among the great leaders of thought. He who
writes "a natural history of himself," in Herbert Spencer's phrase, is

he who knows that self to be worth observation. The entire group of

modern English scientists of the nineteenth century write their lives

in the scientific or Cardan manner,
51

In England an early autobiography which adumbrates, if it does

not achieve, a scientific emphasis is "A True Relation of [my]

Birth, Breeding, and Life" (1656), by Margaret Cavendish, later

Duchess of Newcastle.
52

The account of the eccentric Duchess'

breeding is full of psychological significance more so, perhaps,

for the modern than for the seventeenth-century reader and,

whatever the motivating purpose, can properly be regarded as

a study of character in a broadly sketched environmental setting.

Cowley's "Of My self" (1669) turns rather on manifestations of

a natural predisposition than on external forces affecting devel-

opment, but congenital characteristics are themselves formative,

and the focus is consistently subjective.
53

Johnson's fragmen-

tary "Annals" and the early pages of Hutton's Life anticipate

in a remarkable way Spencer's "natural history" in record-

ing with scrupulous honesty all the happenings and observa-
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tions of early childhood that remained accessible to the mem-

ory.
54

Mary Darby Robinson's Memoirs (first published in 1801;

later editions in 1803, 1826, and 1894), although really a senti-

mental history, attempts to show that her "romantic and singular

characteristics" were due to her early surroundings. She was

born in a "chamber" which was "dark, gothic, and opening on

the minster sanctuary, not only by casement windows that shed

a dim mid-day gloom, but by a narrow winding staircase, at

the foot of which an iron spiked door led to the long gloomy

path of cloistered solitude."" In this "awe-inspiring habitation"

Mary Darby was born on a tempestuous night when "the wind

whistled round the dark pinnacles of the Minster tower, and

the rain beat in torrents against the casements."
30

Her first read-

ing was epitaphs, her favorite stories those "of melancholy im-

port," and her early singing so pathetic that her mother could

scarcely bear to hear it.
57

Much of this may be fraudulent the

truth was not in Mary Darby but the method, in its overdrawn

Gothic way, is scientific so long as her character, as distinguished

from the specific sentiments she wishes to justify, is the subject,

and the materials are those required by the method.

With the self-portraits of Johnson, Hume, and Gibbon, more

properly "scientific" studies had already begun to appear, and

throughout the nineteenth century they came off the presses in

steadily increasing numbers. At first the impulse hardly under-

stood itself; Thomas Holcroft's fragmentary Memoirs (1816)

hovers between types, Sir Egerton Brydges' Autobiography,

Times, Opinions and Contemporaries (1834) wanders and com-

plains;
58

but by the last quarter of the century the hesitant trickle

had become a confident flood. Between 1870 and 1900 John

Stuart Mill, Harriet Martineau, Charles Bray, Anthony Trol-

lope, Mark Pattison, John Ruskin, Philip Gilbert Hamerton,

and John Beattie Crozier wrote autobiographies which in spite of

temporary lapses into other modes are for the most part studies
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of psychic development. By the beginning of the present century

it had become all but impossible for serious autobiographers, as

opposed to memoirists and writers of reminiscence, to write of

their own characters except in terms of forces and influences. Sir

Walter Besant, Herbert Spencer, Alfred Russel Wallace, Ed-

mund Gosse, Annie Besant, Francis Galton, Sir Henry Morton

Stanley, Maurice Baring, H. G. Wells, G. K. Chesterton, Sheila

Kaye-Sinith, Rudyard Kipling, Somerset Maugham, and many
others have chosen their materials, if sometimes with an eye to

intrinsic interest, in the main with the intention of explaining

the shaping of a mind and character, which in turn decided the

career. And this trend, aside from the continued popularity of

reminiscences and the growing number of autobiographical

novels, seems at present to be dominant. If literature is not to

resign itself to escapism or social history, the emphasis is prob-

ably salutary.

There remain to be noticed only three or four works represent-

ative of a mixed type which appears to derive from an opinion,

shared equally by ancients and medievals, and not yet entirely

dead, that the lives of ordinary citizens possess less interest and

significance than the lives of the great kings, noblemen, gen-

erals, religious and political leaders, and others whose public

careers have had an effect upon national destiny. As recently

as 1911 Sir Sidney Lee, chief editor, after Sir Leslie Stephen, of

the Dictionary of National Biography, felt, as has already been

remarked, that "the life of a nonentity or a mediocrity . . . con-

flicts with primary biographic principles." Actions, he says

further, "however beneficent or honorable, which are accom-

plished or are capable of accomplishment by many thousands

of persons are actions of mediocrity, and lack the dimension

which justifies the biographer's notice."
59

The feeling underlying such an assertion can readily be ap-

preciated. The military exploits of Alexander, the internal poli-
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cies of King Alfred, the spiritual authority of Boniface, had an

immediate and powerful effect upon the lives of thousands,

whereas the existence of an ordinary citizen had little effect on

the prosperity of the state and was thought to be significant only

to his friends and relatives. It remained for more recent cen-

turies to discover that the state consisted of individuals, most of

them quite ordinary. On the English stage (to draw a sug-

gestive parallel) the domestic drama was the exception rather

than the rule until at least the beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Most of the serious Elizabethan and Restoration dramas

carry in the list of dramatis personae the names of kings, queens,

dukes, cardinals, and generals, to whom, in the action, lesser

characters are carefully subordinated. Even today the proportion

of tail coats and opera wraps is greater in fictive life than in

real. The instinct of writers to seize upon the most "important"

subjects they can find has not yet been destroyed by convictions

of the equality of men before God or the law.

The result of this instinct in life writing was that early bi-

ographies were concerned as much with national events as with

the lives of particular persons. It was long before the habit of

confusing biography with history began to yield to the percep-

tion of limitations inherent in the genres. At present it is widely

recognized that biography becomes entangled with group his-

tory to the prejudice of its art.
60

Even Sir Sidney Lee speaks dis-

approvingly of the mingling of the two.
61

Nevertheless, from

time to time a biography or autobiography has appeared in

which the history of a life blends into history of a broader kind

the story of war, politics, or social changes. When this occurs,

the narrative ceases to be wholly a "life" and may be described

most accurately as life-and-times.

It is necessary, before proceeding, to distinguish between life-

and-times and memoir, which may also treat largely of public

affairs. Clarendon's Life is richer in historical incident than Rich-
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ard Baxter's Reliquiae yet is materially quite distinct from the

works now being considered. The life-and-times is not char-

acterized, as the memoir is, by the inclusion of "inside" informa-

tion in the possession of someone intimately concerned in de-

ciding the historical event itself; its author does not enjoy or

suffer from a privileged point of view, like that of an observant

soldier. It offers rather an explanation of social conditions as

they affected large numbers of private citizens. How, for in-

stance, did the religious and political tensions of the seventeenth

century appear to a dissenting clergyman and the more or

less passive members of his parish ? Baxter will tell us. He ceases

repeatedly to write of his private life, broadens his view, and

discusses opinions and attitudes common to a social group. Or

what, in the same century, were the effects upon business and

trade of coin clipping, which led to the virtual disappearance of

unmutilated currency? William Stout's Autobiography is full

of valuable information on the subject. The life-and-times, in

brief, is an autobiographical subtype in which the author lays

down alternate strata of individual and group history.

The Life of Frances Power Cobbe* offers a convenient illus-

tration. Miss Cobbe begins in a genealogical and anecdotal vein,

but gradually becomes more deeply serious and analytical, until

the reader begins to anticipate a penetrating self-study. The

promise is unfulfilled. At the end of the first hundred and

twenty-three pages come two chapters on conditions in Ireland

in the 1830^ and i84o's. Since Miss Cobbe relates incidents and

observations of which she had heard at second or third hand,

her subject seems now to be social history. A fifty-two-page sec-

tion entitled "Long Journey" adds still further complication. In

the second volume are chapters on "London in the 'Sixties and

'Seventies," "The Claims of Women," and "The Claims of

Brutes" (she was a formidable antivivisectionist). The work is

thus materially complex; it includes autobiography, social his-
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tory, travelogue., and argumentation; but on the whole a de-

scription of it as life-and-times is not misleading. A similar

judgment must be passed on the Autobiography of Samuel

Smiles (1905), the "authorized and pious chronicler of the men
who founded the industrial greatness of England."

65

Smiles suc-

cumbs to the biographical method to which he has been ac-

customed; he undertakes research on Corn Law agitation, the

development of railroads, and the movement for state-supervised

education.

Thus far the way is reasonably clear. At present it would
be difficult to carry a study o autobiographical content fur-

ther without becoming involved in a welter of details which
would illuminate particular works without adding much to the

comprehension of general principles. Other smaller categories

could be discovered, or wholly different ones based on some
other principle of subdivision; but no apology is necessary for

an assertion that some autobiographies make much of psychic
states whereas others do not; that among those which do not, an

emphasis is sometimes placed on actions and sometimes on ob-

servations; that among those which do, religious and secular

confessions and histories of intellectual development, often suf-

ficiently attentive to hereditary and environmental influences

to justify description as "scientific," occupy recognizable sub-

divisions; and that a mixed type, partly personal in focus and

partly social, can conveniently be called life-and-times. We turn

next to an examination of structure in the hope of discovering

how, within the limitations imposed by the necessity of absolute

fidelity to what is known of the past, autobiographies can attain

the integration of parts and fusion of the whole which result in

the achievement of form.



PART THREE

FORM: THE VEHICLE OF MEANING





CHAPTER V

SHAPE AND TEXTURE

AITERARY

WORK consists not only of materials, but also of

proportions and relationships. The proportions partly

determine shape; the relationships direct, referential,

allusive, reverberatory, and other by their mutual attractions

and repulsions strengthen, and in part create, a structure, which,
if the organizing mind of the author has worked happily, may
achieve the relative tautness of form.

Something is known about the formal principles operative in

poems, plays, and novels. Formal analysis of plays and epics goes
back at least to Aristotle, formal analysis of other kinds of

poetry at least to Horace. The novel is a comparatively new

genre but has had keen formal critics at least since the time of

Henry James. Factual literary types like history, biography, and

autobiography have not, however, attracted much critical at-

tention, and the attention granted them has seldom been focused

on problems of form. Discussions of history tend to become en-

tangled in questions about truthfulness, and discussions of bi-

ography and autobiography to become involved in reflections

about human personality. Moreover, biography has been studied

as a genre by only a few writers, and autobiography has been

separated critically from biography only rarely and has never

been made the subject of a published volume of specifically

literary studies.
1 We cannot, therefore, hope in the following

chapters to do more than make tentative approaches to a theory

of autobiographical form; but beginnings can have values, and

the shortcomings of a first effort can be remedied by persons

who find them provocative. Indeed, one function of a pioneer

study is to irritate readers into disagreement; for the efforts of

interested groups lead to more knowledge than the labor of an

individual.
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The first step must be to define "autobiography/
5

a task which

has purposely been deferred to this point. Even here new ground
must be broken. The emphasis of Mrs. Burr's The Autobiog-

raphy (1909) was not "literary," and not until 191 i, when Sir

Sidney Lee's Cambridge lecture on "The Principles of Biog-

raphy" was published as a small book, did there exist a full

volume of either biographical or autobiographical criticism in

English.
2

To the present day no serious attempt has been made

either by lexicographers or by critics to demarcate autobiography

precisely.The very word "autobiography" does not long antedate

1809, when Robert Southey, in a Quarterly Review article, made

the first recorded use of it. Todd's dictionary, in 1818, did not

contain it, nor did any other dictionary until i845;
3

and the

eleventh edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, which treats

literary topics more fully than later editions, followed the

French Grande Encyclopedic and preceded the fifteenth edition

of the German Der Grosse Brockjiaus in merely listing a few

sample autobiographies under the heading "Biography." As

recently as 1936 W. F. Thrall and Addison Hibbard, in A Hand-

boo\ to Literature, felt it necessary to point out that "as a divi-

sion of literature, the field [of autobiography] is usually so

loosely defined as to include memoirs, diaries, and even let-

ters."
4

Yet it has already been observed that in some respects bi-

ography and autobiography are as widely separated as history

and the novel, and the distinction between autobiography and

other less formal kinds of self-portraiture has become a com-

monplace among students.

Stauffer recognizes that however valuable a diary may be as a

source of biographical information, journals are not autobiog-

raphies:

The diary makes no attempt to see life steadily and see it whole. It

is focussed on the immediate present, and finds that the happenings
of twenty-four hours are sufficient unto the day. It becomes, there-
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fore, not the record of a life but the journal of an existence, made up
of a monotonous series of short and similar entries. Furthermore, in

a study of biography as a literary form, the diary has scant claim to

consideration, for it makes no pretence to artistic structure.

Mrs. Burr, who studied the subjective tendency in literature

without showing much interest in compositional techniques,

nevertheless recognized the same difference: ". . . we come to

feel that the main difference between diary and autobiography

lies in the increased sense of proportion in the latter, whose first

object is to clear away everything which may come between you
and the subject.'"

5

The contrast is unmistakable: an autobiog-

raphy is one work, a series of entries in a diary several; in an

autobiography the whole life, or at least a considerable segment,

is seen in long perspective, in the diary the temporal depth is

shallow. Moreover, the motivating impulses are quite distinct.

The inner compulsion which leads to journal keeping differs

from that which leads to the writing of an autobiography pre-

cisely as the desire to comment on the incidents of successive

days differs from the urge to find unity or drift in a considerable

span of years. Diaries are usually the result of a wish to preserve

experience, as a married woman may preserve the letters of her

rejected suitors; and when they are not when they consist

rather of thoughts or reflections than reports on the happenings

of particular days they are likely to become commonplace
books divorced more or less completely from time instead of

embedded in it, as is the typical autobiography. The typical auto-

biography is a summing up, a review of the whole life or an

important segment of it the stepping back of a painter to have

a look at the finished canvas. The fact that diaries also make

interesting revelations about individual lives may be significant

to the psychologist, but to the student of literary genres is ir-

relevant. It is not even certain that autobiographies character-

istically rely heavily on materials drawn from diaries. The tone
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of large numbers of autobiographies makes impossible the as-

sumption that behind them lie elaborate journals of which they

are redactions.

If journals are not autobiography, letters, which by their

nature are also fragmentary and unconnected, are still less so.

As J. S. Mill wrote long ago to his friend Sterling, letters reveal

the life of man, and above all the chief part of his life, his inner life,

not gradually unfolded without break or sudden transition, those

changes which ta\e place insensibly being also manifested insensibly;

but exhibited in a series of detached scenes, taken at considerable

intervals from one another, showing the completed change of posi-

tion or feeling, without the process by which it was effected.
7

Stauffer draws a similar distinction, remarking that the bio-

graphical value of correspondence is accidental, not deliberate.
8

Furthermore, like diaries, a volume of letters can possess no

unity; and each letter is conditioned by its recipient, with the

result that any sizable group shows wide variations in degrees

and kinds of reticence.

So far the way is clear. Still another sort of highly personal

document must be rejected, however, before it will become pos-

sible to offer a tentative definition. There are certain novels,

character sketches, and reflective writings that reveal, and per-

haps interpret, intimate thoughts and experiences (they may,

indeed, be more "spiritually" truthful than professed lives)

which yet cannot, despite their autobiographical value, be called

autobiography. Carlyle's Sartor Resartus, Dickens' David Cop-

perfield, and George Eliot's Mill on the Floss are examples. It

cannot be questioned that the second book of Sartor Resartus is

of importance to an understanding of Carlyle's intellectual de-

velopment. But the hero of Sartor has adventures which Carlyle

did not have: he sees the Great Wall of China, serves the Em-

peror Napoleon, is nearly shot as a spy. More important still,

Sartor was not given to the public as "truth," but as something
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else what, we need not now determine. David Copperfield and

The Mill on the Floss were meant to be read as novels and not

as personal histories of their authors. The relation between the

man Dickens and the "created" personage Copperfield is prob-

ably similar to that between Harriet Martineau and a girl in one

of her stories :

I have one more little anecdote to tell about the heroine of "The
Hamlets." I was closely questioned by Miss Berry one day when din-

ing there, about the sources of my draughts of character, especially

of children, and, above all, of Harriet and Ben in "The Hamlets.*'

I acknowledged that these last were more like myself and my brother

than anybody else. Whereupon the lively old lady exclaimed, loud

enough to be heard by the whole party, "My God! did you go out

shrimping?'* "No," I replied, "nor were we workhouse children.

What you asked me about was the characters."
9

A portrait of character only is not what is expected in autobiog-

raphy. Moreover, disclosures of this kind, coming as they do in

the midst of narratives which are accepted by the reader as im-

aginative and not "true," lack the aesthetic effect, whatever it

may be, of a professed delineation of the author; and this effect,

whether for good or ill, is an essential part of the intellectual

and emotional response proper to autobiography.

It does not, of course, follow that all autobiography is true

and all fiction false. Nevertheless, the failure of some autobi-

ographers to be minutely "truthful" and the readiness of some

novelists and reflective writers to be so does not affect the formal

distinction. A determining consideration is what Mrs. Burr has

called the "autobiographical intention."
10

If the author wishes

to be understood as writing of himself and as setting down (so

far as is humanly possible) nothing that is not literally and fac-

tually true, his work is autobiography, provided only that it has

a considerable time span and is single and continuous. If he

wishes to be understood as writing imaginatively, it is some-

thing else.
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The definition already hinted by selections among possible

materials can now be stated explicitly. Autobiography is the

professedly "truthful" record of an individual, written by him-

self, and composed as a single work. "Professedly truthful" ex-

cludes metaphorical and fictive analogues; "composed as a

single work" excludes letters, journals, and diaries. There re-

mains only autobiography "proper," and with that, and that

only, we shall hereafter concern ourselves.*

Thus far one need have no misgivings. From here on one must

strike out for oneself, helped only by the few conjectures that

have been made about autobiographical form as distinct from

biographical. Dunn asserted dryly that autobiograpliers follow

biographical practice in speaking first of their birth, but, for the

rest, determine their own procedure.
11

Mrs. Burr, who found

certain formal archetypes in Caesar's Commentaries, St. Au-

gustine's Confessions, and Cardan's DC Vita Propria Liber,

nevertheless quoted Anatole France to the effect that memoirs

escape literary fashions: "On ne doit rien a la mode on ne

cherche que la verite humaine."
12

D. K. Merrill believed that in

autobiography "manner supersedes method."
18

Stauflfer found

that before 1700 at least, the school of autobiography was "much

looser" than the school of biography, and that influences and

derivations were harder to trace because fewer autobiographies

were published.
1*
The only hint of a deeper insight is in Dunn,

who laid himself open to a charge of inconsistency by remark-

ing in his introduction:

Of recent years notably since the beginning of the nineteenth cen-

tury autobiography has come to be regarded as a distinct literary

form with characteristics and requirements peculiar to itself. It is in-

deed closely related to what in general we call biography, yet it is

definitely separated from it. Its independence within its own realm is

secure and permanent.
15

*I avoid entering here into the problem of temporal scope. How many years con-

stitute a **life"? In the case of autobiographers, fewer, usually, than the total number
lived before the time of writing; but what proportion must the years described bear to

the years lived? I know no satisfactory answer to the question.
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Although this is not, perhaps, very much to go on, it is all one

can find besides what can be learned from the autobiographies

themselves. If we fix them with a patient enough gaze, some-

thing may at last stand out, some formal contours become vis-

ible, some pattern show itself in the arrangements of blocks of

materials.

We may begin by observing that the problem for which the

autobiographer must find an intellectually and aesthetically

adequate solution is that of giving form to historical experiences

of a four-dimensional quality in a medium of linear prose. All

sorts of perplexities are present from the outset, for the auto-

biographer, unlike the novelist or dramatist, is not imagining,

but remembering, and hence has many of the creative artist's

difficulties plus others peculiar to the literature of fact. His

memories may arise as sensations, as emotional states which

reflect with more or less distortion other prior states, or as verbal

configurations. Or they may arise in more than one of these ways
at once as, for instance, when a picture carries emotional

associations. Now for only one of these kinds of recollection,

the verbal configuration, are words a wholly suitable medium

of communication. The other two kinds must be described, if

possible, in words; what is pictorial or affective must either be

spoken of in abstract terms ("What a beautiful valley!" "a

mournful tune") or broken down into bits which are arranged

in some orderly fashion and then offered the reader in successive

fragments, like a message pounded out by a teletypewriter.

Since the abstract summary, unless accompanied by corrobora-

tive details, requires a more complete submission of the reader's

perceptive intelligence to guidance than can normally be ex-

pected, it is usual for a complex instantaneous experience to be

held static for a whole series of instants. Conversely, years must

often be compressed into moments. An autobiography that sum-

marizes the events of half a century can hardly require a half
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century for reading; months and even years must be brushed

aside with a phrase. Yet the historical life on which the book is

based has been lived in a steadily progressive time within which

some change or development, also reasonably progressive, has

occurred. This change, which ordinarily provides the unifying

principle, must somehow be rhythmically retarded and acceler-

ated without misleading the reader about the historical actuality.

Stated thus, the autobiographer's predicament may seem hope-

less; but in fact most human communication is verbal, and both

the writer and his readers have learned, by a process of accultura-

tion, enough conventions to make some transfer of impressions

possible. The special obstacle confronting the autobiographer is

his want of a literary tradition created specifically for his pur-

pose. Although there are signs of the slow evolution of such a

tradition, the absence, in a highly critical age, of criticism calling

attention to its elements suggests that as yet it has been sensed

only confusedly and is by no means a sufficiently common posses-

sion of the literate public to have acquired much serviceability.

Its emergence, one may note in passing, has been seriously

hindered by the curious uniqueness of autobiography as the only

kind of literary project which is normally undertaken only

once in a lifetime. Accordingly, most of the conventions useful to

autobiographers, so far as the conventions are literary and not

those of common speech, have been borrowed from other modes

to which they were native. At first the borrowings were chiefly

from history; more recently they have been from both history

and the novel. These, however, helpful as they are, have not been

enough, and if empirical thought patterns continue to stimulate

an interest in individual lives, special techniques will no doubt

be invented.

In the meantime, the virtually unanimous adoption of one

aspect of treatment has discouraged experimentation and im-

posed a kind of tyranny upon what is otherwise a rather too
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carelessly flexible mode. Since the situations and happenings
which are to be reported arose successively in time, the problem
of arrangement has been solved or evaded by the adoption

of chronological order. The utmost concession to logic, except

in a handful of atypical works, has been the division of the life

into slightly overlapping phases. This is tantamount to saying

that few autobiographies are skillfully composed. The organiza-

tion has been, as Moore said even of Hail and farewell, a gift of

Nature.
16

More strictly, arrangement has been determined by the

operation of mind on a mass of raw lumber already indisputably

there in a certain temporal order. It is probably because so much
is gratuitously given in historical literature that literary critics

have been wary of coming closely to grips with it. The mediation

between bodies of irreducible fact and belletristic theories de-

duced from assumptions about imaginative art is not easy.

Nevertheless, something can be said of the principles in accord-

ance with which form has been imposed upon a welter of tem-

porally aligned recollections. It is apparent, first of all, that the

varieties of factual literature have been tending toward more

complete separation. Thus the concept of history implied fidelity

to precedent fact, and that of biography the centrality of a single

historic personage; and when factual biography became popular,

history necessarily found other objects than individual lives to

investigate. The preciser delimitation of aims, the sharper dis-

junction of methods and techniques in a word, the movement

of each variety away from the others were products of the

working of an aesthetic intelligence which has often seemed to

desire the dissociation of adjacent purposes. Accordingly, with-

out in the least avowing an acceptance of Platonic archetypes or

proclaiming anything so absurd as that autobiographical form

has lain for centuries quietly awaiting discovery, one can assert

that since its beginnings in the seventeenth century English auto-

biography has felt steady pressure from a partly subconscious
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drive to separate it from other adjacent literary types so that it

might become more fully and effectively itself.

The three most closely related forms from which differentia-

tion was necessary were history, biography, and the novel.

Biography and autobiography arose at about the same time and

drifted together toward a more consistently individual focus,

biography perhaps a little in advance. Some confusion with his-

tory persists; either the memoir or the biography of a prime

minister is likely to be, in parts, rather national history than

"life"; but considerable progress has been made. Differentiation

from biography was consequent upon a chief-character point of

view, although autobiographers could hardly avoid accepting

from biographers assumptions concerning the comparative im-

portance of experiences. Differentiation from the novel was more

difficult and is still far from accomplished. Indeed, there are

evidences that the novel and autobiography are moving, in some

respects, toward closer similarity: the novel in becoming more

highly personal, autobiography in adopting more of the tech-

niques and tone of fiction. Yet the insistence of the autobiog-

rapher on the "truthfulness" of what he has written and the

customary denial by the novelist that he is the principal char-

acter of his story provide helpful means of discrimination.

The intimate relationship of autobiography to prior states of

historical actuality is crucial, and must be examined further.

Something was, something happened, something became; it is

the a&tobiographer's duty to ascertain the exact nature of the

becoming, happening, or being and to make this clear to his

reader. The novelist, on the other hand, may start with a theme,

which he may embody in any set of imaginary occurrences;

with a situation, which he may approach from any of numerous

starting points; with a feeling, which can be made concrete in

a variety of ways; or with one or more characters, who can be

made to reveal their individuality by the most ideally appropriate
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conduct. Undoubtedly there are best methods of treating fictive

materials, whether largely "imaginary" or largely "real"

(though the determination of what is absolutely best is scarcely

possible to finite minds) ;
but whereas the novelist, within limits,

may "create" persons and situations, the autobiographer can only

re-create.

It has already been admitted that the history written by auto-

biographers, like all history, is far from being a flawless

transcript of reality. Errors and inaccuracies of many kinds,

deliberate as well as unintentional, prevent the achievement of

ideal truthfulness. It was observed earlier that there are lapses

of memory, which are filled in by suppositions of what must

have been.There is a rationalizing habit of the mind, which, like

Aristotle, prefers probable impossibilities to improbabilities and

is subconsciously eager to arrange experience in such a way as to

make sense. There is the natural desire to appear to advantage,

to display oneself in a favorable light.There are semantic failures

arising from the inability to communicate successfully what is

accurately remembered and correctly interpreted. Yet, since

all historical writing is subject to at least as great limitations,

when every qualification has been made it remains evident that

the autobiographer, unlike the dramatist or novelist, must find

the great mass of his primary materials in what he believes to

have been past actuality.

This is not to say that no creation enters into retrospective

narration. Unless the autobiography is to find unity simply in

the identity of the remembering mind, the writer's fragmentary,

incoherent, and occasionally contradictory memories must be

given drift and purport. The reduction of chaos to order is

creation, unless creation is to be given an illiberally narrow

meaning; interpretation as well as origination (which, in the

strict sense, the principle of the conservation of energy declares

to be impossible) brings into explicit being qualities and essences
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which before have been only potential that is to say, corn-

possible with the universe as it is. Moreover, the obstacles to a

complete and flawless recapturing of the past render inevitable,

in autobiography as in history, the creation of a new past a

past recognizably similar to the actual past in obvious ways,

but different, in spite of every straining for truthfulness, in

shading, in inclusiveness, and even in coherence and compre-

hensibility.

The most easily perceptible bits of creation appear in the

annotative remarks the "comments," as autobiographers

usually think of them which accompany the description of

almost every segment of experience. Even if direct expository

interpretation is avoided, the arrangement of the details, the

distribution of emphasis in the word order and rhythms, and

the highlighting or shadowing of the objects perform an inter-

pretative function. It would be hard to find a barer, more

consistently narrative passage than the following one from

Newman's Apologia:

I left Oxford for good on Monday, February 23, 1846. On the Satur-

day and Sunday before, I was in my House at Littlemore simply by

myself, as I had been for the first day or two when I had originally

taken possession of it. I slept on Sunday night at my dear friend's,

Mr. Johnson's, at the Observatory. Various friends came to see the

last of me; Mr. Copeland, Mr. Church, Mr. Buckle, Mr. Pattison,

and Mr. Lewis. Dr. Pusey too came up to take leave of me; and I

called on Dr. Ogle, one of my very oldest friends . . . On the morning
of the 23rd I left the Observatory. I have never seen Oxford since, ex-

cepting its spires, as they are seen from the railway.
17

But examination shows even this passage to be full of interpre-

tation. Two temporal planes are placed side by side, that of the

period being described and that of the moment of writing; or

more than two, if one wishes to take into consideration the fact

that the latter includes awareness drawn from the whole of the
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preceding life. "For good" looks into the future; "as I had been

for the first day or two" and "one of my very oldest friends"

glance at the past; and the last sentence is again anticipatory.

"Simply/' "my dear friend," and "too" in this context are not

coldly limiting or colorlessly descriptive expressions, but have

strong emotional overtones. On the whole, however, in this

passage interpretation is achieved by selection and arrangement.
We are not to believe that we have been told everything New-
man remembered about the moment at which he deliberately

renounced values which formerly had seemed to him infinitely

precious. There must have been packing to be supervised, tickets

to be bought, rooms to be dismantled, decisions to be made

concerning the servants, and other minutiae of preparation

which were not wholly irrecoverable but were inappropriate to

the narrative as it took shape in the writer's aesthetic intelligence.

The arrangement is evident, as it is always evident in good

literature, in the difficulty of obtaining an equally desirable

effect by some other ordering of the details. And the effect of the

organization, obviously, is interpretation; for organization im-

plies unity, and unity implies an attitude, a point of view, even

a critical evaluation.

Although now and then an autobiographer may succeed,

momentarily, in re-creating a historical incident more "purely"

than in the quoted paragraph, in most autobiographies the

interpretative matrix has greater spatial importance. In Philip

Gilbert Hamerton's incomplete but fairly representative develop-

mental autobiography occurs this far cruder parallel on two

temporal levels:

In June, 1850, my first catamaran was launched on a fishpond. I

built it myself, with an outlay of one pound for the materials. It was

composed of two floats or tubes, consisting of a light framework of

deal covered with water-proofed canvas. These were kept apart in

the water, but joined above by a light open framework that served

as a deck, and on which the passengers sat ...
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It is astonishing how very far-reaching in their effects are the tastes

and habits that we acquire in early life! The sort of existence that

I am leading here at Pre Charmoy, near Autun, in this year 1886,

bears a wonderfully close resemblance to my existence at Hollins in

1850. 1 am living, as I was then, on a pretty estate with woods, mead-

ows, pastures, and a beautiful stream, with hills visible from it in

all directions. There is a fish-pond too, about a mile from the house,

and I arn even now trying catamaran experiments on this pond, as

I did on the other in Lancashire. My occupations are exactly the

same, and to complete the resemblance it so happens that just now

I am reading Latin.
18

The alternation from past to present, from the remembered act

to the hour of writing, is explicit here. In the same way, although

sometimes with more artistry, all autobiographies hold what was

up to view in light reflected from what is.

The juxtaposition of two temporal planes, that of the moment

of writing and that of the act or psychic state being reported,

can be seen most clearly in developmental autobiographies,

since in them all parts of the work find justification in a bearing

upon ultimate character. In every autobiography, however, no

matter how apparently unreflective its surface, scrutiny will

reveal the author's mind working at one time over what is

recalled from other times. The same alternation of planes occurs

in biographies, in which P. G. Hamerton found the scantier

primary materials often to invite excessive rationalization:

"When the materials are not supplied in abundance a writer will

eke them out with conjectural expressions which he only intends

as an amplification, yet which may contain germs of error."
15

But

if it is true that interpretation opens the door to error, it is also

true that without interpretation there can be no definition of

meaning. The alternative is a calendar of unassimilated facts. If

we wish something more than the calendar, we must be grateful

that the mind can play over a remembered experience: can first

of all re-feel it, so far as modifications of nerve tissues permit
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after the passage of years, and can then re-think it, looking

forwards, backwards, and around the edges, relating it to the

life as a whole, and fitting the experience, in the end, to its

proper structural function.

The existence of the two planes is clearly significant for our

purpose, since it is the juxtaposition of the later with the earlier

that makes autobiographical form possible. The raw materials

of the memory are put into a reflective matrix from which they

can be dissociated only by an act of analysis. The matrix, more-

over, is of greater importance both materially and technically

than the uncritical reader is aware. It is the result of the long

backward glance, without which there could be neither auto-

biographical form nor autobiographies. There would be only

diaries and letters.

The matrix, then, by its plasticity and the pressures it can exert

on what it receives, makes possible the achievement of form.

Since the condition of form is unity, the next step is to examine

the kinds of wholes to which the primary and secondary

materials are reducible. These wholes must be considered in two

aspects: that of shape and that of texture; that of the structural

outlines which appear after the materials have been selected and

arranged and that of the aesthetic surface. The method will

require that we redivide what has just been brought together;

but analysis is necessarily disruptive, and what is separated now

will be reunited later.

We are brought back at once to the material types isolated

earlier now, however, diminished to three, since Kfe-and-times

was defined as irreducibly double. It may be presumed without

argument that unity is attainable only through the focusing of

every part of the work on a subject. Subject, technically speak-

ing, is the author's purpose seen in terms of his materials. The

materials are those of an individual human life; and life includes

not only events, but also thoughts, feelings, kinesthetic sensa-
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tions, and all the many states of the mind-body that constitute

living. The purpose, moving selectively among the materials,

rejects some and retains some, until ultimately there is left

mainly res gestae, reminiscence, or subjective autobiography.

In res gestaef unity is (or is not) secured very much as in the

picaresque story, A central figure acts, and is acted upon, with-

out appearing to undergo essential modification of character;

hence, whatever unity the work possesses must be found outside

personality, in something other than thought or emotion. Yet

since the events in a man's life are infinitely various, as Aristotle

knew, and rarely reducible to a single plot, it is precisely upon

personality that the writer is inclined to depend for his unifying

principle. A difficulty accordingly arises.

One or the other of two plans has usually been adopted in

an attempt to resolve the dilemma. The author may try, in

whatever way he thinks most likely to succeed, to create an

interest in himself as an acting, if not a reflecting and feeling,

individual. For instance, he may suggest, like Wolseley, that he

is a typical soldier, or, like Lackington and Ferguson, that his

career typifies the industry by which men can rise above humble

origins.
20

Or he may imply the significance of his actions as hav-

ing been directed, with more than ordinary perseverance,

toward the achievement of some socially approved ideal. Politi-

cians, diplomats, and generals are especially prone to assume

the importance of their deeds to their fellow citizens. The other

plan is to minimize individual importance and discover inde-

pendent values in the happenings themselves. The history then

becomes that of a social event or process in which the autobiog-

rapher has been intimately concerned. Whether the author

dominates the event or is partly subject to it (he can hardly

be swept helplessly along by it without feeling the impulse to

write rather reminiscence than res gestae), his actions are seen

not as an end in themselves, but as subordinate to something
external.
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Theoretically, then, unification is possible in autobiographies

of action, and in fact has more than once been achieved. Yet

the achievement of unity is not easy. The attempt to awaken

interest in the author as an individual may fail, or the historical

event with which he has been associated may so usurp centrality

that the autobiographer's separateness from it is lost sight of.

If structure is attained at the expense of personal reference, the

result is the forfeiture of autobiographical value. Or the histori-

cal subject a war, shall we say may have such narrow tem-

poral limits that the narrative ceases to be a "life." Moreover,

both the suggested techniques may be ignored. Many res gestae,

like many picaresque novels, cannot truthfully be summarized

as anything more than someone's more or less adventurous

actions. If the writer's real interest in the events is consequent

upon their having happened to him, it is essential that he

cause the reader to make an empathetic identification with the

author. This a reluctance to explore psychic states makes dif-

ficult or impossible. Accordingly the center of gravity shifts,

and what was written as autobiography is read as an exciting

(or tedious) story. In Gary's Ufe and dozens of other English

res gestae, as in Casanova's more familiar Memoirs, the real

subject is incident for the sake of incident.
21

Such works, being

episodic, like Gil Bias or Peregrine PicJtfe, possess coherence

only as the pseudoscientific "biographies" of a corpuscle, a drop

of water, or a shilling do, in that the events all act upon the

same object. Other works, without pretending to a historical

purpose, limit themselves to the actions performed in a specific

professional setting. These depend heavily upon a milieu for

their unity.

In reminiscence, which, it will be recalled, concerns itself

chiefly with observed social situations and overheard gossip,

the basis of unity can be found, if at all, only in the continuity

of the observing personality or again in a social or institu-
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tional milieu. In Justin McCarthy's Reminiscences^ for example,

the setting is not constant, and it is therefore to the identity of

the reporter that we must look for whatever unity the work

possesses. Many one might fairly say most reminiscences are

structurally similar to McCarthy's; properly speaking, they

have no subject, are composed of a mass of heterogeneous and

incoherent gossip, and can only be said to represent certain

aspects of the world's appearance as presented to the author's

eyes. If it is urged that McCarthy was writing of what he

thought interesting or amusing in society, the reply must be

that a unity which rests upon no firmer principle must be loose

at best. A somewhat tighter structure can be effected by limiting

the materials to the conversation and behavior of members of

a particular social group.Thus Holman Hunt's Pre-Raphaelitism

and the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood concerns itself with the

work and social behavior of a group of nineteenth-century Eng-

lish painters. Limitation has gone far here; of all Hunt's recol-

lections only those which pertained to the painting, observed

actions, and overheard small talk of a few men whom he saw

for short times on certain days of his life were admissible with-

out injury to the subject. Books written by actors usually con-

fine themselves to the theater, and by virtue of localization

achieve a stronger unity than those written by members of less

clannish groups. Colley Gibber's Apology and William Mac-

ready's Reminiscences^ are cases in point. The actor's absorp-

tion in his art has a salutary, though perhaps accidental, effect

upon his literary method. Frequently a hint of the organizing

principle of a reminiscent volume is afforded by the title: Mem-
oirs of a Boofynan, by James Milne (1934) ,* promises and

demonstrates a more successful working of the formative in-

telligence than the typical work styled simply Reminiscences.

The latter is apt to subordinate structure to piquancy, to consist

of a series of unrelated anecdotes which the autobiographer
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wishes, for various reasons, to pass on to his readers. Such a

work is no more single than a joke book is single, and, lacking

subject, cannot be said to have form.

The varieties of unity most frequently discernible in res gestae

and reminiscence are not, obviously, of a very complex kind.

Unity of the acting or observing personality was condemned by

Aristotle as insufficient for drama 'Infinitely various are the

incidents in one man's life, which cannot be reduced to unity"

and there is no sound reason for accepting it as adequate in

autobiography in the absence of some meaningful pattern. Unity
of milieu is analogous to unity of place; and although a play

like Grand Hotel may successfully suggest the extension of in-

cidents backward and forward in time and thus achieve a valid

concrete universal "Life is like that in a large international

hotel" a volume of reminiscent sketches or a book of incidents

with no common denominator except that of having had some-

thing to do with diplomacy or military life almost never im-

plies an extensional generalization. Is it possible, then, to say

honestly that such works are unified ?

In one frame of mind the critic is strongly tempted to say

yes. He has, to be sure, a predilection for fused unity, for organic,

not homogeneous, wholes. Nonetheless, there are times when

he mistrusts the rigidity of his principles. Is not a finite homo-

geneous mass, like a bowl of gelatine or that restless protozoan

creature, the amoeba, in its own way one ? He thinks, perhaps,

of an unpromising title like one visible a few years ago on movie

marquees, The Affairs of Gerddine, and wonders whether the

fact that a series of adventures is episodic is sufficient utterly to

condemn it. He hopes that the affairs succeed one another as

parts of some larger enveloping action; that they are progres-

sive and not repetitious; that the climax resolves all the tensions,

and not only the last. He goes on tightening his imaginary plot.

Still, granted that the treatment is episodic, is it never legitimate
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for a writer to say, "Let me tell you about my romantic (or

exciting, or embarrassing, or African, or youthful) adventures" ?

For there are other kinds of unity than the unity of plot and the

expository unity of a defined and explicated topic: there is unity

of tone, for example, as in superlatively good dinner conversa-

tion.

So one may feel in a mood of temporary rebellion against the

cognitive effort necessary to comprehend the significance of ex-

perience. And indeed, since the mind requires refreshment as

well as exertion, a case can be made out for any writing which

exploits an enduring human interest. Interest is itself a value, as

modern aesthetics is aware. Nevertheless, it can hardly be ques-

tioned that artistic interest has degrees of intensity and that the

higher intensities are resultant upon the artist's complete and

interpretative domination of his materials. The handling of ma-

terials in res gcstae and reminiscence is often mere submission.

If autobiography is to become typically, and not merely in tri-

umphant single documents, a meaningful art form, it must

aspire to something more than the cogency of amusing or in-

formative talk. It must accept the responsibility not only of re-

imagining a life, but of discovering within the life something

greater than the sum total of incidents and observations. After

all, the amoeba is spineless, and the gelatine cannot long sustain

life. As a tragic poet, by keeping aesthetic control of his emo-

tions without relaxing their tension, can show his superiority

to misfortunes he has sympathetically felt, so the autobiog-

rapher, by finding a significant wholeness within the welter of

jumbled memories, can perceive for each of his meaningful ex-

periences a suitable organic function. It is something, no doubt,

for him to succeed in arranging his paragraphs and chapters in

an orderly series. It is infinitely more for him to take the further

step of supporting meaning by form; and this the writers of res

gestae and reminiscence, by reason of their passive acceptance
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of what has impinged on their nerve endings, have rarely been

able to do.

The most frequent approaches to organic unity have been in

subjective autobiography, which may contain both actions and

observations but explores psychic reactions more fully than res

gestae or reminiscence. The most exciting structural successes

require a more detailed examination than can be attempted at

present, but we may look quickly, in the order of increasing

complexity, at some recurrent patterns of unification.

In confession there may be some coherent section of experi-

ence, or some train of activity or reflection, which has troubled

the autobiographer and at last impelled him to cathartic ex-

pression. In St. Augustine's Confessions, for instance, the mo-

tive for writing and the subject are alike religious. Only what

bears upon the author's ultimate spiritual posture is admitted;

we are told of doubts, of advances toward the acceptance of

orthodox doctrine, of backslidings, and, finally, of a happy

serenity in Christ. Bunyan's Grace Abounding has a similar

focus and emotionally is perhaps even more intense. Psalmana-

zar's Memoirs attempts to make amends by confession for fraud-

ulent pretenses. Other confessions lend themselves less readily

to analysis. George Moore's Confessions of a Young Man has

either no unity or a unity so concealed beneath frequent shifts

of plane and almost of mode that the best-disposed reader

searches in vain for it. Rousseau's Confessions, which is too

notorious to pass over in silence, differs from developmental

autobiography only in containing enough of the "nude" to

startle queasy readers. In sum, confessions preserve unity most

successfully when there is some attitude or series of closely

linked actions which the author has long concealed and of which

he has at last determined to relieve his conscience. The actions

or attitudes may have been criminal, like Ireland's forgeries of

Shakespearean manuscripts (though the criminal mind is likely
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to express itself in res gestae}, or sinful, as Bunyan and Au-

gustine believed theirs to have been, but they are most suitable

for autobiography if they are sufficiently complex to fill a volume

without padding or digressions.
20

Apology may be dismissed briefly, since there are few emo-

tionally honest examples of the type in English. Of these few,

Newman's Apologia, Clarendon's Life, and Giraldus' De Rebus

a Se Gestis are representative.
27

In all three a determined effort

is made to clear the character of unsavory imputations. In the

Apologia, as Newman takes pains to show, the subject is a his-

tory of religious opinions :

I recognized what I had to do, though I shrank from both the task

and the exposure which it would entail. I must, I said, give the true

key to my whole life; I must show what I am, that it may be seen

what I am not ... I will draw out, as far as may be, the history of my
mind; I will state the point at which I began, in what external sug-

gestion or accident each opinion had its rise, how far and how they
were developed from within, how they grew, were modified, were

combined, were in collision with each other, and were changed ... I

must show, what is the very truth, that the doctrines which I held,

and have held for so many years, have been taught me (speaking

humanly) partly by the suggestions of Protestant friends, partly by
the teaching of books, and partly by the action of my own mind : and

thus I shall account for that phenomenon which to so many seems so

wonderful, that I should have left "my kindred and my father's

house" for a Church from which once I turned away with dread.
28

Giraldus is less explicit; one is left wondering finally what kind

of accusation he is defending himself against. No doubt the

more powerful emotional impact of the Apologia is partly a re-

sult of the sharper focus and is not wholly dependent upon the

vibrant stylistic overtones. Clarendon's Life finds point in a

denial of the political crimes for which he was exiled.

The last kind of subjective autobiography, the type I have

chosen to call developmental, is more complicated. One of
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the least intricate and most effective means of unifying an auto-

biography that focuses upon character is to limit the materials

to one phase or aspect of development and ignore all others, ex-

cept so far as they bear upon the one which is central. John

Stuart Mill's celebrated Autobiography is a study of intellectual

development of the increasing trenchancy, that is, of the phi-

losopher's reasoning powers and his gradual attainment of more

and profounder speculative truths as the result of his father's

educational system.
29

Benjamin Robert Haydon's Autobiog-

raphy, which is really a diary but has won enough celebrity to

deserve notice in these pages, has to do with progress in paint-

ing, or, more accurately, the achievement of the deeper aesthetic

insights which were to issue in better painting.
80

Anthony Trol-

lope's Autobiography, after the poignant recountal of miseries

suffered in childhood, settles down to a relation of the struggles

and successes of a literary career.

a
Another means, which brings

us still nearer to organic structure, is the discovery of theme

within part or all of the life. Edmund Gosse, whose Father and

Son has the form of a brilliant novel, decided in manhood that

his most significant experiences up to late adolescence had been

made somber by the shadow of a pernicious theology; hence

he "diagnosed*' the religious system in terms of his own con-

tacts with it.
83

Mark Pattison, in reflecting about his long con-

nection with Oxford, came to the rather bitter conclusion that

English universities had been almost entirely bad a few decades

earlier and were only gradually remedying their faults.*
8

George

Moore, during ten years' residence in Ireland at the beginning

of the present century, believed himself to have discovered that

Roman Catholic narrowness made art impossible in Ireland,

and to prove the thesis wrote Hail and ~Farewell, tracing his con-

tacts with Ireland from boyhood to his final removal to England.

This three-volume work,
8*

which is perhaps the most complex

structural achievement in English autobiography, can be ade-
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quately discussed only in a separate chapter. Unification by

theme differs from unification by emphasis upon a single aspect

of development in suggesting an extrapersonal frame of refer-

ence. The writer is still central, in that it is he who observes, re-

flects, and feels; but he thinks and feels less about his own states

of being than about some external problem or institution with

which his subjective existence has become involved. The result,

as in Gosse and Moore, may be the approximation of novel

form
;
and religious confessions also, by virtue of their possession

of theme, may attain the structural tension of a novel. Another

type of complex unity can be attained by accepting the autobi-

ographer's character as it stands at the moment of writing in a

form, probably, which the author feels to be reasonably stable

and subjecting it to analysis in the hope of exposing the heredi-

tary and environmental influences which have directed its evolu-

tion. Such works, to achieve their purpose, must, and do, assume

more frankly and consistently than other developmental works

the principle of absolute causality. Herbert Spencer's "natural

history" of himself is a distinguished example; Darwin's auto-

biographical fragment (not the sketch) has a similar aim;

Francis Galton's Memories of My Life, Alfred Russel Wallace's

Life, Frances Power Cobbe's Life, John Beattie Crozier's My
Inner Life, and, less consistently, Philip Gilbert Hamerton's

Autobiography are deterministic.
85

Other ways of unifying sub-

jective autobiographies are conceivable; some, perhaps, have

been tried. On the whole, however, it is not misleading to say

that the most frequently recurrent methods are concentration

on one phase or aspect of development, thematic analysis, and

analysis of character in terms of universal causality.

The aesthetic quality of the achieved or defective unity is of

course partly dependent upon the nature of the subject. But

more is involved than this: the temper of the author's mind in-

evitably makes itself felt. Because of mental differences, a ge-
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ologist and a lover of muscular sensation enjoy a trip across the

Tibetan plateau for quite different reasons. Mr. Attlee was once

reported by The Economist to touch nothing which he did not

dehydrate ;

M
in the same way Mill touched nothing that he did

not analyze and Moore nothing that he did not dramatize. If,

then, the autobiographer's character may cause him to subject

stirring adventures to cool analysis or to find the excitement of

drama in everyday living, it is clear that we must next look at

the modes in which past experience is most frequently recon-

ceived.

There is, first of all, the inert way, the way of mere acceptance.

The mind may hardly react at all at least may hardly acknowl-

edge reacting, though it holds tenaciously to the objective facts.

Everyone knows persons who are less aroused by a poem or

symphony than by an announcement that a new hydroelectric

dam has been built in Brazil or that the ovaries of sea urchins

are edible. Accordingly, many autobiographies have something
of the tone of the World Almanac. Frederick Locker-Lampson's

My Confidences in spite of a futile effort to avoid triviality by

raising and inflating the tone, is in the main merely assertive.

There is neither drama nor analysis only statement. Works

with a genealogical purpose; chronicles of res gestae written for

personal gratification and later published, like Gary's Life?

for their historical interest; village annals like those of William

Stout;
88

the life story of a man who prides himself on the ac-

curacy of his memory William Hutton;* some volumes of

reminiscence: all these, whether issuing actually from a dry

mind or adopting a dry tone for a special purpose, assume that

the bare fact, without explication or the creation of dramatic

tension, is enough. The event is its own excuse for being. Such

works may be said to be declarative.

Other minds, of which Mill's is typical, feel strongly the de-

sire to comprehend, and, having comprehended, to explain. The
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emphasis shifts from what to why. The fact is no longer pas-

sively registered, but is accepted as a point of departure for ra-

tional analysis. The tone is no longer simply assertive, though
because of the nature of verbal discourse the sentences must

make predications; the eye probes, the brain works over its data

and arrives at conclusions. The philosophical temper is certain

to express itself in this mood, in autobiography as in technical

treatises; so also is the scientific temper, which differs only in

being accustomed to make a more highly specialized search after

causes and explanations. The autobiographies of Spencer, Wal-

lace, Bray, Chesterton, Pattison, Crozier, and many others may

accordingly be called expository.

A third kind of temperament longs to sense experience as ac-

tion. For such a mind the merely cognitive apprehension of

how an act is caused or what consequences follow it is incom-

plete or unsatisfying. If comprehension and vivid sensing are

impossible together, the preference is for vivid sensing; or a

series of events may attract interest simply as drama. The im-

pulse to write narrative autobiography may result in the fusion

of cognitive and emotional states, as in Moore and Gosse, or in

a comparatively bare series of statements about temporally suc-

cessive acts, as in many tales of res gestae. The emphasis may fall,

therefore, either on how incidents occurred or on what came

next. The distinction between what (simple declaration) and

what next (the less complex variety of narration) turns on the

degree of concatenation between acts aligned as a series. If many
are incomplete without a sequel the mood is that of narration;

if each stands comfortably alone the tone is declarative.

Without shading, the terms are perhaps too absolute though
no more so than the conventional division of prose "forms of

discourse" into exposition, description, narration, and argumen-
tation. Since an autobiography which is prevailingly narrative

may pause now and then for the tracing of causality, or an ex-
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pository work may contain passages w&ich have the interest of

story, there exists between the expository and narrative modes

another more complex mode which alternates between narra-

tion and exposition; and in a later chapter Trollope's Autobi-

ography will be studied as illustrative of the mixture.
41

Descrip-

tion, of which nothing has been said, in autobiography is

instrumental to narration or exposition: in the one it aids in

evoking a sensory response, in the other it sets before the reader

the object to be analyzed. A declarative record could perhaps be

considered expository and an apologetic one argumentative;

argumentation, however, is only exposition intended to induce

a reversal of judgment, and the distinction between declaration

and exposition is useful for our purpose. We shall not go far

astray if we say that the recurrent autobiographical modes are

declaration, exposition, narration, and a mixture of narration

and exposition. These, together with the unifying subjects which

decide the selection of materials, determine the broad aspects of

form.

We may now look at form somewhat more narrowly in

search of parts within the whole. Since the discussion must re-

main abstract, we can safely go no further than to break up the

totality into what Aristotle, in speaking of the drama, called the

beginning, middle, and end. As the terms will be used here, they

are equally applicable to any of the prose modes; for autobi-

ographical exposition, whether analytic or declarative, is unlike

philosophical exposition in dealing with a subject that is not

static but temporally progressive. A life does not remain motion-

less while one talks about it not even a life which has already

receded into the past. It is too large and too complex to hold be-

fore the mind in an instant. In this respect it resembles not a

painting but a book. One cannot stand and look at it; one must

walk through it. From what point do autobiographers start?

How do they proceed, and where do they come out?
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The beginning presents no difficulty. A beginning, said Aris-

totle, is followed by something but preceded by nothing; the

autobiographical interpretation of this notion, except in spe-

cialized memoirs and reminiscences, is that one may speak of

his ancestors if he wishes but is equally within his rights if he

begins with his birth or childhood. Of any ten autobiographies a

casual reader may dip into in a library, at least eight will begin

in one of these three ways. A notable departure from type is

Moore's Hail and Farewell, which begins in middle life and

recurs to early life in retrospective scenes and panorama; but

few authors have had the technical assurance (or, probably, the

ingenuity) to violate the usual pattern.

The end (which can most conveniently be discussed before

the middle), while more variable, follows a fairly consistent pat-

tern. Sometimes it comes at the conclusion of a specialized ac-

tivity which has provided the subject: Siegfried Sassoon's Mem-
oirs of a Fox-Hunting Man

2

ends when the author ceases to

hunt foxes; a politician's memoirs may be expected to end with

a valediction to politics. Or the conclusion may come at the

rounding off of youth or some other natural period of life.

Gosse's Father and Son
43

ends with the son's attainment of moral

independence at the age of twenty-one; W. H. Hudson's Far

Away and Long Ago** is a story of childhood and adolescence.

Again, the autobiography may be coterminous with a long

residence in one area my life in India, Ireland, Australia, and

so on. As a rule, however, autobiographical composition is

undertaken at some moment of apparently permanent elevation

above passion and ambition, usually in the long twilight before

death, and the action is carried up to the moment of writing.

The career is over; no further advancement is hoped for, no

further retrogression feared. Life has been lived, and is now to

be recorded in tranquillity, with a serenity and honesty that

would have been impossible in the thick of the struggle.
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Corroborative quotations are easy to supply. P. G. Hamerton,
who did not live to complete his autobiography, strikes a char-

acteristic tone in a preface:

The notion of being a dead man is not entirely displeasing to me. If

the dead are defenceless, they have this compensating advantage, that

nobody can inflict upon them any sensible injury; and in beginning
a book which is not to see the light until I am lying comfortably in

my grave, with six feet of earth above me to deaden the noises of

the upper world, I feel quite a new kind of security, and write with

a more complete freedom from anxiety about the quality of the work
than has been usual at the beginning of other manuscripts ... In

thinking of ourselves as dead we instinctively adopt the survivor's

point of view.
45

Darwin's mood is the same: "I have attempted to write the fol-

lowing account of myself, as if I were a dead man in another

world looking back at my own life. Nor have I found this dif-

ficult, for life is nearly over with me."*
8

Sir Henry Morton

Stanley is bitterly indifferent to approval:

My hard life in Africa, many fevers, many privations, much physical

and mental suffering, bring me close to the period of infirmities. My
prospects cannot now be blasted by gibes, nor advancement thwarted

by prejudice. I stand in no man's way. Therefore, without fear of

consequences, or danger to my pride and reserve, I can lay bare all

circumstances which have attended me from the dawn of conscious-

ness to this present period of indifference.
47

The vital part of Mrs. Oliphant's life perished with her last son:

And now here I am all alone.

I cannot write any more.*
5

Trollope expects no change in the tenor of his life: "For what

remains to me of life I trust for my happiness still chiefly to my
work hoping that when the power of work be over with me,

God may be pleased to take me from a world in which, accord-

ing to my view, there can be no joy; secondly, to the love of
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those who love me; and then to my books."
49 A paragraph of

Mill's Autobiography meant to be final shows expectation only

of quiet work until death:

That hope [of revising On Liberty'] and every other were frustrated

by the most unexpected and bitter calamity of [my wife's] death . . .

Since then I have sought for such alleviation as my state admitted

of, by the mode of life which most enabled me to feel her still near

me . . . My objects in life are solely those which were hers; my pur-

suits and occupations those in which she shared, or sympathized, and

which are indissolubly associated with her. Her memory is to me a

religion, and her approbation the standard by which, summing up as

it does all worthiness, I endeavour to regulate my life.
50

The quotations are typical; autobiography, like the novel,

ends if composition is not interrupted by the writer's death

on a note of finality. "Completeness" by no means demands a

description of death; it has never done so in the novel, and has

long since ceased to do so in the drama. The only requirement

is that the action or mental activity end in apparent stability.

Even if the stability should be disturbed later by fresh activity,

the technical completeness of the work would remain unaf-

fected. A beginning in childhood, birth, or ancestry; an ending

in a stability appropriate to the subject of so much we can be

certain. Autobiography characteristically opens with the cry of

an infant and closes with the chair tilted against a sunny wall.

The middle that which is both preceded and followed by

something is, of course, whatever the autobiographer selects

from all that intervenes between birth, or the initial situation,

and the final stability. In general terms, the middle includes, in a

full-length work, some discussion of childhood and adolescence,

with special attention to education; professional life or career;

marriage and family life (often much foreshortened); social

connections; and travel. Although abridgments and omissions

may arise from the nature of the subject, the areas of experience
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accepted for exploration are reasonably constant. In Mill's Auto-

biography, for example, the purpose of tracing intellectual de-

velopment requires investigation of all the areas except profes-

sional life his work in the India Office. In Newman's Apologia

only marriage (necessarily) and family life are ignored. In Trol-

lope, Spencer, and Crozier it is again wife and family who are

slighted. These, however, are problems of materials rather than

of treatment, and our immediate concern is with methods of

achieving sound structure. How, in autobiography, can the vari-

ous parts of the middle be integrated with the beginning and

end?

To begin with, the simplest and most natural order of arrange-

ment is chronological. What happened at the age of two is told

before what happened at the age of five; what was done in

1867 is described before what was done in 1884. There are few

exceptions to the general adoption of time sequence; but it must

be remembered that the autobiographer writes in one temporal

plane of what he remembers in another, and consequently finds

it easy, and indeed almost unavoidable, to anticipate, to look

backward, to recall and foreshadow. Relationships can be sug-

gested, causal connections drawn, and implied references dis-

avowed because of the existence of the interpretative matrix.

Self-students are not always such naive thinkers as to fall under

the terms of Mill's condemnation:

In a mind entirely uncultivated, which is also without any strong

feelings, objects whether of sense or of intellect arrange themselves

in the mere casual order in which they have been seen, heard, or

otherwise perceived. Persons of this sort may be said to think chrono-

logically. If they remember a fact, it is by reason of a fortuitous co-

incidence with some trifling incident or circumstance which took

place at the very time . . . Their associations, to use the language of

philosophers, are chiefly of the successive, not the synchronous kind,

and whether successive or synchronous, are mostly casual.
51
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Although chronology may sometimes wisely be violated, the

reason for its general observance in autobiography is not in-

tellectual shallowness, but rather, as in many novels, a conscious

or subconscious realization that the putting of first things first

makes possible constantly deepening reference and richer re-

verberations.

Within the chronological framework, selection and rejection

of materials must be determined by the requirements of the

subject. If the subject is loosely grasped or is not properly a sub-

ject, the form will inevitably be shapeless; the autobiographer

will investigate blind alleys, wander in puzzling forests, follow

brooks which disappear in undefined bogs. The self-student who

thinks of himself as writing simply his "life
5 '

is almost certain

to produce a pointless work which is much the same thing as

saying a work with too many points. One chapter will be remi-

niscent, another chronicle, a third subjective, and a fourth will

leap back and forth between planes. The reader of such an auto-

biography will put the volume aside finally with a jumble of

promiscuous ideas in his memory. The impressions will have

no common denominator, there will be no perceptible drift, it

will be impossible to decide what the work is "about." A whole

"life" is much too broad, too complex, to serve as a subject for

self-portraiture; it invites the inclusion less of what was impor-

tant than of what was vivid. There is no widely admired Eng-
lish autobiography which does not draw much of its strength

from voluntary limitations. Bunyan's autobiography is about a

conversion; Hume's is about literary accomplishment; Frank-

lin's is a success story; Gibbon's, again, is "literary*'; Newman's

is a defense; Mill's is an intellectual history; Spencer's is a

natural history of character and achievement; Gosse's is the

analysis of a religious system; Moore's focuses on the effect of

Catholicism on Irish art.
181

The number of merely "interesting"

works is of course great: Lord Herbert's has historical value;
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De Quincey's is a fascinating psychological study; Sir Henry

Layard's is instructive reading for archaeologists.
53

Nevertheless,

the force which derives from sound structure the only kind

of force we are concerned with at the moment is quite another

thing from that which derives from exotic materials or stylistic

exuberance. There is every reason, both a priori and inductive,

to believe that the most complex subject which permits struc-

tural tightness is Spencer's. Anything broader is likely to eventu-

ate in discord and muddle.

Once the subject has been determined upon, the task of or-

ganization is comparatively easy to speak of, if not to practice.

The autobiographer need only choose for exploration those mo-

ments of his existence which, to use a philosophical word, have

been efficient in terms of the subject. Mill describes his pro-

cedure as follows: "In giving an account of this period of my
life, I have only specified such of my new impressions as ap-

peared to me, both at the time and since, to be a kind of turning

points, marking a definite progress in my mode of thought."
154

If only turning points crises, efficient instants are admitted,

with whatever retrospective summary is required to prepare for

them, and if every change of direction brings the narrative

nearer to a foreknown end, with the attainment of which the

work will conclude, the middle will lack neither unity nor co-

herence, but will have as firm, as solid, as technically sustaining

a structure as can be required of any literary art form.

Of course one can point out work after work which violates

sound structural principles. Francis Galton's Memories, Justin

McCarthy's Reminiscences, and George Moore's Confessions of

a Young Man, to list only three, throw out hints which are never

followed up, dramatize occurrences which are merely interest-

ing, and otherwise dissipate energy. Nonetheless, it is certain

that there are personal narratives which are as round and perfect

as a good novel for example, Gosse's Father and Son, New-
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man's Apologia, Bunyan's Grace Abounding, Moore's Hail and

Farewell, and Mill's Autobiography (except for some struc-

turally unfortunate addenda).

A corollary of these rather rigid principles is that without

destroying the unity of his work an autobiographer cannot in-

terrupt his progress toward a definite goal to comment upon an

"amusing" or "interesting" or "singular" occurrence which cap-

tures his attention to one side of the direct route. Francis Gal-

ton's Memories, the announced purpose of which is to "indicate

how the growth of a mind has been affected by circumstances,"
55

errs frequently by digression, and thus falls victim to a genial

tendency to which other writers also succumb. It is necessary

to discriminate; the following passage, which at first reading

may seem to violate unity, does not actually do so.

Talking of such things reminds me of an elementary but very neat

little problem that was set about this time in one of the College ex-

amination papers. It has often served me as a rough reminder of the

constants involved, so I give it:

"The tops o two masts, each ten feet above calm water, are just

visible to one another at a distance of eight miles; what is the di-

ameter of the earth? Aerial refraction is not to be taken into ac-

count." I leave its solution to the reader.
56

The saving phrase is the last sentence in the first paragraph. If

the problem "often served" Galton in later life, it affected his

mind and is admissible, though it is not, perhaps, very eloquent

or skillfully introduced. Two pages earlier occurs an anecdote

which cannot be justified:

I saw a most amusing scene in its drawing-room, which those who
recollect the formidable presence of Dr. Whewell will appreciate. All

male animals, including men, when they are in love, are apt to be-

have in ways that seem ludicrous to bystanders. Whewell was not

exempt from the common lot, though he had to sustain his new

dignity of "Master of Trinity." He was then paying court to the lady

who became has first wife, and his behaviour reminded me irresistibly
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of a turkey-cock similarly engaged. I fancied that I could almost hear

the rustling of his stiffened feathers, and did overhear these sonorous

lines of Milton rolled out to the lady a propos of I know not what,

"cycle and epicycle, orb and orb," with hollow o's and prolonged
trills on the r's.

57

Like the Miltonic rendition, the story is apropos of one knows

not what. It points nowhere, but is introduced solely for the

sake of intrinsic interest. The forward march of the narrative

ceases; the author and his mind are forgotten.

Against such ruthless judgments there may be a protest on

behalf of a reader's right to enjoyment. The reply is that we
are not now concerned with enjoyment, but with form. If unity

is a condition of form and if it is not, "form" ceases to have

meaning the conclusion is inescapable. Moreover (to meet the

protest on its own grounds), form is itself a source of enjoyment,

and among the richest of all sources, for the aesthetically dis-

criminating reader. If an autobiographer is to avail himself of

the best means of attaining his purpose, he must find a structure

which supports, instead of weakening, the effect of each of the

literary parts; and this he can do only by directing his efforts

toward a predetermined goal and surrendering the privilege of

irresponsible wandering.

Much as wandering is to be deprecated, however, it is quite

useless to expect autobiographers to follow a well-marked high-

road. Each must break his own trail as best he can. Self-por-

traiture is a highly personal undertaking and varies not only

with mental character and outlook, as does all literature, but

also with the details of the historical life. An ironmonger like

Stout or a factory worker and stationer like Hutton cannot pre-

tend in autobiography, as he might in fiction, to have been at

home in the fashionable ranks of society. The facts are the facts.

He is bound by them, and because literature cannot have ex-

ploited all the varieties of human experience he is likely to
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explore milieux and vicissitudes concerning which there is no

literary tradition. And there are other reasons for fluidity of

form, among which lack of practice is one of the strongest. Often

the effects of this are ruinous; for autobiography is attempted by

generals, scientists, clergymen, and others whose literary talents

to put the matter as kindly as possible have not had oppor-

tunity for development. A novelist can try again and again; an

initial failure can be followed by brilliant successes. Not so the

autobiographer, unless, like Moore, he is so fascinated by his

associates and his own psychic agility that he can draw endlessly

upon his experiences. Accordingly it is no matter for astonish-

ment that the most aesthetically satisfying autobiographies are

by professional authors men like Mill, Hume, Gosse, Moore,

and Gibbon, who are at home in a literary medium. (And

yet, to controvert the principle, there is Bunyan!) The well-

intentioned novices try earnestly, but with indifferent success.

After a vogue of a season or two their volumes become the prop-

erty of historians or make the melancholy descent to low-priced

shelves in bookshops. It is not snobbishness, but a realistic ap-

praisal of autobiographical history, which prompts the assertion

that with rare, and welcome, exceptions distinguished accom-

plishment can be hoped for only from the disciplined craftsman.

Even among craftsmen uniformity of approach is militated

against, quite healthily, by a feeling that each person knows best

what parts of his life were important. In an age of intense

psychological speculation some autobiographers appear to think

the analysis of mental states a trivial and perhaps effeminate

undertaking; in a period of renewed externality some writers

would doubtless find actions less interesting than the mind. The
form of an autobiography, more than that of a short story or

play, varies with the personality of the author, since, in a sense,

in autobiography the form is the author. In any period the visu-

ally and auditorily perceptive autobiographer will probably ex-
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press himself in reminiscence, the autobiographer for whom

only action is real in res gestae, and the reflective autobiographer
in subjective analysis. Yet still it remains true that good structure

demands a subject, that within the subject there must be progres-

sion and not circular eddying, that irrelevant thoughts and hap-

penings must be excluded. Simple as they are, the "rules" are

specific enough to entitle autobiography, at its best, to the

claim of form.

One or two other suggestions may be added. As has already

been remarked, it is an unusual autobiographer who does not, at

some moment in maturity, acquire sufficient firmness of char-

acter to lose some of the child's quick instinctive response to

changes in his environment. The necessity of describing both

childhood and maturity in the typical autobiography raises a

difficult formal problem, since the kind of treatment appropriate

to a passive consciousness is seldom appropriate to an active one.

Trollope's Autobiography has been cited as an example of un-

successful fusion; Wallace's and Darwin's, among others, show

that the fusion may be achieved. In certain lives the customary
order of development seems oddly reversed. Pattison, Crozier,

and Moore supply proof that a certain type of personality, after

an unreflective boyhood, can become thoughtful and variable

in maturity. The youthful steadiness is probably somewhat il-

lusory; no boy can fail to be influenced strongly by his environ-

ment. What really happens is that development continues, per-

haps even at an accelerated pace, in manhood, with the result

that the tempo of the autobiography increases, or remains con-

stant, instead of being retarded in proportion as the personality

becomes stable.

Another deep-seated contrast may be found in the tendency

of some men to begin, as boys, with die highest generalization,

which they gradually sharpen in maturity, and of others to begin

with isolated masses of factual truth or perceptions which seem
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gradually to fall together into a system. The first type of in-

tellectual progress the deductive seems to be characteristic of

the clerical mind and may be illustrated by Newman's Apologia.

First came a recognition of the existence of God; then the ac-

ceptance of a Church as the living intermediary between God
and man; then a feeling that only on certain grounds could the

Anglican Church, into which Newman had been born, and of

which he had now become a priest, be demonstrated to be that

intermediary; and finally, after years of spiritual struggle, the

reluctant admission of error and the sorrowful entrance into

the Roman Church. The rhythmic fall of deductions is fascinat-

ing to watch. The second, or inductive, type is characteristic of

the scientific mind and is clearly evident in Spencer's gradual

evolution of a philosophical system from disjointed bits of in-

formation picked up in his studies and engineering activities.

Not only professional scientists Darwin and Wallace as well

as Spencer think "scientifically," but such a philosopher as

John Beattie Crozier and such an Oxford don as Mark Pattison.

The difference in pattern is fundamental and revealing.

Finally, it is noteworthy that autobiography tends always to

be written in terms not only of the author's ultimate character,

but also of his special human interests. Mill, the philosopher,

wrote of intellectual development; Pattison, the Rector of

Lincoln College, of university education; Moore, the bon viveur

and novelist, of people and art; Mrs. Oliphant, the family

woman, of her home life; and Newman, the priest, of his reli-

gion. Sometimes, as in Pattison and Newman, the interest coin-

cides with an occupation or profession, but sometimes it does

not. Mrs. Oliphant's interest was her home; her means of live-

lihood was writing. We arrive once more at the inference, not

that each autobiographer is a law to himself, but that the subject

and treatment vary within broad limits.

Is it possible, in conclusion, to say that autobiographical form
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is moving perceptibly in any single direction ? Dunn and Nicol-

son (if we may make a simple extension of the latter's remarks

on biography) believe that it is. According to Dunn, throughout
the nineteenth century there was a noticeable tendency for auto-

biography to merge into fiction to adopt, that is, the form and

instrumentalities of the novel. There is, Dunn thinks, an "in-

creasing fictional element" in autobiography.
58

Nicolson sees the

same tendency in biography, but believes it will be accompanied

by a compensating reaction in the opposite direction. There

will probably, he thinks, be a cleavage between scientific and

literary biography. The first will become more and more com-

plex and will end by becoming comprehensible only to experts;

the second will wander off into fiction. And, he believes further,

as the form of biography becomes fictional, that of fiction will

become biographical (a tendency that has been clearly evident

since 1900). Between these two extremes "professional" biog-

raphy will continue its humdrum task, turning out routine

works to suit the public taste.
59

Merrill, in his study of American

biography, finds it necessary to draw a distinction between bi-

ography that is fictive in essence and biography that is fictive in

form:

In the true novelized biography the author develops the story of his

subject's life on the framework of the novel. He bases his work

wholly on authenticated material. He neither invents episodes nor

devises dialogue. He vitalizes his facts in the shape of fiction. The
maker of the fictional biography, in addition to his facts, invents in-

cidents and talk which, though they may never have taken place, are

professedly in harmony with the spirit of the man's life.
60

All this is equally applicable to autobiography. No one who

has read widely in nineteenth- and twentieth-century autobi-

ography will challenge the assertion that personal lives, often

if not generically, are adopting more of the techniques of the

novel. Conversely, no one who is even moderately well read
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in contemporary fiction can doubt that in late years the novel

has frequently pretended to be autobiography. More than once

novelists have gone so far as to profess to draw their materials

from actual letters and journals. As early as 1907 Edmund Gosse

(who honestly could) felt it advisable to assert the absolute

truthfulness of his story of spiritual struggle and domestic con-

flict: "At the present hour, when fiction takes forms so in-

genious and so specious, it is perhaps necessary to say that the

following narrative, in all its parts, and so far as the punctilious

attention of the writer has been able to keep it so, is scrupulously

true.""
1

More and more clearly a distinction must be made with

reference to the purpose. If the author gives himself his real

name and means to be understood as writing "truthfully" of

his own character and actions, the work is autobiography, re-

gardless of the inclusion of some "untruthful" detail; if he gives

himself an assumed name and means to be understood as writ-

ing fiction, the work is fiction, regardless of the admission of

much autobiographical fact. It is doubtful, however, that even

quite truthful fiction is as accurate factually as quite untruthful

autobiography.

We can go no further in general terms, but must descend to

particular instances in which the broad formal principles find

concrete illustration. One of the four modal types, however, the

declarative, provides little scope for critical study and will not

be discussed further. It would be tedious and unprofitable to

examine in detail the chaotic organization of a work which

does little more than make factual assertions. Examples of the

other three modes will be studied in order: Mill's Autobiography

as representative of the expository mode, Trollope's Autobiog-

raphy as representative of the mode which is transitional be-

tween exposition and narration, and Moore's Hail and Farewell

as representative of the narrative mode so consistently main-

tained that even thought becomes dramatic. At the same time
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the order of the three studies will suggest, though it cannot ade-

quately document, the gradual movement of autobiography
toward fully novelized form. Throughout the remaining chap-

ters, as in the whole of Part Two and this first chapter of Part

Three, we shall consider primarily materials and form. The

autobiographical urge the emergence of which was traced in the

first chapter was fully developed long before the publication of

Mill's Autobiography, the earliest of the three examples, and

will require no further comment.

In order to avoid disappointment it will be well to prepare
ourselves for the discovery of imperfections. If ideal form is

that which makes the most of its subject, fits it most exactly,

without deficiency or surplusage, no structural fault can be so

serious as the author's failure to grasp the limits of his subject.

And autobiography is especially prone to impertinency; a life

seems to provide an adequate subject, in personal history as in

fiction, but because of its richness contains much that is irrele-

vant to a record of even the broadest kind of development and

yet is powerfully and irresistibly attractive. Nevertheless, we
shall also find much to admire, and possibly, before we have

finished, we shall have reasons to believe that autobiography has

a greater literary significance than has been generally recog-

nized.



CHAPTER VI

THE EXPOSITORY MODE: MILL'S
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

WE
ARE TOLD in one of Mill's critical essays that Jeremy

Bentham, the founder of the Utilitarian school of

philosophy, approached a speculative problem by lay-

ing before himself the whole field of inquiry to which the prob-

lem belonged and then dividing down until he arrived at the

object of which he was in search.
1

The method will be of use

to us here; for although it may not at once be unmistakably
clear what kind of writing John Stuart Mill's Autobiography*

is, there are several kinds it quite plainly is not.

First of all, the mood of the Autobiography is vastly different

from that which we are accustomed to associate with narration.

Although from the time of Robert Gary there had been much
adventure in autobiography, Mill's work relates no series of in-

cidents so arranged as to tell what is commonly meant by a

"story." No attempt is made to create suspense or to arouse

curiosity about what is to happen next, nor is the reader deftly

made to anticipate the potential results of actions already em-

barked upon. On the contrary, dramatic conflict is consistently

and deliberately obscured; for example, Mill's quarrels with his

friends over his infatuation with Mrs. Taylor are entirely sup-

pressed, and other sharp clashes of opinion, such as those with

Professor Sedgwick, Sir William Hamilton, and Governor Eyre,
are presented in summary, without the creation of tension or

sudden climactic resolution. When conversations are reported
as is done rarely they are concisely retold in indirect discourse.

Whatever the prose mode of the Autobiography is, the work is

obviously not narration.

Neither do the pages contain much sensory description. If
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anything is certain about how Mill will handle a remembered

scene, it is that the scene will not be visualized. The volume is

of course peopled with human beings Mill himself, his father,

Bentham, Grote, Roebuck, Graham, Sterling, Carlyle, and many
others but every one is as abstract as a syllogism. Physically the

characters are blanks; there is not even an outline to be filled in

by the readers' fancy. Nor, with the exception of James Mill, who

speaks "with terseness and expressiveness/'
3

have any of them

voices; their opinions roll soundlessly from the invisible bodies.

They wear no clothing, parade through the pages no trousers or

neckcloths or waistcoats. And if there is no color or shape in

attire, there is none in sky, lawn, or hillside. We see no more

of the Pyrenees, which made so deep an impression on Mill

during his youthful sojourn in France, than is implied in the

phrase "the highest order of mountain scenery."
4

Of Ford Ab-

bey, Bentham's country home, to which Mill credits an early

taste for beauty, we are told only that the hall was "baronial"

and the rooms "spacious and lofty."
3

Of the Abbey grounds we

learn, in a sentence unique for verbal luxuriance, that they were

"riant and secluded, umbrageous, and full of the sound of falling

waters"
6

an eighteenth-century phrase which suggests, without

drawing, a picture. And if, with these meager exceptions, we
do not see and hear as we read the Autobiography, neither do we
feel or taste or smell The spring and summer odors which Mill

compiled in a careful list for Caroline Fox leave no fragrance

here.
7

Rarely, outside technical treatises, is it possible to find an

equal number of pages so nearly devoid of imagery. Description

of thought processes description with expository intent is

abundantly present, but nowhere is there description which

makes people and places visible, tangible, or audible for the

sheer joy of imaginative re-creation.

A better case could be made out for argumentation. Certain

passages are polemical, and the work as a whole recommends a
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definite philosophical view. Nevertheless, it is clear that, in the

main, the Autobiography is an exposition of thought processes

and psychic states. The emphasis, from beginning to end, is not

on what happened (narration) or how things appeared or felt

(description), but on the relatedness of things (explanation).

Mill is pointing out to his readers, and interpreting, those facts

of his life which he thinks the public should have an oppor-

tunity to know. He is never at a loss, never puzzled by inex-

plicable events, never swept by emotion strong enough to raise

the language to poetry or oratory. Even the shrilly encomiastic

passages about Mrs. Taylor are rather argumentation a spe-

cialized form of exposition than narration or description.

Everywhere there is a calm assumption of knowledge, an im-

plicit assurance that the writer is in possession of all the facts.

"My mind and character," he appears to say, "are the result of

my education, which I will explain to you. Many people have

been interested in my books and articles; I will tell you about

them. My parliamentary career attracted some notice; I will

give you an authentic account of it." The mood, accordingly, is

cool, unhurried, unemotional (except in the passages about his

wife), and ratiocinative. There is no attempt at creation and

scarcely any at re-creation. We must go elsewhere for spiritual

musings. Mill does not wonder about himself; he does not emit

cries of astonishment at the retrospective image of his actions;

he does not remark on what might have been, but, through some

accident of fate, was not. He has no regrets, no sense of sin, no

swelling awareness of fortuitous tragedy. He sees everything

about himself and understands all that he sees. Some parts of

his life are public property, and these he will interpret; others

are his own business, and those he will keep to himself.
8

He will

write, not narrative, for which he feels contempt/ nor descrip-

tion, to which one might reasonably suppose his botanist's eye

would sometimes predispose him, but essays, which are his ac-
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customed vehicle of expression. Like most writer-autobiogra-

phers, lie will write as he is sure he can write, in the way made

congenial by habit. He is by no means alone in choosing ex-

pository prose as his medium : H. G. Wells, the popular scientist;

Herbert Spencer, the philosopher; G. K. Chesterton, the Catho-

lic propagandist; John Ruskin, the aesthetician and reformer;

and even Sheila Kaye-Smith and Somerset Maugham, the novel-

ists, also find in autobiography an opportunity for the ventila-

tion of opinions and the reflective analysis of situations into

which they have been thrown.
10

Before considering what Mill chooses to reveal about himself

in the essays, it will be convenient to start negatively again and

notice first some of the things he conceals. One of the most

striking omissions is that of nearly everything pertaining to

most of the members of his family. His father is discussed and

dissected, although not described, in some detail, but his broth-

ers and sisters are scarcely mentioned, and his mother not at all.

The death of Henry Mill from consumption," the suicide of

George,
12

and the departure of James for a career in India
13

are

passed over in silence no doubt because none of these events,

even the most shocking, had a permanent intellectual influence

upon the autobiographer. Yet one cannot readily understand

how a mother's influence could be so slight as to require no

further explanation than is implied in saying that the father

married and had a large family.
1*

Although a reason is probably

to be found in a serious quarrel between the author and his

mother over his marriage to Mrs. Taylor," the evasion is re-

markable. Only one grandparent appears, and he fleetingly;
3*

there are no nephews, nieces, or cousins; there are scarcely any

relatives, immediate or remote, except his father, upon whose

educational influence the Autobiography is focusecl. The two

philosophers stand almost alone, in their nebulous bodies, against

the background of the home.
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The material home itself,, however, is as little visualized as

its inmates. Details o the family life, except those which per-

tain to the education of the children, are similarly lacking. The

Autobiography tells us neither about the physical house and

grounds nor about the internal economy of the home, the do-

mestic routines and temper. So far as can be learned from the

Autobiography, almost the only piece of furniture in the house

was the table at which the elder Mill wrote.
17

The implication

is that however powerfully the young John was affected by his

reading, he was indifferent to his physical environment. Neither,

to judge from the Autobiography, did the Mills ever eat or sleep.

Like many another family to be read about in autobiographies,

they never sat about the fireplace talking, never confided plans

to one another, never awoke sleepy-eyed or went to bed tired.

The elder Mill merely educated John, and John educated the

younger children.

Other omissions could be enumerated: Mill's attendance at

Coleridge's seances,
18

the accidental destruction by his servant of

the first volume of Carlyle's French Revolution, Indian politics

and philosophy, his absorbed botanizing, most of his travels,

his father's resentment over his attachment to Mrs. Taylor,
19

his

wife's chronic ill-health, two of his wife's three children by her

first marriage, and so on. But it is useless to go further until we
have discovered the informing idea of the work, which de-

termined inclusions and exclusions. What, precisely, was Mill

trying to do ?

He gives an explicit answer to the question on pages one and

two of the Autobiography. The full statement, a part of which

was quoted in an earlier chapter, runs as follows:

It seems proper that I should prefix to the following biographical

sketch, some mention of the reasons which have made me think it

desirable that I should leave behind me such a memorial of so un-

eventful a life as mine. I do not for a moment imagine that any part
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of what I have to relate, can be Interesting to the pubjic as a narrative,

or as being connected with myself. But I have thought that in an age

In which education, and its improvement, are the subject of more, if

not of profounder study than at any former period of English history,

It may be useful that there should be some record of an education

which was unusual and remarkable, and which, whatever else it

may have done, has proved how much more than is commonly

supposed may be taught, and well taught, in those early years which,

In the commfl|i modes of what is called instruction, are little better

than wastedJit has also seemed to me that in an age of transition in

opinions, thenrmay be somewhat both of interest and of benefit In

noting the successive phases of any mind which was always pressing

forward, equally ready to learn and to unlearn either from Its own

thoughts or from those of others. But a motive which weighs more

with me than either of these, Is a desire to make acknowledgement

of the debts which my intellectual and moral development owes to

other persons; some of them of recognised eminence, others less

known than they deserve to be, and the one to whom most of all is

due, one whom the world had no opportunity of knowing. The

reader whom these things do not interest, has only himself to blame

if he reads farther/

Aside from the disavowal of any expectation that the author

himself, as a person, can have interest for the public a form

of conventional pseudomodesty only half insincere in Mill

the significant thing about this introduction is the declaration

of a threefold purpose. The Autobiography is to expound the

results of an educational system, to show "the successive phases"

of the author's mind, and to give credit where credit is due.

Most commentators are agreed that this amounts to a desire to

discuss intellectual and moral development. Leslie Stephen says

that the Autobiography "was intended to supply what is of most

importance for us, the history of his intellectual and moral de-

velopment
5*21

James McCrimmon, whose Northwestern Uni-

versity dissertation adds much to our knowledge of MilFs life,

omits "moral": "Mill's Autobiography is essentially a record of
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his intellectual development.'
1 "2

B. A. Hinsdale, an American ad-

mirer,, calls the Autobiography "a singularly full and fascinat-

ing transcript of Mill's mental history.""*

1

Mill himself speaks

throughout the volume as though he had some such phrase as

"intellectual development" in the back of his mind as a con-

venient abbreviation of his purpose. On one occasion he asserts

that he has "no further mental changes to tell of, but only, as I

hope, a continued mental progress.""
4 We must read the Auto-

biography, then, as intellectual history. What bears on the mind

or the moral feelings is admissible; what does not bear on them

must be excluded. Without exception the omissions that have

been noted are of the latter kinds. On another man physical

surroundings, odors, colors, and the character of a mother

might have exerted a powerful influence. On Mill they did not;

hence, quite properly, they yield place to books and thinkers.

The subject, therefore, accounts for the selections among the

materials; but what accounts for the subject? Autobiographers

have written to celebrate their exploits, to propagate a theology

or philosophy, to devise pleasing anecdotal narratives, to earn

money, and for many other reasons. The explanation of Mill's

choice of this subject rather than some other is of the utmost

importance to an understanding of the autobiographical urge.

Like all, or nearly all, autobiographers, he wrote about the part

of his life which was most vividly real and important to him.

It Is, of course, a truism that a philosopher is interested in

Ideas; but if anyone wants evidence of Mill's interest in them, he

can find all he is likely to need in the two volumes of corre-

spondence published by Hugh Elliot. Nearly all of Mill's letters

are concerned with questions of philosophy, politics, sociology,

and psychology. It is true that Elliot suppressed the more per-

sonal passages In the correspondence,
35

but letters to intimate

friends are accessible elsewhere
29

and leave one with an impres-

sion of philosophic impersonality. Mill himself was so keenly
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aware of his reserve that he felt an apology necessary when,

under the pressure of friendly feeling, he momentarily aban-

doned it. In 1840 he wrote to Barclay Fox, Caroline's brother:

"Will you pardon the egotism of this letter ? I really do not think

I have talked so much about myself in the whole year previous

as I have done in the few weeks of my intercourse with your

family; but it is not a fault of mine generally, for I am con-

sidered reserved enough for most people."
21 A London corre-

spondent quoted by Mr. Hinsdale describes humorously the pop-

ular notion of the Utilitarian philosopher: "We did not suppose

that he had any actual flesh-and-blood existence. He was a

mere impersonation of logic and political economy, who was

supposed to be incessantly secreting syllogisms in some philo-

sophical laboratory.
5528 The coldness of the Autobiography struck

E. E. Hale, a contemporary journalist, forcibly: "People are

mentioned as Westminster Bridge might be mentioned, or the

penny post, if they served to carry out Mill's wishes and plans,

and only so."
29

Still more illuminating are the statements of

Mill's friends. Caroline Fox, who knew Mill under conditions

favorable to intimacy, wrote in her journal: "He is in many
senses isolated, and must sometimes shiver with the cold.

5 '

Car-

lyle was displeased by the frigidity of Mill's correspondence,

and wrote demanding more heartiness; he was told, he com-

plained, no feelings, but only thoughts. "Alas!" wrote Mill in

reply, "when I give my thoughts I give the best I have."
1

The

real Mill was to be found not in his associations, not in his

travels, not in his botanizing, not, even when he was a child, in

his human contacts. He lived in his opinions in the activity of

his mind. Therefore, necessarily, intellectual development the

acquisition of knowledge, the growth and change of convictions

lies where it belongs, directly at the center of the Autobiogra-

phy. With the exception of the last sixty-two pages, about which

remark will be made shortly, nothing else is there.
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What has been said by no means implies that Mill was in-

capable of emotion. His possession of strong feelings is attested

by the excessive generosity of the praise offered to his wife, by

his alacrity in helping Auguste Comte over financial diffi-

culties,* and by his indignation at the manner in which Gover-

nor Eyre put down a Jamaican rebellion.'
3

The feelings tended,

however, to require the support of an intellectual conviction.

His wife's capabilities demonstrated the soundness of his belief

in the equality of the sexes. Comte's difficulties provoked sym-

pathy because he valued philosophical reflection. Governor

Eyre's conduct offended his liberal political principles. The

emotions were derivative, not immediate and empathetic.

The materials of the Autobiography, then, are limited by the

life of a philosopher, which consists in its deepest reality of

ratiocinative activity, and the reticent personality of John Mill

How did the autobiography form itself; what are the principles

of its structure?

As might have been expected of a "thinking machine," the

approach to the subject matter is analytical The author of the

System of Logic did not attempt, like Moore and Gosse, to re-

create a living and breathing personality, in its habit as it lived.

Instead he made an effort to understand his intellectual develop-

ment by resolving the process into stages and, having under-

stood, to explain. To Mill the problems of writing an autobi-

ography were not those either of discovering new meanings or

of finding an adequate art form. His duty was to make himself

clear, to explain. And the techniques of explanation seem not

to have troubled him seriously. For his review of Grote's Plato

and the Other Companions of Socrates he reread the entire

works of Plato in Greekf for the Autobiography, so far as can

be learned, he made no preparation beyond that which every

man, autobiographer or not, tends to make subconsciously. He

appears to have set down his recollections very much as he
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would have made entries In a formal diary, without other writ-

ten memoranda than the title pages and tables of contents of

his published volumes. Had he not feared that the privacy of

his domestic life (especially, no doubt, his relations with Mrs.

Taylor) would be violated by the researches of an unauthorized

biographer,^ the autobiography might not have been written.

The approach, then, is analytic and nothing more than ana-

lytic. In the article on Bentham to which reference was made
earlier Mill described his master's philosophical method further

as follows: "Bentham's method may be shortly described as the

method of detail; of treating wholes by separating them into

their parts, abstractions by resolving them Into Things, classes

and generalities by distinguishing them into the individuals of

which they are made up; and breaking every question Into

pieces before attempting to solve It."
80

This is exactly what Bentham's disciple does with his subject.

The subject itself is first broken up Into parts: Education, Youth-

ful Propagandism, A Crisis In My Mental History, and so on.

Each part Is then divided Into sections; Education, for Instance,

becomes Childhood and Early Education, Moral Influences In

Early Youth, My Father's Character and Opinions, and Last

Stage of Education and First of Self-Education. The subdivisions

are then In their turn subdivided; to carry the illustration

further by means of titles not In the Table of Contents, Moral

Influences In Early Youth Is analyzed Into My Father's Religious

Opinions, His Inculcation of These Principles In Me, My
Father's Moral Teaching, My Father's Severity and Lack of

Tenderness, Companions of My Father Whose Influence I Felt,

The Moral Effect of Beautiful and Majestic Surroundings, and

What I Learned about Feeling and Morality in France. (There
Is also a two-page parenthesis on the necessity that all skeptics

now announce publicly their alienation from Christianity.) On
each of the smallest sections a miniature essay is written; the
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miniature essays become the parts of longer essays, the chapters;

and the longer essays, taken together, form a treatise, of which,

sometimes individually and sometimes in groups, they are the

chief heads.

Such an approach is easy and natural; and it is made by other

autobiographers whose habitual attack upon intellectual prob-

lems, like Mill's, is analytical Herbert Spencer, also a philoso-

pher, divided his autobiography into two sections, of which one

was concerned with his "engineering and miscellaneous life"

and the other with his "literary career."
37

Each section was then

subdivided; the first section into four parts, of which the first

was once more separated into Childhood, Boyhood, A Journey

and a Flight, Youth at Hinton, and A False Start. The principle

underlying such a structure presents no obstacle to the under-

standing; it would seem almost unavoidable were it not for the

existence of other autobiographies shaped in quite different

ways. H. G. Wells, in his own fashion also something of a phi-

losopher, begins much as did Spencer and Mill: Chapter One
of Experiment in Autobiography is called Introductory; Chapter

Two, Origins; Chapter Three, Schoolboy; Chapter Four, Early

Adolescence; and so on.*
8

John Ruskin, who was disposed com-

placently to agree with Mazzini's reported judgment that Rus-

kin's mind was the most analytical in Europe, followed much
the same procedure in Praeteritaf but indulged his fondness for

poetic expression by giving his chapters such titles as The Springs

of Wandel, Herne-Hill Almond Blossoms, and The Banks of

Tay.
w
Lord Dunsany, who was more poetic still but nothing

of a philosopher, entitled the first three chapters of his Patches

of Sunlight Moons and Marigolds, Dunstall, and Magic and

Hazels, preserving chronological order, roughly, at least, while

making less pretension to analytical subtlety.
40

The analytic ap-

proach to autobiography is of course not limited to philosophers;

not only Lord Dunsany, but also Frank Swinnerton, Maurice
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Baring,
41

and many other "creative" writers have, in their auto-

biographies, treated their lives in chronological periods, to each

of which, in turn, they have devoted a chapter. Sometimes the

divisions are based so baldly on temporal distinctions that they

are designated only by a pair of dates, as in the Memoirs of Sir

Ronald Storrs, a Near Eastern colonial administrator;
43

and they

then cease to show so successful an activity of the interpretative

and shaping intelligence as when, within each separate period,

a predominating kind of development is discovered.

Within and between the parts of an autobiography coherence

must somehow be obtained. Mill's method is peculiar to him-

self, but may be noticed as one means of many. In his Logic

Mill discriminates carefully between causality in the physical

and efficient senses:

The Law of Causation, the recognition of which is the main pillar of

inductive science, is but the familiar truth, that invariability of suc-

cession is found by observation to obtain between every fact in

nature and some other fact which has preceded it; independently of

all considerations respecting the ultimate mode of production of phe-

nomena, and of every other question regarding the nature of "Things
in themselves."**

All we can say is that there is an invariable succession between

each fact in nature and some preceding fact. It is impossible,

Mill believes, to draw valid inferences about the ontological na-

ture of causality; we can only observe that thunder follows

lightning, that pain follows the thrusting of a finger into a

flame.

This shyness of ontology, which arose from the radical em-

piricism of the Utilitarians, deters Mill from declaring with

much assurance that this aspect of his experience caused that

effect. All he can do is explain what his experiences were and

what ids mind became. Sometimes he succumbs to the tempta-

tion to speak popularly, as when he says of Quintilian: "The
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latter, owing to his obscure style and to the scholastic details of

which many parts of his treatise are made up, is little read, and

seldom sufficiently appreciated/'" More frequently the principles

of his Logic stood in the way of expressions directly implying an

ontological causal relation. In the sentence following the one

just quoted he says, again of Quintilian: "I have retained

through life many valuable ideas which I can distinctly trace to

my reading of him, even at that early age.
5 '45

The implication

here is of sequence, not of efficient causality. In speaking of the

history of Rome which he compiled at the age of eleven, he

remarks: "It was, in fact, an account of the struggles between

the patricians and plebeians . . . Though quite ignorant of Nie-

buhr's researches, I, by such lights as my father had given me,

vindicated the Agrarian Laws."
46

If the relationship here is that

of cause and effect, the expression at least is indirect. The point

could be pressed too far; the Utilitarians undoubtedly accepted

the appearance of causality as an element in experience. Further-

more, the implications Mill may have been trying to avoid are

so inherent in language that he could not have escaped them

utterly without inventing a special technical idiom. Neverthe-

less, it is certainly true that although the second of two consecu-

tive events need not be a result of the first, the first cannot be

the result of the second. Hence, in part, the adoption of chrono-

logical order not only by Mill, but by most writers of develop-

mental autobiography.

Another of the Benthamite principles accounts for Mill's

placid assumption, already alluded to, of his complete under-

standing of himself. In Professor NefFs summary, two of the

five planks in the Utilitarian platform were as follows: "They
believed that their senses gave them a substantially correct and

full report of the nature of external reality; in technical lan-

guage, they were empiricists . . . They believed that all the

relations existing between entities in the outer world were in-
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tclligible to the human mind; technically, they were ration-

alists."
1 "

On these grounds Mill had every right to make the

assumption. Again, James Mill's educational theories are ex-

plicable in the light of an influence from Locke and Helvetius.

All the Utilitarians, and John Mill as staunchly as any, believed

in the tabula rasa theory of knowledge. Moreover, Helvetius had

advanced, and the Utilitarians had accepted, the view that at

birth all human beings, unless handicapped by weakness or de-

formity, are equal in mental capacity. The elder Mill had there-

fore only to control the conditions of John's environment to

make him an intellectual prodigy. That his attempt to do so

was earnest and sustained, no reader of the Autobiography can

doubt. John Mill was himself a thorough enough convert to the

Helvetian principle
48

to believe that what he had learned any

boy could learn:

If I had been by nature extremely quick of apprehension, or had pos-
sessed a very accurate and retentive memory, or were of a remarkably
active and energetic character, the trial would not be conclusive; but

in all these natural gifts I am rather below than above par; what I

could do, could assuredly be done by any boy or girl of average

capacity and healthy physical constitution.
49

To the end of his life Mill steadfastly denied that his abilities

were in any way extraordinary. As Bain remarks, he "never ac-

commodated his views ... to the facts/
5*
As his father would

have done, he attributed his success to the control that had been

exercised over his associations of ideas.

A final observation must be made about the structure. At the

bottom of page 251 there occurred a long pause in the composi-
tion. Nine years passed before Mill took up his pen to finish the

work as we have it. In conjunction with the break in writing,

which Mill's strongly developed sense of duty would have per-

mitted only under unusual conditions, the valedictory tone and

cadence of the paragraph preceding the footnote on page 251
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are decisive. Mill had considered his active life over when his

wife died in 1858. Only a momentous happening could have per-

suaded him to take up the manuscript and make a second be-

ginning.

What occurred was his election to Parliament. For three years

in the twilight of his life he ceased to be a closet philosopher

recommending his theories in books and periodicals and sat in

the House of Commons In what, to a man of retiring disposi-

tion, must have seemed a dazzling glare of publicity. An op-

portunity to urge his principles directly upon the national legis-

lative body, after trying for many years to influence govern-

mental policy by writing, could hardly have failed to interest

him profoundly. After the parliamentary term had ended he

could not resist the temptation to write a complacent chapter

about his political achievements. The world must know that a

philosopher can be practical. He resumed his pen, added a

fourth as much again to what he had already written, and, like

many another autobiographer whose sense of literary artistry

has been sorely tried by an understandable human vanity, de-

stroyed the unity of his work.

For it cannot be questioned that the account of parliamentary

activity is sadly out of harmony with the expressed purpose and

tone of the remainder of the volume. The first two hundred and

fifty-one pages, as we have seen, are an exposition of intellectual

and moral development; in the House, Mill is not developing,

but acting. The materials are no longer the data of conscious-

ness, but res gcstae. However strongly we may sympathize with

Mill's desire to demonstrate his political sagacity, however grate-

ful we may be for additional information, we cannot help per-

ceiving that the artistic oneness of the book has been sacrificed.

Except in this added section, the texture of the Autobiography
is uniform. There are none of the sudden, and sometimes

startling, shifts of plane and tempo that were later to complicate
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George Moore's Hail and Farewell. Every sentence is like every

other sentence, every chapter like every other chapter. Any
chapter would stand fairly well by itself. The work is one, not

only in structure (with the reservation just made), but in tone,

mood, and pace. Even in partial failure Mill once again showed

English men of letters what Gibbon, Franklin, and Newman
had already proved: that an autobiography need not be a col-

lection of pointless anecdotes, an egotistical or pseudomodest

report of accomplishment or adventure, or a general history of

the times.



CHAPTER VII

THE MIXED MODE: TROLLOPE'S
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

WHEN,
AT THE AGE of sixty, Trollope began the writing

of the autobiography we are next to examine, his pur-

pose, like Mill's, was by no means to lift the veil from

the secret passages of his life. He had read intimate autobiogra-

phies and did not trust them;
1

furthermore, he believed that, for

the most part, men's actions and writings told as much about

their lives as the world had a right to know.
2

Nevertheless the

urge to set down something about himself which might be read

by posterity some summary of his career, if nothing else was

too strong for him. And after all, he may have reflected, why
should not a successful writer give tyros the benefit of his ex-

perience? Wire-drawn analysis of one's feelings, ecstatic de-

scriptions of one's love life, eager insistence upon the noble

movements of one's heart, were no doubt in bad taste, but a

professional treatise was different. And so the sexagenarian, pre-

vented by the hurry of his writing habits
3

from weighing his

purpose more closely, scrawled on the blank sheet of paper be-

fore him:

In writing these pages, which, for the want of a better name, I shall

be fain to call the autobiography of so insignificant a person as my-
self, it will not be so much my intention to speak of the little details

of my private life, as of what I, and perhaps others round me, have
done in literature; of my failures and successes such as they have

been, and their causes; and of the opening which a literary career

offers to men and women for the earning of their bread.*

There could be no objection to that. People had been writing
about literature for hundreds of years. And yet . . . His mind
turned back to his boyhood; to the bitterness of his isolation,

158:1
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the contemptible place lie had held in the world's estimation,

the old, gnawing feeling that he was a useless and disreputable

creature of whom all those connected with him had to be

ashamed.
5

The pain sprang up again almost as keenly as though

thirty years of public approval had not alleviated it, and stung

him as at Winchester when he had considered putting an end

to his misery by flinging himself from the college tower. He
had overcome the unhappiness; he had conquered disrepute,

and despair, and indolence, and had made himself an esteemed

member of society. Surely no boy had begun life under greater

handicaps or had worked harder against terrific odds. He had

a right to be proud of his accomplishments. Dipping his pen
in the ink, he continued the introduction: "And yet the gar-

rulity of old age, and the aptitude of a man's mind to recur to

the passages of his own life, will, I know, tempt me to say

something of myself; nor, without doing so, should I know
how to throw my matter into any recognised and intelligible

form..."
7

Across his mind (possibly) flashed the shape into which he

would throw his book. To make his successes mean to the

reader what they had meant to him, he would sketch in the

dreary days at Harrow and Sunbury and Winchester. He would

tell how the family had declined from Julians to Orley Farm,
and from Orley Farm to Harrow Weald. He would show his

father sitting in a dismal study engaged at the futile task of

compiling an unwanted Encyclopaedia Ecclesiastics He would

accompany the family across the Channel to Bruges, where his

mother, dosing herself with green tea and laudanum,
8

had writ-

ten lighthearted novels while members of the family died about

her. Then he would describe his return to London, his achieve-

ment of new ignominy at the Post Office, and his rowdy ways
at taphouses. All this would be distressing; it would infandum
renovare dolorem; but in the relation there would be a note of
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triumph, for the impossible had happened, and he had made

himself respectable. The subject of the Autobiography, however,

would not be himself, but literature as seen from a personal

point of view. He would reveal only those aspects of his life

which had exercised a shaping influence on his literary career.

His theory of the novel, his opinions of his contemporaries, his

views of criticism, and his work at the General Post Office

would come in too, but only incidentally. Everything but litera-

ture would be secondary background and point of departure,

not core and goal.

In some such frame of mind Trollope must have approached

the drawing of his self-portrait. His attitude toward autobi-

ography, like most attitudes of most people, was a natural

outgrowth of his character as it had been molded by past ex-

perience. He was a gentleman of the old school, noisy and blus-

tering in manner, given to abrupt gesture and full of a healthy

gusto, but in spite of his social loudness he was disinclined to

attribute importance to himself as a person. As a gentleman, a

representative of a class, he no doubt felt some dignity; and he

would have agreed that in his quality of public servant and

literary craftsman his opinions possessed some significance. As

an individual, however, divorced from position and accomplish-

ments, he would have denied that any peculiar importance could

attach to him. His personality his soul had no higher value

than that of any other Christian, and hence deserved no special

attention.

For although in the 1870'$, when Trollope sat down to the

writing of his Autobiography, there had already come into ex-

istence a new interest in the psychological problems toward

which philosophy and some branches of science were turning

an interest at that moment showing itself in the novels of

George Eliot many of Trollope's associates in the formative

period of his life had had the boyish, unanalytk, blunderingly
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straightforward temperament of simpler days. His father, an

abnormally Introverted man in some respects, had nevertheless

had the impracricality which accompanied an extroverted identi-

fication of the world's ideas with his own. His mother had borne

the expenses of a large and sickly household with a serenity and

even gaiety of demeanor that would have been impossible to a

woman given to brooding. The clergymen who had taught him,

or at least now and then bent a fulgurous brow upon him, at

Harrow and Winchester had had the forthright manners of men
whose highest concern in social intercourse was the fortitcr in

re! The young aristocrats who had made his daily passage be-

tween home and school a purgatory had been as cheerfully and

unreflectingly brutal as boys usually are when removed from

feminine companionship and parental Influence. In the Post

Office he had worked under the Draconic supervision of an

official who felt a lofty contempt for courtesy of speech and

amenity of manner.
10

Always, in his early years, there had been

about him men and women who confronted the universe with

what would now seem a childish simplicity of outlook, if often

with a high degree of native Intelligence. In the twentieth cen-

tury Trollope might have been tortuously self-analytic. He was

sensitive "thin-skinned," he would himself have said
11

and

would have taken his color from his surroundings, so long as

the surroundings were not mean or base. In the nineteenth cen-

tury his environment was different. Succumbing to It, he shared

the reluctance of others In his circle to chat easily about the more

intimate moments of existence.

We must not be surprised, therefore, If, in the work we are to

examine, states of mind are more thoroughly subordinated to

external incident than In Mill." Mill, for whose mind abstrac-

tions carried fascination, had been able to speak fulsomely,

though with evident strain, about his spiritual union with his

wife. Newman, whose Apologia had appeared in
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dignation against an unprovoked attack had overcome his native

shyness sufficiently to write movingly about his relations to God

and to certain of his dearer friends. Trollope, however, to the

end of his life remained, in outward demeanor, more public of-

ficial than author, more man of the world than creator of ficti-

tious character. In his novels he could describe with admirable

precision the sudden vagaries of a girl's heart; in his own person

he was bluff, hearty, interested in conventional subjects, and

averse to the public and probably private searching of his

soul. How could an alumnus of Harrow and Winchester have

had a tender regard for his emotions? Newman and Mill had

been privately educated; Trollope spent twelve years at the

stronghold of English externality, the public school His attitude

toward outward expression of feeling was that of the Earl de

Guest when his Lordship reproved a dejected lover for acknowl-

edging depression of spirits:

A man should never allow himself to be cast down by anything, not

outwardly, to the eyes of other men . . . You know the story of the

boy who would not cry though the wolf was gnawing him under-

neath his frock. Most o us have some wolf to gnaw us somewhere;

but we are generally gnawed beneath our clothes, so that the world

doesn't see; and it behoves us so to bear it that the world shall not

suspect. The man who goes about declaring himself to be miserable

will be not only miserable, but contemptible as well.
11

The standard was that of Roman, or English, fortitude. Only

when an emotion had been conquered might one talk about it;

and then the confession was to be brief, objective, and as imper-

sonal as its nature permitted. A hard surface was to be thrown

over it, lest the narrator should seem to be moved again in the

telling. Accordingly the subject of the Autobiography was to be

literature in an autobiographical setting, not the personality and

soul of a writer.
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The distinction has a profound bearing on the form of the

Autobiography. If Trollope's purpose had been to draw a por-

trait of himself
,
he would have set to work in a different manner.

Instead of grouping the incidents of his life about his books, he

would have referred to the books in their bearing upon his life.

The difference is one of focus, of centrality; and the centrality

is in turn dependent upon the aim. We are to look not for the

picture of a living man, but for the vicissitudes of an author

and for his opinions on the craft of novel writing.

If this were all if the Autobiography were only a person-

alized literary handbook, or, as Michael Sadleir calls it, a "queer

bleak text-book of the mechanics and economics of novel-writ-

ing"
15

it would deserve no place in this study. An author, how-

ever, may build more than he intends, or differently; and it is

the autobiographical part of the work, rather than the literary

part, which holds a high place in critical estimation and which,

for reasons that will appear later, is of particular significance for

us here. Trollope's practice in writing fiction had so strength-

ened his hand at characterization that the chapters of the book

which describe his boyhood and young manhood possess a

weight and vividness out of all proportion to their mass and the

author's expectation. Most readers find Harrow Weald, and Dr.

Butler's reproof, and the harsh punishment meted out for an

uncommitted crime, sticking more tenaciously in their mem-
ories than the remarks about Rachel Ray or Sir Harry Hotspur

of Humblethwaite. Few persons reopen the book to refresh their

recollections of Trollope's theories of the novel or his opinion of

Wilkie Collins. Against Trollope's desire, against his avowed

purpose, the Autobiography has become the portrait of a per-

sonality. The parts of a book pull differently as time passes;

what one generation takes for granted another exclaims about;

the weight and significance of the themes and blocks of ma-

terial shift. No one in the past half century has found in Hay-
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don's Autobiography* anything but the picture of a fascinating

man, any more than people now usually read Paradise Lost as a

justification of God's ways to men; yet Haydon wrote for the

glory of painting, as Trollope wrote for the glory of literature

and the Post Office. Indeed, the work we are examining did not

require the passage of time for what Trollope would have re-

garded as its transformation. From the moment of its publica-

tion the Autobiography was accepted as a human document;

and today, even more than in 1883, its humanity moves us as its

naive and almost primitive literary theories do not.

The materials with which Trollope achieved a result thus at

odds with his purpose consisted, like those of Mill (but unlike

those of Newman, who documented his Apologia with great

care), of recollections and opinions. In the study in which Trol-

lope wrote were many of the five thousand volumes he had

gathered about him since he had become financially comforta-

ble
17

among them his own novels, the Latin classics he was so

fond of reading, books published by other members of his

family, and probably a good deal of history.
18 When he wished

to comment upon a novel, whether his own or another's, he

could go to the shelves and glance hurriedly through its pages.

That he did so is apparent from the tone of his remarks about

his own works and his declaration that little of what he read

stayed with him.
19

His unusually slow rate of progress in writ-

ing the Autobiography can perhaps be explained by the neces-

sity of such reference. Yet it is apparent that his plans called for

little real research. He was content to "think" that his mother

went to America in 1827 and returned to England in 1831?

although her DomesticManners of the Americans, which would

quickly have resolved his doubts, must have been within easy

reach. When he quoted dates and figures he was sometimes mis-

taken; for example, he made an error of a year in Disraeli's age

at the publication of Vivian Grey and said incorrectly that
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Dickens was still younger when he wrote Sketches by Boz and

as young when he was writing the Picf^mc^ Papers?* There was

little of the scholar about Trollope, in spite of his Caesar and

Cicero; he was not the man to interrupt the steady forward

movement of his pen to check on points of minor importance.

Of recollections and opinions, therefore, Trollope wove the

greater number of his pages. The opinions are of little impor-

tance to the present study; but of what kind were the recollec-

tions ? In what manner was Trollope accustomed, in moments

of retrospection, Imaginatively to relive the past?

A general reply is that he observed and remembered with the

eye of the novelist. He did not, like Mill, discover in every inci-

dent of his life the illustration of a philosophical principle, nor

did he try deliberately to exclude from his consciousness what-

ever had implications tangential to his autobiographical subject.

The material which arose in his mind in moments of literary

excitement was scenic, not ratioclnative. His keenness of eye and

his novelist's pen made It possible for him to put down on paper,

with a roundness and solidity almost greater than those of

reality, some little conversation or drama of which he himself

had perhaps failed to catch the full significance. As a novelist

his object was not, like Hardy's or Kingsley's, to propagate a

view of the universe, but simply to create objects in the main

people, who should have all the attributes of humanity. Again

and again he declares in the Autobiography that a novelist is

master of his craft in proportion as he succeeds in the depiction

of character. That is merely to say that Trollope's temperament

was not that of the thinker, but of the artist; that he had the in-

stinct of creation. What made him a good writer was the ac-

curacy of his observations and his sympathetic insight into

motive and feeling.

It is easy to guess at the origin of these powers. The cruel soli-

tude of his boyhood required that he obtain his pleasures vicari-
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ously. His mother, he tells us, could dance with other people's

legs, eat and drink with other people's palates, and be proud

with the luster of other people's finery.
23

It is easy to imagine

Anthony, a hulking, awkward, wistful boy, standing at the edge

of the cricket field bowling with his contemptuous schoolmates'

arms, or, hearing beyond his wall the suppressed jollity of a mid-

night spread, picturing sorrowfully to himself the Elysium of

participating in the crime. That this influence was effectual is

suggested by his confessed habit of castle building.
24

In day-

dreams he could reverse actuality and himself distribute jam to

admirers. But the source of the ability is not to the immediate

point. What is important is that he had the faculty of putting

himself into the place of others and that the faculty was one

source of his skill as a novelist

When Trollope reflected upon the past, therefore, it was

natural that he should see and feel his recollections. Seeing and

feeling them, when he came to utilize them in the Autobiogra-

phy his impulse was to present them concretely, not abstractly,

as Mill would have done. The description of the daily trips to

Harrow from the tumbledown farmhouse to which his father's

fortunes had declined is typical:

It was the horror of those dreadful walks backwards and forwards

which made my life so bad. What so pleasant, what so sweet, as a

walk along an English lane, when the air is sweet and the weather

fine, and when there is a charm in walking? But here were the same

lanes four times a-day, in wet and dry, in heat and summer, with all

the accompanying mud and dust, and with disordered clothes. I

might have been known among all the boys at a hundred yards'

distance by my boots and trousers, and was conscious at all times

that I was so known.
25

If Mill had written the passage there would have been no

weather, no air, no lanes, no mud or dust, no heat, and certainly

no disordered trousers. There would only have been a state of
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mind which Trollope portrays indirectly, through the impres-
sion made on the consciousness by the environment, not by re-

flective analysis. And this is the approach of the creative artist

as distinguished from that of the philosopher. The philosopher

explains the significance of incidents directly, by exposition;

the artist re-creates the incident and lets the result spring from

it for the reader as it previously has done for himself.

It would be too much to expect that the entire Autobiography
should maintain the circumstantiality of the quoted paragraph.
At the date at which Trollope wrote, the tradition in autobiog-

raphy was still largely that of res gestae, although the recent

publication of Mill's analytic self-portrait had been one of many
indications of a new tendency toward inwardness. Compara-

tively few autobiographical narratives had yet appeared in which

careful attempts had been made to evoke scene and dramatize

action for any purpose more serious than that of telling an

anecdote. Nevertheless, again and again Trollope drops a phrase

of the kind he would have used in a novel The gardener who

stopped him on the road to inform him of the seizure of

the family goods did so "with gestures, signs, and whispered

words."
28

Dr. Butler, when he fulminated against Anthony's

appearance, had "all the clouds of Jove upon his brow and all

the thunder in his voice."
27 On the occasion of some supposed

misconduct a Mrs. Drury "shook her head with pitying horror"

at him.
38

The farmhouse at Harrow Weald was "one of those

farmhouses which seem always to be in danger of falling into

the neighbouring horse-pond";* and it had a parlor in which

Anthony's father lived "shut up among big books."
3*

But it is

needless to multiply examples; any reader of the Autobiography

who has an active visual sense can supply dozens for himself. In

spite of the subject, which would seem to have encotiraged

either abstraction or a dry accumulation of literary chitchat,

this is a "furnished" autobiography; it includes facial expres-
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sions, and household lumber, and tones of voice, and all that

is necessary (repeatedly, if not consistently and without inter-

mission) to put thought and action in some kind of setting. And

such furnishing represents a signal advance from the bareness

of Mill's horizons, toward the later achievements of such writers

as Edmund Gosse and George Moore.
31

Since Trollope was a novelist, and the knowledge of novelists,

like that of anybody else, is limited by experience, it is ante-

cedently probable that he utilized some of his own experiences in

his novels. The supposition is justified by the findings. T. H. S.

Escott finds traces of Trollope in the Vicar of Bullhampton;
32

Ernest Baker, in Phineas Finn and Dr. Wortle;
33

Hugh Walpole,

in Will Belton;
Si

and Michael Sadleir, in Sir Thomas Under-

wood, Archibald Green, Father Giles of Ballymoy, and John

Pomfret.
33

But there are more certain identifications than these,

of which some are doubtful. All commentators agree that spir-

itually, if not factually, Trollope painted a full-length picture of

his early London days in The Three Clerks and The Small

House at Allington. Charley Tudor, in The Three Clerks, is a

Civil Service employee like Trollope. Like Trollope, he started

at ^90 a year, had a farcical examination before his admission,
38

fell into debt, became involved with a moneylender from Meck-

lenburgh Square, developed rowdy, almost dissipated, habits,

was subjected to a horrible moment when a woman carrying a

basket walked into his office and inquired loudly when he was

going to marry a young relative, and finally pulled himself back

into respectability by obtaining a new position and beginning to

write novels. The similarity between Johnny Eames, in The

Small House at Allington, and Trollope is equally striking. Both

men were hobbledehoys, both got involved in unsavory love

affairs, both had fathers who had failed at farming, both walked

in the fields and made grand speeches to themselves, both built

castles in the air, both inflicted a thrashing on an enemy, both
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nearly became ushers at classical schools, both were heavily

built, both regarded themselves as burdens to their families,

both, for a while, were moral but not physical cowards, and

both, like Charley Tudor, ceased to be useless and awkward in

maturity. There are many other similarities, but these are suf-

ficient to establish the essential identity of character and fortune.

Trollope did put himself into his novels, and at least two of the

portraits are unmistakable.

The significance of this fact for a study of the Autobiography

is evident. By measuring the Trollope of the Autobiography

against the fictive parallels in the novels we can see, roughly,

how much autobiography still differed from fiction in form and

treatment A convenient contrast will be that of the Civil Serv-

ice examination, since we have Troliope's word that Charley

Tudor's examination was his own.

The first and most obvious contrast is that of length. The story

of the examination in the Autobiography* requires a few lines

more than one page; in The Three Cler\s it receives nearly

three and a half pages.
38

The reason is that in the novel some

scene was demanded, whereas in the autobiography, sum-

mary what Percy Lubbock, in The Crajt of Fiction^ calls

"panorama" was usual Nevertheless Trollope managed to in-

sert into his summary certain touches that show his familiarity

with fictive techniques. There are bits of description: the news-

paper from which he is required to copy is not any newspaper,

but the Times; the pen is "an old quill"; his manner of speaking

is humble and that of his inquisitor stern; after the trial of pen-

manship he descends in discomfiture "the main stairs of the

building, stairs which have I believe been now pulled down

to make room for sorters and stampers"; and there is a little

conversation. In the novel, evocation of word and setting is more

elaborate. The pen here is not only an old quill, but a much-

worn one, "with which the great man
5'

the examiner "had
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been signing minutes." The newspaper is not said to be the

Times, but it is "huge/' is "pushed over" to the candidate, and

contains two leading articles, either of which he is asked to copy.

The clerk speaks, not humbly, but in a confessional tone;
40

he

also sits abashed, looks piteously into the examiner's face, ap-

pears sheepish, and so on. When he is sent home to prepare at

leisure a more careful sample of his writing, we see exactly how

he goes about the task:

. . . preparations for calligraphy were made on a great scale; a volume

of Gibbon was taken down, new quill pens, large and small, and steel

pens by various makers were procured; cream-laid paper was pro-

vided, and ruled lines were put beneath it. And when this was done,

Charley was especially cautioned to copy the spelling as well as the

wording.
He worked thus for an hour before dinner, and then for three

hours in the evening, and produced a very legible copy of half a

chapter of the "Decline and Fall"

"I didn't think they examined at all at the Navigation," said Nor-

man.

"Well, I believe it's quite a new thing," said Alaric Tudor. "The

schoolmaster must be abroad with a vengeance, if he has got as far

as that/'

And then they carefully examined Charley's work, crossed his t's,

dotted his i's, saw that his spelling was right, and went to bed/
1

Whereas Trollope himself, in the Autobiography, simply "went

to work, and under the surveillance of my elder brother made a

beautiful transcript of four or five pages of Gibbon."
42

Elsewhere Trollope makes closer approaches to scene, as

when he describes the almost cataclysmic effect of telegraphing

to Verona for hotel reservations :

When we reached Verona, there arose a great cry along the platform
for Signor Trollope. I put out my head and declared my identity,

when I was waited upon by a glorious personage dressed like a beau

for a ball, with half-a-dozen others almost as glorious behind him,
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who Informed me, with his hat In his hand, that he was the landlord

of the "Due Torre". It was a heating moment, but It became more
hot when he asked me after my people, "mes gens". I could only
turn round, and point to my wife and brother-in-law. I had no other

"people". There were three carriages provided for us, each with a

pair of grey horses. When we reached the house it was all lit up . . .

4a

Even in this passage, however, there is an air o rush and hurry;

the autobiographer feels a disinclination to retard the progress

of his narrative to explore all the ramifications of the situation.

He takes a step toward novel form, but only a step. The glimpse

of embarrassment we are given is partial and fleeting; the in-

cident, although clearly pointed toward fully evoked scene, is

still panorama.

With, rare exceptions, most English autobiographers, from

Gibbon to well beyond Trollope, show a clear preference for

summary over drama. When Gibbon, in a famous passage which

represents perhaps his utmost advance toward scene, describes

the completion of his History, he suggests a moment of reverie

which followed the release from his task*

I have presumed to mark the moment of conception; I shall now
commemorate the hour of my final deliverance. It was on the day, or

rather night, of the 27th of June, 1787, between the hours of eleven

and twelve, that I wrote the last lines of the last page, in a summer-

house in my garden. After laying down my pen, I took several turns

in a berceau, or covered walk of acacias, which commands a prospect

of the country, the lake, and the mountains. The air was temperate,

the sky was serene, the silver orb of the moon was reflected from the

waters, and all nature was silent. I will not dissemble the first emo-

tions of joy on recovery of my freedom, and, perhaps, the establish-

ment of my fame . . /*

But this is still further from drama than Trollope. Although

the movement of the passage is narrative, the purpose is to de-

scribe a significant mental state and the setting in which it was

experienced, for the setting, of course, had an influence upon the
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state. It is only Mill plus sensory background; there is no com-

plete and deliberate adoption of fictive techniques. Like Trol-

lope, though in a different manner, Gibbon has engrafted a

sprig of green upon the expository trunk. The sprig is decora-

tion, ornamentation, a spot of viridescent life against the sharp

outline of the branches. In the same way dozens of other autobi-

ographers preserve the form of descriptive summary and merely

impose upon it, when discussing moments of which the sensory

image for some reason remains fresh, a hint of retrospective im-

mediacy.

Further illustrations may be useful Darwin's brief "Autobiog-

raphy" is life-and-career, with the focus upon actions. Neverthe-

less Darwin's rather surprising memory for setting and phrase

once or twice leads him to elaborate upon an incident, as when

he describes his early interest in hunting:

How well I remember killing my first snipe, and my excitement was

so great that I had much difficulty in reloading my gun from the

trembling of my hands. This taste long continued, and I became a

very good shot. When at Cambridge I used to practise throwing up

my gun to my shoulder before a looking-glass to see that I threw it

up straight. Another and better plan was to get a friend to wave

about a lighted candle, and then to fire at it with a cap on the nipple,

and if the aim was accurate the little puff of air would blow out the

candle. The explosions of the cap caused a sharp crack, and I was

told that the tutor of the college remarked, "What an extraordinary

thing it is, Mr. Darwin seems to spend hours in cracking a horse-

whip in his room, for I often hear the crack when I pass under his

windows.**
43

Easy as it is for the reader to visualize the indoor target practice,

Darwin is not trying to evoke; he is telling an amusing story.

The tutor's remark is reported because of its anecdotal quality;

the tutor himself is a blank.

Ruskin, again, writes narrative essay, but sometimes pauses

over a memorable instant:
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Meantime, my father and I did not get on well In Italy at all, and one

o the worst, wasp-barbed, most tingling pangs o my memory is yet

of a sunny afternoon at Pisa, when, just as we were driving past my
pet La Splna chapel, my father, waking out of a reverie, asked me
suddenly, "John, what shall I give the coachman?" Whereupon, I,

instead of telling him what he asked me, as I ought to have done

with much complacency at being referred to on the matter, took

upon me with impatience to reprove, and lament over, my father's

hardness of heart. In thinking at that moment of sublunary affairs.

And the spectral Spina of the chapel has stayed In my own heart ever
40

since.

The summary Is once more rapid, without sensory sharpness.

The contrast between evocation and mere telling becomes

evident if we set beside the above selections a passage from a

fully novelized autobiography, Gosse's Father and Son:

Left meanwhile to our own devices, my Father would mainly be

reading, his book or paper held close up to the candle, while his lips

and heavy eyebrows occasionally quivered and palpitated, with liter-

ary ardour, In a manner strangely exciting to me. Miss Marks, in a

very high cap, and her large teeth shining, would occasionally ap-

pear in the doorway, desiring, with spurious geniality, to know how
we were "getting on."

47

Here posture and expression, instead of being left to the fancy

of the reader, are supplied; the moment, instead of being told

about in quick retrospective summary, is dwelt upon, fixed; con-

notations arise from it instead of being read into it by the reader.

It would be absurd to pretend that Darwin's or Ruskin's

method is wholly inappropriate to the novel. The novel requires

summary as well as scene; but, conversely, It requires scene as

well as summary. In Trollope, Gibbon, Darwin, and Ruskin

there is little or no scene; in Gosse and Moore there Is a great

deal. For this and other reasons it is accurate to say that Father

and Son and Hail and Farewell are novelized autobiographies,

whereas the autobiographies of Trollope, Ruskin, and Darwin,

in the passages quoted, are simply narrative.
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The comparison opens up an interesting technical problem.

Why have autobiographers habitually preferred summary to

scene? If the preference has recently weakened (and I am not at

all sure that it has), it has nonetheless seemed to exist during
the greater part of the period in which an autobiographical

convention has existed. Speaking generally, the proportion of

fixed moments to rapidly summarized moments has always

been negligible in autobiography.

A partial explanation can be found in the difficulty of making

autobiographical personages talk. Apart from sensing that most

actual conversations, if reported word for word, would make

hardly tolerable reading, the autobiographer must realize almost

as soon as he begins writing that he could not set down the

actual historical speeches if he wished. They are gone from his

memory, utterly and irretrievably. He cannot invent without

violating an express or implied promise of truthfulness. Unless

his mind is abnormally retentive of verbal patterns or he is more

interested in his story than in accuracy, the only recourse is to

summarize. The same obstacle stands in the way of a full ad-

ducing of background: he cannot furnish his pages creatively.

Gestures, tones of voice, physical attitudes, and milieux can be

no more vivid in his narrative than in memory.
Another reason for hurry is implicit in the breadth and scope

of the autobiographical materials. The novelist chooses critical

moments turning points for space-consuming dramatization

or "scene," skipping rapidly over what is not crucial, in "pano-

rama." The autabiographer usually feels a compulsion to dis-

cuss his childhood, which is often omitted from the novel; his

life after marriage, with which the novel frequently ends; a

professional career, which may have motivated the writing of

autobiography, but is conspicuously absent from much fiction;

and not only all the varied happenings which led up to any
chance crisis in his life, but all those that have sloped down from
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it to the moment of writing. An autobiographer can sometimes

not bring himself to forego mentioning, though he seldom

elaborately describes, the various houses in which he has resided.

He may comment in some detail on vacation trips abroad, tell

anecdotes tangential to his subject, and admit other miscellanea

into his narrative.

That the difficulties are not insoluble will be seen in the next

chapter. For the present we are concerned with the position of

Trollope's Autobiography between essay and novel. One is

tempted to say that Trollope, if anyone, could have solved or

circumvented the problems; and no doubt he might have done

so had he chosen a narrower subject or a more temporally

limited one. Delightful as his remarks on the craft of fiction

may seem to the Trollopian, they might have been spared for

another more spiritually round and remorselessly honest Johnny
Eames or Charley Tudor. As it was, autobiography was forced

to wait another quarter of a century to attain the sensory rich-

ness and sharp flavor of Immediacy possessed even by much
second-rate fiction. Nonetheless, an impulse toward novel form

can be perceived in Trollope's Autobiography and must be

recorded here.

It has been said that Trollope's hand was too strong for him;
that his pictures of character and incident in the Autobiography

pull more than their weight. Not only is this true, but even the

opinions to which he gives over so many pages are often more

interesting as throwing light upon his own character than as

possessing Intrinsic value. For the truth is that an autobiogra-

pher, notwithstanding the exercise of great caution, cannot con-

ceal his real personality. Trollope's Autobiography, like all auto-

biographies, was a direct and revealing emanation of the brain

that conceived it. In conversation a chance gesture, an uncon-

scious gleam of annoyance, may give away what is meant to

remain concealed; and similarly the written word may have

significance beyond Its immediate denotation.
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For instance, the method of rapid composition which Trol-

lope adopted is readily traceable to causes to which he does not

assign it. In large part it is due to overcompensation for the

long years during which he had disgusted himself by his failure

to write at all Having once, by a tremendous effort of the will,

forced himself to set pen to paper, he feared that even a tempo-

rary relaxation of effort would throw him back into his old

habits of procrastination. It is easy to develop a sense of morality

about such matters; that Trollope did so is evident from the

tone of his remarks. "A week passed with an insufficient number

of pages has been a blister to my eye, and a month so disgraced

would have been a sorrow to my heart."
48

Put on this basis, the

maintenance of a given rate was necessary to his self-respect.

When the pages were not forthcoming, he was accustomed to

write in his pocket notebook opposite the date on which he had

defaulted the eloquent single word "Alas!"
40

It marked a true

sigh from the heart, not at all a conventional and perfunctory

deprecation. But his writing habits had other origins equally ap-

parent. In the old days of the sick-chambers at Bruges he had

seen his mother pour out novel after novel under circumstances

even more distressing than the seasickness during which he re-

fused to relax his own schedule.
50

Trollope was lastingly im-

pressed by the feat: "I have written many novels under many

circumstances; but I doubt much whether I could write one

when my whole heart was by the bedside of a dying son."
51

Later

he adds characteristically: "It was about this period of her career

that her best novels were written."
52

In quantity as well as in

steadiness he modeled himself on his mother; although she had

never written a line for publication before she was fifty, the

number of her printed volumes at the time of her death was

one hundred and fourteen.
68

Given such an inspiring example;

given his long years of difficulty in getting himself started; given

the gradual growth of a feeling that he was shirking his duty,
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and was therefore being weak or wicked, if he failed to write

a certain number of pages a week; given his desire to win in

something, if only in the number and thickness of his manu-

scripts, the "first" he had been so far from winning at school;
5*

given his family background, with its four authors;
55

given his

years of journal keeping"*
5

and his rapid writing of reports for

the Post Office; given a hint by Sir Charles Trevelyan that the

brain was clearest in the early morning hours; given a robust

physique which would stand up under the roughest beating;

given the need of an addition to his income; given, finally, a

need for self-expression and a talent amounting almost, if not

quite, to genius it is not difficult to see, not only that Trollope

was likely to become an author, but that if he did become one he

would write in the way he did. Yet he himself perhaps saw few

of the connections we have drawn. At least he took no pains to

point them out in the Autobiography. It is for the reader, with

the aid of information gathered from other sources, to piece

out the causality.

There are so many instances of ignored relationship that it

would be tedious to discuss them all. At the moment of Trol-

lope's arrival in Ireland, particularly, there is an abrupt break;

what follows, although it has the same surface texture, is so

different in tone that it might have described another man. St.

Augustine said in effect, "Because my youth was dissolute and

heretical these griefs came upon me."
57

Trollope is less candid;

the because, which in his case would introduce a happier re-

sultant, is lacking and must be supplied by the reader. **I wanted

to sit in Parliament because the boys who had despised me were

there. I am proud of my ^70,000 because I made it without help

and revenged myself on my desperate poverty. I enjoy my clubs

because as a boy I was excluded from male companionship. I

took up the classics again to prove to myself that my tutors were

wrong in thinking meanly of my intelligence. I like to hunt be-
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cause for years I was debarred from all sports and games." And

so on. The statements "I did this/' "I thought that/' in the major

part of the work drop into a void; the causality is not suggested,

and, were it not for the insight of the reader, might be assumed

not to exist. It does exist; because of the rich connotation of the

descriptive detail it is to some extent implicit in the work itself;

but the fusion should be made by the author and not left to the

reader. As a result of this structural flaw the Autobiography

must remain chiefly a possession of Trollopians, who are willing

to exert themselves to understand implications which remain

obscure to less devoted students. The Autobiography can never

attain the popularity of a work in which the structure is at once

tight and transparent

The disjunction between the parts of the work which deal

with Trollope's life before and after his arrival in Ireland, par-

ticularly, has been observed by more than one critic. Leslie

Stephen, in Studies of a Biographer, suggests that "If the Auto-

biography had been a novel, instead of a true story, the con-

tinuation must have been pronounced utterly improbable."
58

Charles Whibley's opinion is the same: "The transition from

evil to good is so rapidly abrupt as to appear incredible. Had

he been a character in a book and it is as an independent cre-

ation that he regards himself in his Autobiography he would

hardly have seemed all of one piece to critical readers."
50

The

fault is indisputable. The Autobiography shows less structural

skill than the poorest of Trollope's novels. The reason, in all

probability, can be found in his reticence, in the feeling that his

importance did not deserve, and the reading public had no right

to demand, more intimate depiction. Nevertheless the weakness

is radical and unfortunate.

So far the structure has been discussed only generally. Before

proceeding further it will be worth while to observe the organi-

zation more closely.
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The usual plot pattern in Trollope's (as in other) novels con-

sists of the introduction of disturbance into harmony and the

eventual restoration of order.
&J

In the Autobiography dishar-

mony is present at the beginning on page 2 Trollope says,

"My boyhood was, 1 think, as unhappy as that of a young gentle-

man could well be" and, again contrary to the plan of the

novels, with the achievement of order the work does not come to

an end. The turning point may occur as early as page 54, when

Trollope says : "From the day on which I set my foot in Ireland

all these evils went away from me. Since that time who has had

a happier life than mine ? Looking round upon all those I know,
I cannot put my hand upon one." This sounds conclusive, and it

is, with a reservation to be made shortly. If the rest of the book

is denouement, however, the proportion of parts is curious:

dramatic interest in a mere sixth, while five-sixths plays variations

on a theme of stability. It is perhaps justifiable to assert that full

compensation for the early unhappiness Is not attained until, on

pages 152 and 153, Trollope announces that he has fulfilled his

literary ambition: "I now felt that I had gained my object. In

1862 I had achieved that which I contemplated when I went to

London in 1834, and towards which I made my first attempt

when I began the Macdermots in 1843. 1 had created for myself

a position among literary men, and had secured to myself

an income on which I might live in ease and comfort." Yet if

this is accepted as the point from which the action slopes down
toward the conclusion, more than half of the work remains

static. It is necessary to assume what Trollope would probably

have affirmed with vigor that the Autobiography was never

meant to have dramatic interest. It was, he would have insisted, a

discussion of what he, and others round Mm, had accomplished

in literature, and of other miscellaneous matters connected with

his career as writer and public servant.

Well, the explanation is accurate enough, though it offers no
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reason why we may not hold fast to the morsel of drama that has

been detected. Once stability is reached the narrative begins to

wander ceases, now and again, to progress; eddies rather. The

eight chapters (iv-xi) following page 54 are concerned inci-

dentally with the Post Office and primarily with literature. After

a brief description of Ireland and the way in which Trollope

became, for the first time in his life, an esteemed member of

society, there begins a rather monotonous catalogue of books.

In the Table of Contents the scope of each of six consecutive

chapters is indicated by the names of novels. For instance:

VI. "Barchester Towers" and the "Three Clerks", 1855-1858.

VII. "Doctor Thome" "The Bertrams" "The West Indies and

the Spanish Main".

No better titles are conceivable. For the time being the Autobiog-

raphy has settled down to tibri quos scripsi. After chapter xi

there occurs an expository interlude of three chapters on literary

theory: On Novels and the Art of Writing Them, On English

Novelists of the Present Day, and On Criticism. These chapters

are in essay form, without even an element of narration; in a

prevailingly narrative work they are intrusive. Mill, as has been

seen, wrote a complete autobiography in essay form, but his

subject matter, abstract as it was, was consistently personal.

Except for a digression on political experiences at Beverley, the

rest of the Autobiography is again opera quac serifsi a special-

ized form of res gestac. Although, as we have seen, some hesitat-

ing steps are taken in the direction of the novel, the organization

of the work as a whole shows that the old traditions of imper-

sonal and chronicle history were still powerful.

Loose as it is, the structure was quite consciously ordered. By

1875, when the Autobiography was begun, Trollope had accus-

tomed himself, through thirty years of experience, to cast his

subject matter into rough preliminary shape before he took up
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his pen. Anticipations of later passages make it abundantly clear

that, whether he worked from an outline or not, he at least saw

further than the immediate paragraph or chapter. He says on

page 147 that he will close the Autobiography with a list of the

sums he has received for his writings a promise redeemed on

pages 332-333. Again, when he mentions George Eliot on page

139, he says he will return to her in his discussion of contempo-

rary novelists; he does so after eighty-four pages. On page 140,

when he is describing a dinner given for contributors to the

Cornhill Magazine, he postpones his remarks about Thackeray,

whom he then met for the first time, to a moment which occurs

twenty-nine pages later. In a similar way his mind worked retro-

gressively over what he had written. Some of the passages refer

back only a few pages, as when on page 271 he remembers a re-

mark made by his uncle six pages earlier, or when on page 195

he recalls somewhat grimly a suggestion made to him on page

184 that he sit out all the May meetings in Exeter Hall The most

elaborate series of repetitions, however, concerns a slighting re-

mark made by a publisher in Paternoster Row about a novelist

who had "spawned" three novels a year upon the firm. The re-

mark itself is reported on page 100; on pages 116, 158-159, 249,

and 294 it is referred to, usually in connection with the rapid ap-

pearance of volumes from Trollope's own pen. Whether back-

ward or forward, such references help to bind the work together.

It is well they do so, for the structure sadly requires every sup-

port it can find.

Within and between the divisions the organization is not

sharply compartmentalized. The parts overlap; in spite of the

resolution of the major dramatic theme on page 54, threads

continue to be picked up well into the body of the "literary"

section, and the quae scripsi and quae cogitaw sections are subtly

penetrated with ideas belonging properly to the dramatic, or

early, part of the book. For example, on page 145, long after the
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reader has assumed that Trollope's lot has fallen, not merely in

pleasant places, but exactly into the grooves marked out for it, it

develops that his happiness has been incomplete; masculine

friendship had been lacking.
01

The resumption of the earlier

theme would be all to the good were it not for the previous

suggestion that adequate compensation had already been made.

The matter is not important except so far as it shows a greater

structural complexity than appears on the surface. The fact is

that there are two turning points: the first when the feeling of

uselessness and depravity is overcome in Trollope's own con-

sciousness, the second when the world reverses its unfavorable

verdict as a result of his literary successes. The two have become

tangled, not only in the book's structure, but also in the author's

mind, with the result that, in a sense, the achievement of self-

approbation is impossible without the gaining of a literary repu-

tation. For the most part, however, each of the three sections

the dramatic, the quae serifsit and the quac cogitavii$ more or

less self-contained. The section that makes the closest approach

to fictive form and tension has already been discussed. The quac

scripsi section is built around books and magazine articles, as

the Latin phrase is meant to indicate, but it also includes various

miscellaneous matters inserted in their chronological places:

work for the Post Office, travels abroad (often for the Post

Office), the establishment of new homes, and so on. The quac

cogitavi division is interpolated in the midst of the quae scrtpsi

and is formulated in accordance with principles of its own. It is

led into by a recountal of the attempt to gain a second literary

reputation through anonymous publication;
62

this prompts com-

ments on the difficulties and pleasures of a literary career; a

transition is made to the effect of novels on public morality;

next come a number of "rules" for the writing of fiction; then,

with reference to the rules, contemporary novelists are judged;

and finally, since the preceding remarks have been critical,
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there is a chapter on current periodical criticism. The form of

these three chapters, as has already been observed, is purely

expository. The close of the Autobiography has little structural

significance, contrary to the general rule; the list of published

works is merely exhausted, and, after a few paragraphs of

summary, in which it is declared again that the author has had

no intention of disclosing his "inner life,"
63

the pen is laid aside.

This rather detailed analysis has been undertaken because

of the wish, in this section of the study, to see whether, or to

what degree, individual autobiographies have "form." Trollope's

work is structurally faulty; loose ends are left hanging, and

knots are seldom drawn tight. Nonetheless, the Autobiography

clearly has a kind of pattern. If the prose is still sometimes ex-

pository, it is sometimes narrative; there are more "incidents"

than in Mill, though no attempt is made to create suspense or

arouse anticipation. In the main, the Autobiography is a mixture

of deeds and opinions. The ground of the work is a chronologi-

cal history of actions, which are described in varying degrees of

fullness; but beneath the framework, and interwoven with it,

is a subpattern of interpretative comment, which in the critical

chapters expands into essay.

The mental approach to the writing of such a work is not

hard to imagine. The author begins with the intention of ex-

plaining or describing his "life/' by which he usually means the

important stages in his career; then, as he proceeds with the

summarizing narrative, he stops repeatedly to interpret, to judge,

and to illustrate as he would probably phrase it to himself,

to discuss. If his mind is highly reflective, the discussion may be-

come focal, and the narrative will sink to the second plane, as in

Mill, Chesterton, Kaye-Smith, Spencer, and others;
64

the result

is the essay form. If, on the other hand, his personality is more

active than reflective, the events will remain central and the

discussion will play lightly over the surface; the autobiography
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is then prevailingly narrative, as are those of Viscount Wolseley,
Lord Herbert (rather surprisingly), Thomas Holcroft,

65

and

many others. Trollope stands about midway between these two

groups, and his Autobiography has been chosen as the subject of

a separate study because it shows one form about to pass into

the other. At one moment a visual imagination pushes the

author toward narrative; at another a reluctance to explore pri-

vate emotional states pulls him back to essay. Had he been less

intelligent he would have omitted the essay and, like Wolseley,
would have written narrative (but not necessarily novel) ; had

he been less creatively-minded he would have omitted the narra-

tive and, like Mill or Chesterton, would have written essay.

One final remark must be added : It is from the form of mixed

narrative and essay, rather than from pure essay or pure narra-

tive, that the novelized autobiography has developed. In pure

essay there are no elements of "story"; in pure narrative there

is lacking the point of view, the interpretative urge, that can be

found in Trollope. How far autobiography can go in the direc-

tion of fictive form we shall see in the next chapter.



CHAPTER VIII

THE NARRATIVE MODE: MOORE'S
HAIL AND FAREWELL

IT

is STRANGE that one of the most seriously purposeful of all

autobiographies was written by a man who was notorious

for levity. Newman, whose Apologia has repeatedly been

mentioned, was in earnest about clearing his character, but his

aim was personal and affected society only so far as he justified

his religion by justifying himself. Gosse was almost painfully in

earnest in his denunciation of Puritanism,
1

but he was aware that

he was mauling a weakening creed. George Moore, whose auto-

biographic trilogy Hail and Farewell" we are now to examine,

set an end for himself beside which the moral burdens of Father

and Son and the Apologia pale into insignificance. He was an

evangel, a Messiah, a Man with a Mission; and his mission was

nothing less than to destroy the Roman Catholic Church and

bring back Art to Ireland.

It is important to recognize this fact at the beginning, or we
shall be unable to understand the moral pressure behind a

seemingly frivolous work. The casual reader of Hail and Fare-

well is impressed by the brilliancy of the portraits^ the mordancy
of the humor, the cool and imperturbable prose rhythms. He
cannot fail to perceive that Moore was bitterly opposed to Ro-

man Catholicism, but unless he reads with his eyes carefully

open and his sense of form constantly alert he may not realize

that every page, every paragraph, and every sentence is shaped
with a view to the destruction of priestcraft. No modern writer

has struggled more conscientiously with formal problems than

Moore, and few have achieved finer structural grace. In Hail

and Farewell he has attained one of his greatest successes; and

the informing principle is his dislike of the Roman Church.
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It will be well to review briefly the story of Moore's ten years

in Ireland before turning our attention to the fictive form of his

autobiography. All the information we need is in Hail and

Farewell, but it is scattered piecemeal through the three volumes

and must be brought together for clarity.

The chain of events which was to lead to the writing of an

antireligious autobiography had begun with a remark made by
Edward Martyn in the Temple. "I wish I knew enough Irish

to write my plays in Irish, he said one night, speaking out of

himself suddenly." In Irish! how wonderful! Moore had

thought. A new language to enshrine a new literature! and he

wandered about the Temple for a long time, sad because he had

heard of a medium beyond his reach. Nevertheless, the idea of

a Celtic Renascence faded, and five years later in 1899 when
Martyn and Yeats came to his room to discuss the founding of

a Literary Theatre in Dublin, he was frankly skeptical. At first

his predictions of ill success seemed justified by an ecclesiastical

squabble over Yeats's play, The Countess Cathleen; but the

trouble blew over, and it was ultimately the Theatre, in conjunc-

tion with a detestation of the Boer War, that brought him to

Ireland, overflowing with enthusiasm for the Irish language,

for Nationalism, and for the Renascence, willing, for once, to

submerge himself in a group and work for a group object.*

Almost immediately he came into conflict with the Church.

When he said there was need of more reading matter in Gaelic

and suggested The Arabian Nights as an excellent book for

translation, an anonymous "Sacerdos" accused him in a pub-

lished letter of wanting to put an indecent book into the hands

of peasants. When the Fays proposed the organization of a

traveling troupe to perform Irish plays in the provinces, the

Coisde Gnotha refused financial aid because of a danger to un~

chaperoned actresses. Then Moore undertook to supply short

stories to be translated into Irish for inclusion in textbooks, but
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had difficulty in finding subjects which would be approved by

his Jesuit sponsors. Whichever way he turned he found clerical

opposition. At length he began to meditate sourly upon the

reason for his troubles and decided that the Catholic mind had

to move within a limited circle. In the Catholic atmosphere a

literary conception had no freedom to grow; it was like an acorn

planted in a pot All this looked bad for the Renascence. But

the crowning blow came with the dismaying discovery that even

in the Catholic countries of Europe ninety-five per cent of all

post-Reformation literature had been written by Protestants and

agnostics. He called in specialists in foreign literatures to test

the generalization; he pondered the matter in his garden, among
his pictures, in the rooms of his friends. It was indisputable;

there was no hope for a Catholic country. The voices which had

called him to Ireland had mocked him, and his aesthetic mis-

sion was a delusion.

So he had felt for some time, until, one October day, when the

dahlias in his garden were blackening from the lateness of the

season, he had realized, in a sudden flash of understanding, that

he had not been misled by the voices but had misunderstood

them. It was not to resurrect Erse that he had been chosen by

the gods, or to ride on the crest of a movement. His task was

more elementary spadework, the end of which was to make

art possible in Ireland. "Nature is not a humorist. She intended

to redeem Ireland from Catholicism and has chosen me as her

instrument ... I have come into the most impersonal country

in the world to preach personality personal love and personal

religion, personal art, personality for all except for God/'
3

It

seemed to him, in his moment of ecstasy, that he was Siegfried

the son of Sigmund, whose destiny was to reforge the halves of

a long-splintered sword. Ireland had once produced literature,

before the priests had killed her intelligence; she would produce

it again if she abandoned Catholicism. As a preliminary step
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toward liberation, a new Messiah, the negation of the Asiatic

one, would preach his iconoclastic message.
6

So Moore speaks of his mission, in deadly earnest despite the

humorous exaggeration which had become part of his auto-

biographical manner. For a long time, however, the means he

was to adopt for his task eluded him. He tried a story, then a

play, only to look with a craftsman's disapproval at his scratched

pages. The project of a newspaper cheered him momentarily,

but the financial backer died, and he muttered to himself as he

walked among the apple trees in his garden, "I am without

hands to smite."
7

At last, one day, as he came into the living

room in which hung his Manet, his Monet, and his Mark Fisher,

the form which his work should take was revealed to him.

"Autobiography," he reflected, "is an unusual form for a sacred

book";* but almost at once he thought of St. Paul, and, his

doubts gone, he sat down to dictate the chapter outline with

which it was his custom to prepare for actual writing. A week

of inspiration was enough. At the end of that time the plan of

his book, conceived while the excitement of discovering his mis-

sion was still on him, lay on paper in its final form. From that

plan, he insisted, he never varied. Eight years later, when the

final touches had been put on the third and last volume, he

believed that he had been led by the hand like a little child.

Still later, in the preface to a new edition,
10

he asserted that the

trilogy had been inspired. "Sometimes [Nature] undertakes

the entire composition, as in Hail and Farewell; every episode

and every character was a gift from Nature, even the subject

itself . . . For years I believed myself to be the author of Hail

and Farewell, whereas I was nothing more than the secretary."
31

What happens all too rarely in autobiography had happened for

Moore (because he made it happen): a form had fallen to-

gether with a meaning. A moment of insight or rather, two

moments, since we must count also the preliminary insight
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among the dahlias had been followed first by a week in which

blocks of potential autobiographical materials were fitted into

a large-scale pattern,
12

then by eight years of struggle during

which the minutiae of form were worked out and the auto-

biography that had to be written was patiently cut free from

other possible autobiographies that no doubt threatened con-

stantly to intrude into and deform it. The labor must often have

been onerous. The major obstacle to the achievement of form

had been surmounted, however, at the beginning. The autobi-

ography had a sharply realized subject, therefore a frame of

reference against which every potential element of design could

be tested.

The material limits of the narrative framework are implied

by the word "Ireland." The second paragraph of the trilogy is

that in which Edward Martyn desires to write his plays in Irish;

the last paragraph contains Moore's farewell to Ireland, ex-

pressed in a verse of Catullus; and nearly the whole first chapter

has to do with his longing to write a book about Ireland. The

limits are not, it must be observed, those of the Celtic Renas-

cence only. Moore and the three most important secondary

figures the esurient Edward, the hieratic Yeats, the maieutic

JE were in the heart of the Celtic movement. So were most of

the tertiary figures: Colonel Moore, who stands for the ineffec-

tiveness of the Catholic character; Plunkett and Gill, the puzzled

geniuses of the Department of Agriculture and Art; Douglas

Hyde, of the Gaelic League; John Synge, author of The Play-

boy of the Western World; John Eglinton, the curator of the

National Library; and many others. Nevertheless Hail and

farewell is not a book about the Celtic Renascence. If it were,

how could the long reminiscences of the author's childhood,

which seem to fall beautifully into place as one reads, be ac-

counted for? What function could be discovered in the pages

given over to descriptions of the elder Moore's race horses, the
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priests at Oscott, and the Irish countryside? The Renascence

motivated Moore's return to Ireland; it kept him in Dublin for

ten years; it supplied him richly with characters and incidents;

yet it is not the subject. As only one expression of Ireland, it was

insufficient for his purpose. His childhood had to be evoked so

that the malady he discerned might be recognized as chronic,

not acute and temporary. Paris was needed for contrast: an

intelligent and open-minded nation against a foolish and nar-

row one. Bayreuth reveals Edward, the devout Catholic, the

ideal and lovable Irishman, in all his dogmatic aesthetic stu-

pidity. At Oscott the priests are seen at their work of crushing

healthy instincts. In the racing scenes energy is dissipated on

frivolous ends. The final visit to Moore Hall shows rural Ireland

again, its fields, its woods, its hovels; also not least important

the refusal of the whole nation to recognize irresistible economic

trends, its lack of intellectual courage.

Viewed in this way, as an autobiographical evocation of Ire-

land, the volumes fall into sharp focus both separately and as a

group. "Hail to Ireland!" Moore is returning to his homeland,

full of sanguine enthusiasm for its future. "Health to Ireland!"

He is involved in a struggle for art, beginning to doubt, but as

yet refusing to surrender. "Farewell to Ireland!" There is no

hope none, at least, while Catholicism retains its power. Moore

has struck his blow and will now return to England, a Protestant

country, where art and thought are still possible.

In reading the trilogy so we do not impose unity from without

upon a work which is not inherently single. No trained reader,

while the volumes are in his hands, is likely to suspect irrelevance

in any of the compositional details; and it is in this plan that the

details coalesce.

Hail and Farewell is thus thematic autobiography. Its ma-

terials are those of Moore's contacts with and reflections about

Ireland; but its theme is the artistic hopelessness of Irish oil-
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ture. In the same way Edmund Gosse's Father and Son, which

is also "novelized/' is at once personal and more than personal.

Its subject is the conflict of two personalities, of whom one

represents the age of faith and the other the age of science; and

its theme is the impossibility, in the age of science, of a con-

tinuing acceptance of the dogmas and ethical standards of re-

vealed religion.
13

Theme is by no means a new autobiographical

phenomenon; St. Augustine's fifth-century Confessions had it.

Yet it is worth pointing out that neither of the works studied

in the two preceding chapters was thematic. Mill's Autobiog-

raphy was simply explanatory: although Mill undoubtedly felt

that the educational system under which he had been reared

had certain advantages over the public school system, he did

not write with a strongly reformative purpose. Trollope's Auto-

biography was also mainly descriptive and explanatory, though
it suggested, and even rather strongly urged, certain theories

about novel writing.

Unlike Mill and Trollope, within the limits of his general

plan Moore sometimes deliberately manipulated fact in the in-

terest of subject. He himself affirmed the absolute truth of his

story: "If I were to introduce a thread of fiction into this narra-

tive, the weft would be torn asunder.
5 '1* He would admit no

more than that his recollections were sometimes hazy.
18

The

visit to Chinon described at the end of Vale was made, however,

by a friend, not by himself; Moore appropriated it because, he

thought, the story needed a passage of sunlight to follow a long

description of somber Mayo bog.
16

He also fabricated incidents

in conversation for instance, when he once described in detail

a visit he had not paid to Verlaine.
1"

He had been younger at

that time and readier to show off; nevertheless it is easy to

imagine how he would have rationalized the pretended visit to

Chinon. He would have become irritated and aggressive. What

difference did it make (he would have demanded) that his in-
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tention to inspect the place was thwarted? The mood of the

passage was right, and that was what counted; not the simple

vfrite but the vraie verite, its essence.

This is not the place to argue the superiority or inferiority of

imaginative truth to accidentally factual truth. The point is

simply that, whatever the reason, and whatever the excuse,

Moore did not always confine himself strictly to historical

actuality either in Hail and Farewell or in his other autobio-

graphical narratives. There was more pertinence than he might
have been willing to admit in a remark made in his own Im-

pressions and Opinions: "The vulgar do not know that the artist

makes but little use of his empirical knowledge of life, and that

he relies almost entirely on his inner consciousness of the

truth."
18

]c prends mon bien ou je le trouve how often, and

how honestly, he had made the confession! And yet, in spite

of inaccuracies, Hail and Farewell, like Gosse's Father and Son

(in which research discloses no inaccuracies), is not fiction but

a real "life." All the important incidents are factual, and the

whole was offered to the public as truth.

The existence of inaccuracies, moreover, must not be empha-
sized to the point of implying a basic untrustworthiness. In gen-

eral, Moore did not invent, but merely arranged and developed.

In a phrase of John Freeman's, he tended at most to bring his

oaks from acorns,
11'

planting the historical incidents where they

ideally belonged and then watering them with loving assiduity

until they flowered,
20

For example, it is not possible, and very

likely was not intended, that readers should accept with naive

credulity all the adventures that are said to have befallen

Plunkett and Gill The historical misadventures are allowed

to proliferate exuberantly.

Besides inventing, Moore also sometimes rearranged. The
Colonel's visit to Upper Ely Place, which in Salve comes before

Moore's "conversion" to Protestantism, actually occurred a long
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time afterward. A conversation with Kuno Meyer, Moore's dis-

covery that he had been paying the Benedictines for the educa-

tion of his nephew, and the death of Oliver Madox Browne are

all "transposed." The drive to the station from Moore Hall in

Vale has been made to coalesce with other drives; not all the

places described could have been seen from one road/
1

Yet no

more than the inventions do these transpositions justify a charge

that Hail and farewell is an "untruthful" or "fictive" narrative

of Moore's experiences in Ireland. The motive behind the re-

casting and development (as Moore would have said, the mold-

ing
22

) of the materials was a desire for the sharpest possible

illumination of the subject. To quote Freeman again, Moore

used fictions in his autobiography as poets use metaphors,* as a

means for the communication of truth.

The length of the trilogy precludes an exhaustive examination

of time sequence, in connection with which most of the factual

liberties were taken. A glance at the first chapter of Ave will

reveal, however, one of the more important ways in which the

molding was accomplished.

Nearly the whole chapter is cast in the form of imaginative

reverie, which Moore used with great skill not only In Hail and

Farewell but also in his later novels. Toward midnight Moore

goes to Martyn's garret In Pump Court, where he learns of the

incipient renascence of literary Irish. Leaving Martyn, he

wanders about the Temple and Fountain Court, thinking of

Ireland and the novel he might write about it. He remembers

having picnicked, as a child, among the ruins of Carra Castle;

he recalls the house he chooses to call Mount Venus, seen shortly

after his return from Paris in the 'eighties; his mind flashes

back to a hunting meet, and, a moment later, to a horse bucking

before one of his father's practice races ;
but in all this he finds no

subject for the novel he Is dreaming. Dismissing his father as

chief character, he settles upon his uncle Dan and the uncle's
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mistress, Bridget. Carmody, the poacher., would then come into

the story . . . Moore licks his lips in anticipatory pleasure. But

alas! He is too indolent to go to Ireland for background, and

without background the novel cannot be written. In an hour he

has dreamed Ireland from end to end. For the next ten years,

in all probability, he will not think of Ireland again.

The fact of greatest technical interest in the chapter is that

various moments of the past are brought into juxtaposition with

a historical present and even with an anticipated future. Al-

though later the time scheme becomes confused, here it is per-

fectly clear; even the half hours are indicated. It was toward

midnight when Moore entered Martyn's room, after one when
he stepped down into the street, half past one when he turned

into Fountain Court, and, by implication, about two when he

climbed the stone stairs to his own garret; yet in the meantime

(the setting is in the eighteen-nineties) scenes have been evoked

from the 'fifties, the 'sixties or 'seventies, and the 'eighties/
4

not

to speak of the "next ten years," to which reference is made at

the end. The effect is to bring several temporal planes into

nearly simultaneous visibility so that each can be made to com-

ment on the others. It is as though the reader were seated in the

center of a room in which moving pictures taken at different

times are being shown on the several walls. He can turn from

one wall to another; here is the young man, there is the boy
who was later to become the man; and all the time the mature

Moore is present, pointer in hand, chuckling as he draws at-

tention, with a note of irony in his voice, to the interconnections

of the various actions. "You see what the lad is doing there?

Well, look over here and you'll see that after he stopped cutting

up cats he became a writer and began to dissect people's char-

acters. Imagine, a writer! In the middle you can see him in

Paris painting bad canvases and writing bad verses." Thus

states of being are illuminated by juxtaposition with processes
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of becoming, and the complex total image gains a four-dimen-

sional reality. The technique is analogous to one often employed
in the novel that of causing all the actions to be told by a par-

ticipant or observer, who, from the vantage point of a later time

and fuller comprehension, can reflect on meanings which were

obscure in the situations as they occurred. The technique is Im-

portant in the trilogy; to it we are indebted for many of the

most exquisite and memorable passages.

The mood of imaginative reverie had for several years been

increasingly Moore's special province. He had first chanced

upon it in The Lafye (1905), driven by the exigencies of a story

in which the one important event lay in the past. In Reminis-

cences of the Impressionist Painters (1906) the subject had again

required him to throw his mind backward; and Memoirs of My
Dead Ufe (also 1906) was similarly retrospective.

25

The mood,

however, was one to which Moore had probably always been

temperamentally inclined. As he took his solitary walks through
London or Dublin or Paris the comedies he played out in his

imagination caused him to puzzle passers-by with his smiling.

All his friends were characters in these little dramas, although
he himself took all the parts and uttered all the dialogue; and

almost any event was sufficient to stimulate him to improvisa-

tion.
38

Thus it was easy for him to bring a number of historical

times to focus in a single imaginative present, or even, when

pushed by compositional necessity, to clarify intended meanings

by dialogues that were frankly imaginary.

At least one such imaginary dialogue is included in the

trilogy, when Moore, in Vale, discusses Edward's delightful

eccentricities with Dujardin.

Dujardin knows that Palestrina was a priest, and he will say: That

fact deceived your friend, jest as the fact of finding the Adeste

Fideles among the plain-chant tunes deceived him. For of coarse I

shall tell Dujardin that story too. It is too good to be missed. He is

wonderful, Dujardin! I shall cry out in one of the sinuous alleys,*'
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And so on, with remark and reply, for three pages. This di-

alogue, moreover, is as convincing, as full of verve and excite-

ment, as any of the historical dialogues which Moore, with the

aid of his phenomenal memory for verbal patterns, reported.

The eyes of the imagination, he said in Vale, are sharper than

those of the body.
23

So far as Moore's eyes were concerned, the

statement was simple truth.

Again and again Moore insisted on the clarity and vigor of

his imaginative conceptions. Even while he was a boy at Oscott

he found reality in his mind, not in his surroundings; the

school and its master were a detestable dream.
20

Sometimes his

imagination carried him too far, as when he decided that his

father must have committed suicide,
30

or when, hearing that his

friend Best had seen Kuno Meyer in white flannels, he erro-

neously guessed that Meyer had been a cricketer and had played

at point because he was slow on his feet.
31

But such errors

of vivacity are comparatively rare. His mind moved freely back-

ward and forward through time, now playing with the past,

now anticipating the future. For it must be observed that the

imaginative movement was not always backward. The conversa-

tion with Dujardin, instead of being fabricated, may have been

inserted ahead of its proper temporal place; and in the first

chapter of At/e there is a prophetic leap over ten years: "When
shall I think of [Ireland] again? In another ten years; that will

be time enough to think of her again." Thus, more perhaps than

any other autobiographer, Moore has emancipated himself from

temporal sequence, from the this-and-then-that-and-finally-the-

other order of narrative chronology. He was able to do so, he

asserted, because the past was a wonderful mirror into which

his imagination could look at will.
32

The importance of such

juggling in autobiography, as in fiction, is its usefulness for the

pointing of meaning.

Having learned to make time the servant instead of the master
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of intention, Moore undertook next to experiment with transi-

tions. The necessity of shifting frequently in narration from

thought stream to dialogue, from forest to drawing room, from

action to observation, from feelings to ratiocination, is a con-

stant drain on technical resources. If readers are not dizzied by
an author's leaps from plane to plane, one reason is that they

accept easily narrative conventions for which the author may
have had to search painfully, and another that in everyday

experience one kind of mental state slides smoothly and un-

noticeably into another. The compositional problem is that of

reproducing the effect of actual consciousness by preventing the

literary transitions from seeming unnaturally abrupt. The reader

ought to feel the narrated experience as immediately present;

he ought not to be conscious, as he turns pages, that "Here is a

passage of description," "Now the chief character is represented

as thinking," and so on. Real life does not happen to us in dis-

continuous and qualitatively disparate chunks; and if it does not,

the life in fiction, or, a fortiori, in autobiography, ought not to

happen to us so.

One technical solution attempted by recent writers is that of

excluding all the planes except one. Henry James, in The

Au/fyvard Age, tried to write fiction in which every thought

was externalized and the whole "story" became visible and

audible drama. In other works he took the opposite course of

eliminating everything but thought stream an approach in

which Virginia Woolf and James Joyce, among others, followed

him. Moore used neither method. Instead, he refused to commit

himself markedly to any plane or indeed to acknowledge the

existence of any differences between planes. Having observed

that in oral narration transitions are less obtrusive than in

written, he decided that the English novel and it must be re-

membered that technically, if not in material substance, Hail

and Farewell is a novel had strayed too far from its beginnings
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in oral fable.
33

He would bring it back. He would write not for

the eye but for the ear, and would keep the action flowing for-

ward as continuously as in the story a nurse tells her charge at

bedtime/* without distinguishing among levels of consciousness.

The degree of Moore's final adeptness in concealing major

transitions appears in The BrooJ^ Kerith (1916) at a point

toward the middle, when Joseph of Arimathaea, through

whose eyes the first half of the action has been observed, is

killed by a mob, and Jesus, rescued from the tomb and re-

stored to consciousness, becomes the percipient. Even when

one knows the shift is coming one reads on effortlessly, awaken-

ing only tardily to a realization that the transition has been

accomplished. The secret is in the preparation in the series of

carefully insinuated little preliminary jars and jolts which make

the final shock imperceptible. "The reader is carried forward

at so high a speed over so rough a track that he has no time

to notice the changes of plane from subjective to objective."
35

Thus the general explanation of Moore's official biographer

(who did not, however, publish the expected "life"). In Hail

and Farewell, although still in the experimental stage, the

method accounts for part of the book's extraordinary vividness

and flavor of actual living.

At its simplest, the method consists of the omission of con-

ventional transitions. For instance, in Salve:

Gill is my man, I said, as I got out of bed on Monday morning . . .

My business today is not to take Gill out for a pleasant walk, but to

find out what defence an educated Catholic can put up.

Hullo, my dear Moore! Gill said, raising his eyes from his writing
table."

Everything between the moment of arising and that of enter-

ing Gill's office is skipped over, as irrelevant and possibly

forgotten. Why should writers be required to account for every
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minute of narrative time when our memories are often of iso-

lated instants ? Narrative techniques ought to be adapted to the

patterns of human consciousness, not to the steady flow of

sidereal time. Moreover, on closer scrutiny the sentences on

either side of the unwritten transition are seen to span gaps

between categories of awareness. Meditation becomes indistin-

guishable from speech ("Gill is my man, I said") and is

accompanied by physical action ("as I got out of bed"). The

last sentence of the quoted passage, again, includes speech, a

visual image, and a muscular action, so interfused as hardly

to be separable. And so it is in experience. Some such inter-

fusion is unavoidable in verbal discourse, but in few literary

narratives is it so omnipresent as in Moore's.

Other transitions are more subtle, sometimes to the point of

frustrating analysis. Although they often extend over several

pages, one or two may be described. Moore once goes to visit

Edward at night. We know it is night because Edward comes

downstairs carrying a candle. After a discussion on various

subjects Moore goes home and pushes open his garden gate,

whereupon "The sunlight beguiled my mind into thought."
37

Has the conversation lasted until morning? No; we learn a

few pages farther on that the time is afternoon. An indeter-

minate number of hours, or days, or weeks, has elapsed since

the conversation with Edward; or, possibly, the stroll in the

garden has merged with other walks and become generalized.

Once again, in the same volume we see Moore preparing to dine

beneath his apple tree.
38

As he waits for his guests he decides

that he must leave Ireland and that he will make his decision

public at once. On the next page, while he is still beneath the

apple tree, John Eglinton drops by to say that he has heard of

the projected departure, the news, in fact, having come to his

ears on the preceding day. This is as puzzling as the two times

in Othello, but it would be wrong to suspect carelessness. A
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final example: At the end of Vale Moore starts back to Dublin

from Moore Hall. He seems to be musing on the train; but

then "I must yield to instinct, I said to ^E"
3

and he is pre-

sumably at home again.

In normal reading one slips over these complexities with no

more than an occasional slight jar at the necessity of readjusting

an expectation or substituting suddenly a new image for one that

has lingered too long in the mind. Only when one's eye is on

the narrative method instead of the content do the means of

securing a continuous flow become apparent. The jars are no

doubt a flaw; the reader ought not to be set leafing back through

a dozen pages to see whether he has missed something. On the

whole, however, the refusal to assign experiences to qualitative

categories is clear gain, since categories are seldom apparent in

reverie, out of which much of Hail and Farewell has emerged.

It is impossible that Moore, in the course of his endless rewrit-

ings, should not have seen what he was doing. Besides, we have

the testimony of his chosen biographer that Moore desired

nothing so much as to invent a new method of storytelling.
40

The fusion of discontinuous time tracts not only sets meaning
in sharper relief but avoids the distortion which would have

resulted from an attempt to produce a narrative orderliness

markedly greater than the orderliness of events in the autobi-

ographer's memory. Together, the continuous flow and the

obscuring of temporal edges give the remembered experiences

a fluidity, a plasticity, which they would not otherwise have had,

still within the limits of broad "truthfulness." And this plas-

ticity is precious, since without it there could have been no

achievement of form.

In characterization also Moore was not content to stay within

traditional autobiographical techniques, which are not adequate

for the drawing of living personalities. One problem of charac-

terization, especially, demanded solution. It was necessary to
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present his Irish acquaintances particularly those who were

Catholics as ludicrous, yet at the same time to avoid giving

the effect of caricature; for the originals might be seen any

day in Dublin or elsewhere. Since the author himself had to

perceive whatever was to be shown as ridiculous, it was likely

that some offense would be given to the acquaintances. It was

important, however, to enlist the readers* cooperation. How
could the author show up his friends without antagonizing

readers and causing sympathy to fall on the wrong side ?

The method adopted for the avoidance of this danger was one

for which Memoirs of My Dead Life (1906) had been the ideal

though unconscious preparation. As Hone remarks: "For the

purpose of [Hail and Farewell] his business was to cultivate an

ironical and detached personality constructing a complex
humour out of an appearance of paradoxical simplicity, and to

see himself, even in the matter of his anti-Catholic passion, as

others saw him, while remaining the real hero of his narrative."
41

It was precisely this mood of detached irony which had given

the stories in the Memoirs particularly the notorious one en-

titled "The Lovers of Orelay" their zest and piquancy. Moore

had not spared himself; hence he could be forgiven his amused

excoriation of others. In Hail and Farewell, as in "Orelay," he is

frequently ridiculous : when he sits on the window ledge of his

flat in Victoria Street to prevent the masons from chipping it

away, when he goes hunting in ladies' boots, when he paints in

a lady's tea gown, when a prostitute thinks him as negligible in

love as in art, and on a dozen other occasions. "What have you

to object to ?" one can fancy him saying to Yeats or Gill. "Didn't

I treat myself as badly?" The plea is disingenuous; Moore chose

which of his own foibles he would reveal. Furthermore, he was

often able to suggest that his owja silliness was deliberate, as

when he remarked in Vale,
"

to be ridiculous has always been

man petit luxe, but can any one be said to be ridiculous if he
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knows that he is ridiculous?"
42

Yet, when all reservations are

made, his personal attacks are less indefensible than they would

have been had he remained openly tender toward his own

quirks and oddities. He is even able to give an air of reluctance

to his criticisms of his friends. These flaws of character, he

seems to say, are regrettable, but candor and my delight in

curiosities of the soul compel me to mention them.

In one respect Moore's candor about his own weaknesses is

extraordinary: the climax of the trilogy turns on an admission

of sexual impotency. This was going rather far. The attorney

on whom Moore was relying for advice about possible libel suits

objected, but Moore was not to be moved: "The passage about

the impotency I am afraid I cannot change. If it were changed it

would be nothing at all
5"3

Since he was not likely to bring suit

against himself, his solicitor was powerless to argue. The way
in which Moore smoothed the way for a confession which

would imperil the form and disturb the narrative flow if intro-

duced too abruptly merits notice.

The first hint of the impotency is given on page 198 of Vale,

when, after a night with Stella, Moore goes back to Dublin "a

little dazed, a little shaken." At the moment we do not under-

stand his perturbation, but the matter does not seem important.

Possibly the quarrel which had begun at the gate has continued

all night; possibly Moore has been taken ill. On the next page

is a less veiled suggestion: "At forty-six or thereabouts one begins

to feel that one's time for love is over."*
4

Still, although one may

suspect, there is no certainty that the cause of the reflection is

physical. We read on and find ourselves in the midst of a dis-

cussion of the difficulty of men's making love as frequently as

women desire. The real question is delicately obscured, however;

and though we are told that Moore began to avoid Stella and to

bring friends when he called, not until he informs her that he

must cease to be her lover "unless his life is to be sacrificed"
45
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does the drift of the incident become unmistakable. The alliance

is broken, and, for the time being, Moore is permitted to recruit

his exhausted energies. Then follow two other affairs; in one

he is mortified by being abandoned for other men; in the course

of the other he falls again to considering the age at which a man
should begin to avoid "unplatonic love-encounters." We are

now prepared for the climax the climax, be it noted, not of

Vale only but of the whole trilogy. One day as he kisses a lady

who has come to see his pictures the blood rushes to his head so

violently that he falls back upon the sofa.

My time for love-encounters is over, I said, reaching out my hand to

her sadly ... I wandered out into the garden, finding consolation in

the thought that one does not grieve for a lost appetite, for a lost

power, for a lost force. Horrible, I said . . . Celibacy is set above all

the other virtues in Ireland, and the Irish people will listen to my
exhortations now that I have become the equal of the priest, the nun,

and the ox. Chastity is the prerogative of the prophet, why no man
can tell, and dear Edward, to whom the virtue of chastity is especially

dear, believes that it was the stories of what the newspapers would

call my unbridled passions that had caused the Irish people to turn a

deaf ear to my exhortations . . . Nature is not a humorist. She in-

tended to redeem Ireland from Catholicism and has chosen me as her

instrument, and has cast chastity upon me so that I may be able to

do her work, I said. As soon as my change of life becomes known the

women of Ireland will come to me crying, Master, speak to us . . ,

46

In consequence of such frankness Moore could claim plausibly

that he himself was his own most ludicrous butt. Whether the

revelation is "funny" or not, it is one not often made. And some

such viciousness or ingenuousness toward the writer's own
frailities must, one supposes, be evident in every satirical auto-

biography. Without it the shafts directed at acquaintances and

at society in general will not pierce; the reader will become

indignant and give his sympathies to the satirized.

One final remark about Moore's treatment of himself. We
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have already observed that a large part of the trilogy consists

of the past as it renews itself in reverie. The surface of his mind

is disclosed, and we can see thought following thought, picture

succeeding picture; but physical actions are not therefore neg-

lected. We can often follow the movements of the autobiogra-

pher's body at the same time we watch images move across his

brain. Moore starts to his feet, sinks into a chair, stops short in

the middle of the street, wanders to the end of a pier, stands per-

plexed, changes expression. In one way or another a visual image
is kept before us. It is difficult, again, to find an example short

enough for quotation, but in Avowals occurs this passage, differ-

ent only in concentration from a score in the trilogy:

I returned home to my hotel, the excitement of addressing a French

audience evaporating as I passed street after street, till on reaching the

Rend Point I stopped, brought to bay : After all, what have I done but

deliver a lecture? A commonplace event enough. A little later I took

a different view and walked, assuring myself with much complacency
that my lecture was quite different from the amorphous spouting
with which the professional lecturer seeks to entertain an audience.

And with which, I added sadly, he produces better entertainment.
47

Even the tone of the subvocal remarks is given: he added sadly.

Such phrases as "I fell to thinking," and "I began to wonder,"

which occur repeatedly, although not actually descriptive of

physical movement hint at it faintly and carry on the mood. In

this way, by setting the body in motion to accompany mental

activity, Moore has increased the distance between reflection and

essay, the tone of which would have been inappropriate to his

narrative. When he does not indicate his movements, he some-

times interrupts a train of thought by an image, as in the long

soliloquy on literature and dogma in Salve, where he inserts,

just in the middle of the argument, a description of the gardener

killing snails. In these and other ways he seems to have tried to

give meditation and reverie the interest of story, with give-and-
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take, declaration and retort., pauses and dartings and retrogres-

sions, and here and there a picture to indicate time or physical

setting. And this technique, although perhaps not new in litera-

ture, was probably new in autobiography.

As has already been suggested, toward his acquaintances

Moore's attitude was sometimes malicious. Whistler once said

to him, "Nothing, I suppose, matters to you except your writ-

ing." Moore's reaction to the remark is unexpected: "His words

went to the very bottom of my soul, frightening me; and I have

asked myself again and again if I were capable of sacrificing

brother, sister, mother, fortune, friend, for a work of art. One

is near madness when nothing really matters but one's work."
48

Moore, then, was near madness, for he did sacrifice a brother

and friends. Colonel Maurice Moore's portrait in Salve caused

a permanent estrangement; Yeats and Rolleston were offended;

Plunkett and Gill must have been maddened to fury; and dear

Edward remained on good terms with the author only by re-

fusing to read the book/
9

And yet, forty years after the publica-

tion of the first volume, regret for Moore's highhandedness

comes hard. Mischievous, even cruel, as it is, one cannot wish the

portraiture different.

The greatest figure is that of Edward Martyn.& is reduced to

a schoolgirl's hero, as he himself said and Moore was partly

aware.
50

Yeats is strikingly evoked; we see him, understand him,

and are repelled by the hieratic airs which were at the root of

Moore's growing antipathy to his character. But Martyn! Here,

for once, Moore has exposed without excoriating. If he destroyed

Martyn, he did so in a manner of speaking without injuring

a hair of his head. As Humbert Wolfe has remarked, the treat-

ment of Martyn is really complimentary; the figure has been

conceived as so settled that no blast could move him.
51

Sir

William Geary, however, has said the final word on the likeness.
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Critics o Moore have suggested that his writing about Martyn in

Ave, Salve, Vale was a grievous breach of hospitality. But Moore has

raised a permanent monument to Edward Martyn, "dear Edward,"
and dear to me. He has preserved the likeness of a most loveable

friend, with weaknesses maybe, as we all have, but no meanness, no

vice, one who might be called a man after God's own heart. Every
word Moore wrote of Martyn makes one love Martyn more, and that

is a notable tribute to a friend.
52

The essential technical fact about Moore's method of charac-

terization is that he bores from within. In his early novels,

written under the influence of Zola and other French realists,

he attempted to characterize by means of exact pictures of action

and environment, but from Sister Teresa on (given the subject,

how could he have helped doing so?) he relied more and more

on direct insight into psychic complexities. His observation of

personality, of emotion, of the soul, was never in any period

frivolous, in spite of its humor, but of the most intense artistic

seriousness. Only rarely in Hail and Farewell does he yield to

the temptation to caricature, as when he pictures IE going out

with a bird cage to capture a new songster for his newspaper, or

compares Yeats, in his long black cloak, to an umbrella forgotten

beside the lake by some picnic party.
53

But these witticisms de-

ceive nobody. They flash and disappear, leaving the image with-

out permanent distortion.

In some respects the portraits of Plunked: and Gill are excep-

tions to these generalizations. Plunkett is scarcely mentioned

outside the Bouvard and Pecuchet chapter, but Gill appears

frequently in the first two volumes and is seldom treated with

respect. Perhaps, as Freeman surmises, a physical revulsion to

the beard "which brushes so many pages of Hail and Farewell'**

is behind the savagery. The Bouvard and Pecuchet interlude

had as its excuse a demonstration of the incompetency in prac-

tical administration of figures in the Celtic Renascence, and, by
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extension, of Irishmen in general, but what caused it to grow
to its final length was probably a craftsman's delight in the ex-

ploitation of an attractive idea. Throughout the chapter the

characterization is by incident, much of it no doubt invented.

There may, indeed, be invented incidents among those told of

Edward and other characters; and it must not be forgotten that

Moore's own estimate of his talent was that he was unusually

gifted in the "linking up" of stories by incidents.
50

The purpose
of action, however, is usually the revelation of character and the

exploration of subject. Adventure for its own sake is rare not

only in Hail and farewell but in the twenty volumes which

form the canon of Moore's works.

The total structure which the described elements of technique
assist and within which each of the cited passages finds its ap-

propriate place is admirably tight. The tightness is perhaps not

immediately apparent; in Shawe-Taylor's opinion, it begins to

appear only on second or third reading;
56

but the existence of

many roundnesses and reciprocations can be suggested by illus-

tration.

The frequent mention of Wagner's Ring in the first two

volumes, for example, have a purpose beyond their intrinsic

interest. They point forward to the climax, in which Moore dis-

covers himself to be Siegfried, given the task of reforging

broken weapons of thought and restoring Ireland to intellectual

respectability. The climax occurs on page 209 of Vale; twenty

pages earlier is the last touch required in preparation. Moore, in

accordance with his custom, whistles a few bars of the Ring out-

side Edward's window, and Edward admits him with the re-

mark, "Come in, Siegfried, though you were oflf the key." In

consequence we are ready for the sword motif when it comes.

It slips smoothly into the narrative, rounding out the musical

discussions and merging them with the central theme of the

trilogy; and Moore's failure to hit the exact pitch has already
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hinted that his heroism will be grotesquely varied from Sieg-

fried's. A similar instance of preparation, also connected with

the climax, concerns Stella, upon whose sexual demands the

ultimate discovery of impotency is to turn. She appears first in

Ave as a companion on one of Moore's crossings to Ireland, then

drops out of sight except for momentary glimpses, just frequent

enough to remind the reader of her existence, until she is needed

for the catastrophe. Presumptive evidence that all her appear-

ances were calculated with a view to the climax is found in a

letter to Dujardin which makes clear Moore's original purpose

of writing a book without women.
57

The introduction of a

character two full volumes before her presence becomes neces-

sary suggests very farsighted structural care indeed. There is

foresight also in the description of Jim Browne painting lions,

roaring and growling as he splashes the pigment against the

canvas. Fifty-two pages later we are told of his death from ex-

posure incurred while modeling a huge snow lion in his garden.

The incident is episodic one of the small rooms opening off

the main gallery yet the workmanship is as meticulous as

though weighty matters were involved. A final detail, more mi-

nute still: in the "Overture" to Ave, on page 3, Moore recalls a

remark of Dujardin's. "After discussing the Humbert case for

some time, Dujardin and a friend fell to talking of what a

wonderful subject it would have been for Balzac, and I listened

to them in sad silence. Moore is sad, Dujardin said. He is always

sad when he hears a subject which he may never hope to write."

On page 29, after an hour of wandering in the night air, Moore's

thoughts turn again to sadness.

Other men are sad because their wives and mistresses are ill, or be-

cause they die, or because there has been a fall in Consols, because

their names have not appeared in the list of newly created peers,

baronets, and knights; but the man of letters ... my energy for that

evening was exhausted, and \ was too weary to try to remember what

Dujardin had said on the subject
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Thus the entire chapter is framed in Dujardin's observation.

There are too many of these niceties of organization to be

summarized. From a written digest of the three volumes they

leap into view; when attention is absorbed by the life which

Moore has crammed into his pages, they are easy to overlook.

The length of the work, too, is an obstacle to perception. Prob-

ably few readers hold clearly in their minds for two whole

volumes Moore's curiosity about whether Ireland will appear
as an enchanted isle or a pig's back; yet no complete answer is

forthcoming until the end of the third volume. So strong, in

fact, was Moore's sense of form by this time that one suspects

he left Ireland not to avoid meeting his characters in the street/
8

as he said, but to give his tale the perfect denouement. It would

not, surely, be the first time an autobiographer did something
in order to tell about it in his autobiography.

It would be pleasant, if space permitted, to analyze many
other elements of structure and technique; but a few must serve

for all. One sees foreshadowing of the journey motif which was

to play so large a role in Moore's later fiction. No one who has

read The Broo^ Kerith or Heloise and Abelard can fail to have

noticed Moore's fondness for setting his personages in motion

through space Jesus from the monastery to Caesarea and back,

Heloise and Abelard through the forest to Tours, and so on.

The ancients, whom Moore had begun to feel he resembled in

his narrative method,
69

had turned journeys to good account

in The Golden Ass, for instance, a book Moore loved.
60

In Hail

and Farewell, although most of the journeys are short, they are

treated in the same way as the longer journeys in the novels.

Moore moves through the woods at Coole, or down the banks

of the Dodder, or along the piers at Galway, or between the

railroad station and Moore Hall, or through Stephen's Green,

or down to the Dublin quay, or across to Ireland from England,

his reflections mingling with his observations. And there are two
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longer journeys as well the first to Bayreuth, which fills four

chapters, and the second to the cromlechs, which fills two and

a half. The proportion that the peripatetic pages bear to the

whole number, if calculated, would probably be astonishing.

The effect of the device, as has been suggested earlier, is the

activation of reverie. Sometimes, of course, the reverie takes

place while the author is seated in a chair, but more often it is

accompanied by motion.

In the course of these walks and journeys the landscapes are

made sharply visual "I am always interested in natural things,"

says Moore in Ave; and the interest translates itself superbly

into images.
61

There is, however, something odd about these

images; they compose almost too beautifully; and one realizes

at last that Moore describes what he sees indirectly, through the

medium of imagined pictures. Wilson Steer thought that

Moore's descriptions were based rather on pictures than on

nature, and Professor Henry Tonks once sketched, by request,

a setting Moore wished to visualize for The Broof^ Kerith?

Moore's landscapes are, in fact, cut and framed for the reader.

He had never forgotten his training in Julien's studio in Paris;

he was always alert to designer far les masses, to take care that

cette jambe, or cet arbre, porte. There is significance in his re-

peated assertions that painters judged his books more correctly

than writers; nor is it meaningless that he often admitted he

could describe a scene which he had been told about better than

one he had seen himself.
63

Hundreds of his descriptions await

only a brush and pigment to become canvases. For instance, a

caged lion at Muenster dreams of the day "when an Arab held

him, a whelp, well above the high, red-pommelled saddle."

Well above, so that a strip of sky might accentuate the distinct-

ness of horse and whelp. Again, of the same lion: "I often

imagined us twain, side by side, The Tale of a Town in my
left hand, while with the right I combed his great brown mane
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for him." The properties are supplied, the dominant color sug-

gested, the posture exactly delineated. A few more quick de-

scriptions:

a corn-field with reapers working in it, the sun shining on their

backs that one straightening himself to wipe the sweat from his

brow with a ragged sleeve.

still winding her coarse apron round her arms, she stood looking at

me, her eyes perplexed and ambiguous.

a pompous town imitation French, white streets with tall blue roofs,

and some formal gardens along the river.
64

The influence from painting is not doubtful. Moore himself

admits that for long only the pictorial idea of Ireland attracted

him; not the people, not the politics, not even the language.
63

The colored and figured pages of Hail and Farewell are a far

cry from the uniform blankness of Mill's Autobiography.

A number of other matters must be lumped together in a

paragraph. It is apparent that like his masters, the impression-

ists, Moore had a passion for concreteness. His anthology of

"pure" poetry, published after a delay of years in 1924, was

restricted to poetry about things; and in his prose is conclusive

proof of his assertion that only what his eyes had seen (directly

or in imagination) or his heart felt interested him.
60 He says in

Sdve, "I am an objectivist, reared among the Parnassians, an

exile from the Nouvelle Athenes."
67

It is certain that symbolism,

which stuck less closely to concretions, did not attract him.
68

And

yet, in view of the philosophical pages in The ~Broo\ Kerith and

Heloise and Abelard, Moore clearly had a historical and psycho-

logical interest, if not a speculative interest, in metaphysics.

Variations in the narrative mood might be traced: for example,

the transition from Moore's pose of cool assurance and efficiency

in England to one of boyish eagerness in Ireland; from this, in

turn, through a series of small irritations, to missionary excite-
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ment; then at last to a recovered assurance. Of these moods, that

of boyish eagerness is longest maintained; and to it can be

traced the atmosphere of awe and wonder which hangs over

much of the second and third volumes. There is no word more

frequently repeated in Salve, especially, than "admire." As the

widemouthed girl said when George returned from the end of

the pier with a story about how he had talked to the King of

the Fairies, George could not be taken anywhere without some-

thing wonderful happening to him.
69 A recognition of the

marvelous inhering in the commonplace accounts for much of

the vitality felt in the work by sympathetic readers. Of im-

portance also for its effect on tone is the deep human sympathy
that tempers much of the malice. One illustration is Moore's

avoidance of the tower in which Edward, at his insistence, is

rewriting The Tale of a Town, lest the sight of his shadow from

the window should depress his friend. Sympathy, however, is

everywhere implicit: in the hope that Edward would not hear

the step of the butler bringing refreshments to Moore and

Yeats when they were still further cutting up the same play,

in his conversation with a Breton sailor whom he imagines

struggling with the sails in the ice and snow of Cape Horn, in

his interrupting a drink of milk because he catches sight of a

small child who may want the rest of the bowl, and in his will-

ingness to humor Lady Gregory by assenting with enthusiasm

to Yeats's emendations of his own paper on small languages. It

is hard not to agree with Wolfe when he says that in respect of

cutting power Moore's sympathies are to Dickens' what dia-

mond is to paste, and again when he says, "For quite simply

and shortly George Moore has the widest human sympathy of

any English novelist."
70

"All things human interest me," Moore

said in Memoirs of My Dead Life;
71

and the Terentian state-

ment is mere truth.

Enough has been said to indicate that Hail and Farewell
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differs from the typical English autobiography in at least two

important ways. First, a vividly sensed meaning preceded the

search for compositional methods; and because the meaning
served as a reference frame for the determination of material

limits and structural techniques, it came to inform every page
and paragraph of the finished narrative. The ordinary autobi-

ography all too often lacks such a meaning. Secondly, in Hail

and Farewell the ratiocinative meaning is supported by an

identical perceptual meaning. The complex perception which

rises from a perusal of the work is exactly equivalent to the

rational proposition that Moore desired to render persuasive.

The thesis is twice proved: logically, by means of argument, and

to the senses, by making accessible the feelings which implied

the logical statement. And this second achievement is more

rare even than the first. Almost never, in autobiography, are

historical moments represented as passing now. What is usually

presented is not the experience itself but a hurried summary or

the strained substitute for experience that remains in a rational

paraphrase.

Moore's autobiographical techniques, which approximate the

techniques of the novel, are not within the reach of every auto-

biographer. Possibly it is well that they are not. There are values,

certainly, in the methods which in this context it has been neces-

sary to disparage values arising partly from the fidelity of a

dull life record to a dully sensed life. Nevertheless, one may
record admiration for the artistic integrity of Hail and Fare-

well and suggest that if so much could be made of Moore's not

intrinsically extraordinary experiences, the use of equally ap-

propriate techniques by other autobiographers would do much

both to vivify and to deepen a literary genre which cannot, in

the gross, be said unequivocally to have earned the name of an

art form.
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Hume's "My Own Life," in Hume, The History of England, from the Invasion of

Julius Caesar to the Revolution in 1688, Vol. I (London, 1803); Benjamin Franklin,

The Autobiography of ... ^ a restoration of a "Fair Copy" by Max Farrand (Berkeley,

Calif., 1949); and Edward Gibbon, Autobiography of ... f as Originally Edited by
Lord Sheffield (London, 1935).

53
See Edward Herbert, First Baron Herbert of Cherbury, The Autobiography [Life}

of Edward, Lord Herbert of Cherbury (London, 1886); Thomas De Quincey, Confes-

sions of an English Opium-Eater, in The Collected Writings of Thomas De Quincey,

edited by David Masson, Vol. Ill (Edinburgh, 1890); and Sir A. Henry Layard, Auto-

biography and Letters from His Childhood until his Appointment as H. M. Ambassador

at Madrid, edited by William N. Bruce (London, 1903), 2 vols.

54
Mill, Autobiography (World's Classics Edition), p. 142.

55
Galton, op. cit. (in n. 35, above), p. 45.

56
Ibid., p. 62.

57
Ibid., p. 60.

58
Dunn, op. cit. (in n. 2, above), p. 207.

50 Harold Nicolson, The Development of English Biography (New York, 1928), pp.

154 if'

00
Merrill, op. cit. (in n. 13, above), p. 89.

61
Gosse, op. cit. (in n, 32, above), p. v.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VI

THE EXPOSITORY MODE: MILL'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY

1
John Stuart Mill, Dissertations and Discussions Political, Philosophical, and His-

torical (London, 1867), Vol. I, p. 348.
2
John Stuart Mill, Autobiography (New York, 1873). All references to the Auto-

biography in the present chapter are to this edition, not to the Oxford (World's

Classics) edition which has been quoted elsewhere.
8
Ibid., p. 10 1.

*lbid., p. 57.
5
Ibid., p. 55.

6
Ibid., p. 56.

7
See Caroline Fox, Memories of Old Friends: Being Extracts from the journals and

letters of Caroline Fox ..., edited by Horace N. Pym (Leipzig, 1882), pp. 148 and

I57>
8
In a codicil to his will Mill desired that no account of his life except that in the

Autobiography be published. See James McCrirnmon, "Studies Toward a Biography
of John Stuart Mill" (unpublished dissertation, Northwestern University, 1937), pp.

ii-iv.
a
Cf. Mill's essay on "Poetry and its Varieties," in Dissertations and Discussions,

Vol. I, especially pp. 65-67.
10 H. G. Wells, Experiment in Autobiography: Discoveries and Conclusions of a Very

Ordinary Brain (New York, 1934); Herbert Spencer, An Autobiography (New York,

1904), 2 vols.; G. K. Chesteron, The Autobiography of . . . (New York, 1936); John

Ruskin, Praeterita: Outlines of Scenes and Thoughts, Perhaps Worthy of Memory, in

My Past Life (Boston, [1885]); Sheila Kaye-Smith, Three Ways Home: An Experi-

ment in Autobiography (New York, 1937); and W, Somerset Maugham, The Sum-

ming Up (New York, 1938).
11
Henry's death made his brother determine to "work while it is called today;

the night cometh in which no man can work." See Fox, op. cit.r Vol. I, p. 162.
12
See Alexander Bain, John Stuart Mill: A Criticism, with Personal Recollections

(New York, 1882), p. 94, note.
13

See Fox, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 141.
ld

Mill, Autobiography, p. 3.
15
John Stuart Mill, The Letters of . . . , edited by Hugh S. R. Elliot (London, 1910),

Vol. I, pp. xlv xlvi.
16

Mill, Autobiography, p. 2.

17
Ibid., p. 6.

18
See Fox, op. at., Vol. I, p. 144.

10 For his father's resentment over the attachment to Mrs. Taylor see Bain, op. cit.,

p. 163.
20

Mill, Autobiography, pp. 1-2.

^Leslie Stephen, The English Utilitarians, Vol. Ill (New York, 1902), p. 3.
22
McCrimmon, op. cit., p. i.

28
B. A. Hinsdale, The History of a Great Mind (Cincinnati, 1874), p. 3.

24
Mill, Autobiography, p. 221.

26
See McCrimmon, op. cit., p. vii. Elliot's two-volume edition of Mill's letters has

been cited in note 15, above.
26 For example, see McCrimmon, op. cit.; also in Fox, op. cit.
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27
Fox, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 1 66.

28
Hinsdale, op. cit., p. 2.

29
Quoted by McCrimmon, o. cit., p. i.

30
Fox, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 219.

31
Mill, L<?tf^Vol. I,p. 37.

32
See Bain, op. cit. t pp. 73-74.

33
See Mill, Autobiography, pp. 296 ff.

34
See W. L. Courtney, Lz> of John Stuart Mill (London, 1889), p. 160.

83
See note 8, above.

30
Mill, Dissertations and Discussions, Vol. I, pp. 339-340.

37
Spencer, op. cit. (in n. 10, above), Vol. I, p. v ("Note by the Trustees").

39
Wells, op. cit. (in n. 10, above).

39
Ruskin, op. cit. (in n. 10, above). For Mazzini's assertion, see p. 39.

i0 Lord Dunsany, Patches of Sunlight (New York, 1938).
41 Frank Swinnerton, Swinnerton: An Autobiography (Garden City, N.Y., 1936);

and Maurice Baring, The Puppet Show of Memory (Boston, 1922).
42

Sir Ronald Storrs, The Memoirs of . . . (New York, 1937).
43
John Stuart Mill, A System of Logic, Ratiocinatee and Inductive (eighth edition;

New York, 1882), p. 236.
44

Mill, Autobiography, p. 21. In this and the following two quotations the italics are

of course mine.

"Loc.dt.
40

Ibid., p. 13.
47
Emery Neff, Carlyle and Mill: An Introduction to Victorian Thought (second

edition; New York, 1926), p. 91.
48
See Bain, op. cit.f p. 84. The influence of Locke on Benthamism is a commonplace.

49
Mill, Autobiography, p. 30.

50
Bain, op. cit., p. 84.

NOTES TO CHAPTER VII

THE MIXED MODE: TROLLOPE'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY

1
Anthony Trollope, An Autobiography (World's Classics Edition; London, 1936),

P- 334-
2
Cf. "Anthony Trollope," Blackwood's Magazine, Vol. 133 (February, 1883),

p. 316: "He was of opinion that there were very few men whose story should be written

at all; that their actions and their writings should speak sufficiently for them after

their own last words had been spoken."
3 For a description of his writing habits see Trollope, op. cit., pp. 248249.
*lbid., p. i.

5
See ibid., p. 54.

*/&W.,p. 9.
n
lbid.,^. i.

8
See Thomas Adolphus Trollope, What 1 Remember (New York, 1888), Vol. I,

p. 490.
9
Cf. T. H. S. Escott, Anthony Trollope: His Public Services, Private Friends, and

Literary Originals (London, 1913), p. 144.
10

Ibid., pp. 144145.n
Cf. Trollope's remarks about the Duke of Omnium in his Autobiography, pp.

326-328.
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12
John Stuart Mill, Autobiography (New York, 1873).

13
John Henry Newman, Apologia pro Vita Sua: The Two Versions of 1864 &

186$ . . , (London, 1931).
14
Anthony Trollope, The Small House at Allington (Everyman's Library Edition;

London and New York, 1928), pp. 560-561.
15
Trollope, Autobiography, p. v. (The Introduction is by Sadleir.)

16
Benjamin Robert Haydon, The Autobiography and Memoirs of . . . (1786-

1846), edited by Tom Taylor (New York, 1926).
17
Trollope speaks of his "little book-room" being "settled sufficiently for work'*;

see his Autobiography, p. 322. The five thousand volumes are mentioned on the same

page.
18 For Trollope's interest in history see his statement about his intellectual equipment

at the age of nineteen, ibid., p. 37.
19

Ibid., p. 335-

^According to Henry Trollope's note in the Preface (ibid., p. xviii), the com-

position of the Autobiography required about four months. The book was therefore

written at the rate of less than a thousand words a day. But Michael Sadleir, in

Trollope: A Commentary (London, 1927), says that the composition took the better

part of seven months (p. 411).
21
See Trollope, Autobiography, pp. 7 and 15.

^Ibid., p. 235. He says Disraeli was twenty-three when he published Vivian Grey;

actually the author was twenty-two. Dickens was twenty-three when he wrote Boz
and twenty-four when he began ic\wic\.

23
Trollope, Autobiography, pp. 22-23.

'"'Ibid., pp. 38-40.
85

Ibid., p. 14.

*##.,p. 24.
*

Ibid., p. 4.
28
/&W.,p. 5.

*
Ibid., p. ii.

"Loc.cit.
31 Edmund Gosse, Father and Son: A Study of Two Temperaments (World's Classics

Edition; New York, 1934); George Moore, Hail and Farewell (Ebury Edition; London,
1 937)> 3 vols., Ave, Salvef and Vale.

32
Escott, op. dt. (in n. 9, above), p. 240. The character is in the short novel of the

same name.
83
Ernest Baker, The History of the English Novel, Vol. VIII (London, 1927), p. 140.

Phineas Finn is in the novel of the same name, and also in Phineas Redux; Dr. Wortle

is in Dr. Wortle 's School.
84
Hugh Walpole, Anthony Trollope (New York, 1928), p. 144. The novel is The

Belton Estate.

^Sadleir, op. cit. (in n. 20, above), pp. 176-177 and 295. Sir Thomas Underwood

is in Ralph the Heir; Archibald Green is in "The O'Conors of Castle Conor" (Tales

of All Countries, First Series); Father Giles is in "Father Giles of Ballymoy" (Lotta

Schmidt and Other Stories); and John Pomfret is in "John Bull on the Guadalquivir"

(Tales of All Countries, First Series).

^Trollope, Autobiography, pp. 3233: "If any reader of this memoir would refer

to that chapter [in The Three Clerks} and see how Charley Tudor was supposed to

have been admitted into the Internal Navigation Office, that reader will learn how

Anthony Trollope was actually admitted into the Secretary's office of the General

Post Office."
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37
See Trollope, Autobiography, pp. 3334.

88
Anthony Trollope, The Three Clerks (World's Classics Edition; London, 1925),

pp. 13-16.
89
Percy Lubbock, The Craft of Fiction (New York, 1931).

40

Trollope, The Three Clerks, p. 13: "Charley confessed to the fact."

^
Ibid., p. 15.

43
Trollope, Autobiography, p. 33.

48 7&J. , pp . 104-1 o 5.
44 Edward Gibbon, Autobiography of . . . , <w Originally Edited by Lord Sheffield

[Memoirs of My Life and Writings} (London, 1935), p. 205.
45

Charles Darwin, "Autobiography," in Life and Letters of Charles Darwin:

Including an Autobiographical Chapter, edited by Francis Darwin, Vol. I (New York,

1896),?. 31.
46
John Ruskin, Praeterita: Outlines of Scenes and Thoughts, Perhaps Worthy of

Memory, in My Past Life (Boston, [1885]), p. 340.
47

Gosse, op. cit. (in n. 31, above), p. 105.
48

Trollope, Autobiography, p. 109.
49
See the working table for The Claverings reproduced in Sadleir, op. cit, (n. 20,

above), p. 347.
50

Trollope, Autobiography, p. 108.
^

Ibid., p. 26.
M
#J.,p. 28.

Ibid., p. 30.
54

Cf. ibid., p. 112: "I was moved now by a determination to excel, if not in quality,

at any rate in quantity."
65
His father's Encyclopaedia Ecclesiastica has been mentioned; his sister wrote a

little High Church story called Chollerton; and his mother and brother wrote much.

The brother, Thomas Adolphus, once wrote a two-volume novel in twenty-four days:

see What I Remember (cited in n. 8, above), pp. 248-249.
56
Anthony Trollope, Autobiography, p. 38.

57
St. Augustine of Hippo, The Confessions of ... f translated by J. G. Pilkington

(New York, 1927).

^Leslie Stephen, Studies of a Biographer, Vol. IV (London, 1902), p. 178.
39
Charles Whibley, "Trollope's Autobiography," English Review, Vol. 37 (July,

1923)* P- 34-
60
John Hazard Wildman, Anthony Trollope's England (Providence, R.I., 1940),

p. 14.
61

Trollope, Autobiography, p. 145: "The Garrick Club was the first assemblage
of men at which I felt myself to be popular."

63
Ibid., p. 334.

84
Mill's Autobiography has been discussed in a preceding chapter. For the other

works see G. K. Chesterton, The Autobiography of ... (New York, 1936); Sheila

Kaye-Smith, Three Ways Home: An Experiment in Autobiography (New York, 1937);
and Herbert Spencer, An Autobiography (New York, 1904), 2 vols.

66
Field Marshal Viscount Wolseley, The Story of a Soldier's Life (New York, 1903),

2 vols.; Edward Herbert, First Baron Herbert of Cherbury, The Autobiography [Life]

of Edward, Lord Herbert of Cherbury, edited by Sidney Lee (London, 1886); and
Thomas Holcroft, Memoirs of the Late . . . , Written by Himself, and Continued to the

Time of His Death ... [by William Hazlitt], Vol. I (London, 1816).
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VIII

THE NARRATIVE MODE: MOORE'S HAIL AND FAREWELL

1 Edmund Gosse, Father and Son: A Study of Two Temperaments (World's Classics

Edition; New York, 1934).
2
George Moore, Hail and Farewell (Ebury Edition; London, 1937). The three

volumes are entitled, respectively, Ave, Salve, and Vale, and will be referred to by
these titles in the notes to follow.

s Avef p. i.

*
Moore's objection to the publication of his Irish short stories in English as well

as in Gaelic translation points to this conclusion. See Salve, pp. 120-122.
5
Vale, p. 209.

6 As collateral proof that by 1908, when Moore was working on Hail and Farewell,

his hatred of Catholicism was intense, there is increased stridency against the monastic

system in the 1908 revision of Sister Teresa (printed 1909). Sir Owen Asher now says,

when the heroine enters the convent, "They have got her, they have got her! But they

shan't get her as long as I have a shoulder to force open a door . . . They will get her,

I tell you ! those blasted ghouls, haunters of graveyards . . ." Quoted by Joseph Hone,
The Life of George Moore (New York, 1936), p. 282.

7
Vale, p. 210.

8
Loc. cit.

9
Vale was published in 1914; the first mention of the trilogy is in a letter dated "26.

3. 06." See Hone, op. cit., p. 271. For the statement that he had been led by the hand
see Vale, p. 257.

10 The Ebury Edition of Hail and Farewell (cited in n. 2, above).
11
Ave, Preface, pp. x-xi.

12 There is contemporary evidence that the story of the outline was not a late

fabrication. In the summer of 1909 Moore said that Hail and Farewell was three-

quarters finished. Since the first volume, Ave, was not ready for the press until late

in 1910, he must have been referring either to the original outline or what is more

likely to some kind of expanded rough draft made from it. Since the discovery of

the real nature of his mission came in October of an uncertain year and the outline was

dictated immediately afterward, the latter possibility seems stronger; but Hone, who

reports the statement, inclines toward the former. See Hone, op. dt.t p. 287.

^Cf. the following statement in one of Gosse's letters: "What I should like to think

my book might be ... is a call to people to face the fact that the old faith is now

impossible to sincere and intelligent minds." See the Hon. Evan Charteris, The Life

and Letters of Sir Edmund Gosse (London, 1931), p. 311; and cf. Gosse's Father and

Son (cited in n. i, above), pp. 302303.
14

Salve, p. 42.
15

E.g., he could describe his father's funeral only by snatches. See Vale, pp. 29-31.
18
See Hone, op. cit., pp. 114-115.

17
Verlaine, he said, had an ulcerated leg, unbound the bandage to display the wound,

and so on. Ibid., p. 165.
18
Quoted in ibid., p. 173.

19
John Freeman, A Portrait of George Moore in a Study of His WorJ^ (New York,

1922), p. 149.
20 Even here it is possible to push the argument too far. For the most part, the

incidents were apparently very much as Moore described them. Cf., as a typical example,

Moore's description of the banquet in honor of the Irish Literary Theatre with Yeats's
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description. Moore's is in Ave, chap, iv; Yeats's is in The Autobiography of William

Butler Yeats: Consisting of Reveries over Childhood and Youth, The Trembling of

the Veil and Dramatis Personae (New York, 1938), pp. 360-362.
a For the transpositions see Hone, op. cit., pp. 272; 274, note; 289; 48, note; and

291. The passages in question are in Salve, pp. 168 flf., and in Vale, pp. 238, 37, and

247 ff.

22
Seej e.g., Hone, op. cit., p. 300.

33
Freeman, op. cit., p. 3.

24 The picnic probably was held in the 'fifties, the hunting meet and race in the

'sixties or 'seventies, the return from Paris and the incidents in which Dan and Bridget

are concerned in the 'eighties.
25

Cf. Freeman, op. cit., p. 169: "The Lafa bridges the gulf, the deep and mysterious

gulf, between Sister Teresa and Memoirs of my Dead Life, and leads you from a

scented, languid, babble-echoing air to the serene clarities of The Brook, Kerith and

HMoise and Abelard. Plain enough is it now that the mood of imaginative reverie is

the peculiar kingdom of our novelist, and the communication of it, the expression

of its human sweetness and sadness, his peculiar office."

2Q
Ave,p. 84.

*
Vale, pp. 185-186.

28
Ibid., p. 192.

Salve, p. 221.
30 See Hone, op. cit.t p. 38, note.

^Ibid., p. 320.
S2 Cf. Vale, pp. 3-4.
33
According to Moore, Hail and Farewell was "as much a novel as any book he had

written, so far as the form was concerned." See Hone, op. cit., p. 300. For Moore's

theory that the novel had moved too far from its oral beginnings, see Charles Morgan,

Epitaph on George Moore (New York, 1935), p. 50.
34

Cf. Hone's mention of "those various devices first applied in Hail and Farewell,

which produce the effect of something written by ear, or of oral narrative, with its

continuous actions" op. cit., p. 364. On page 379 Hone speaks of "that continuous

active movement, which Moore called pure narrative, the extreme reaction against

apostrophic fiction." Desmond Shawe-Taylor, whose critical estimate of Moore is

suffixed to the Hone biography, also refers to Moore's "famous discovery that novels

had forgotten their origin in oral narrative" and speaks of his attempts to avoid

"abrupt transitions from description to dialogue or thought-stream" ibid., p. 469.
35
Morgan, op. cit., p, 48.

30
Salve, p. 147.

^lbid.f p. 132. The visit has begun on page 128. Although a chapter break has

intervened, one's impression is that the two chapters are continuous.
w
##.,p.24i.

39
Vale, p. 257.

40
See Morgan, op. cit., p. 47. For Moore's choice of Morgan as his biographer see

the opening pages of the same book. The mission was not fulfilled, although Morgan's
critical study discharged a part of the debt.

41
Hone, op. cit., p. 274.

43
Vale, p. 40.

43
See Hone, op. cit., p. 309.

44 One almost hesitates to puncture Moore's pitiful little vanity by pointing out that

he was forty-nine when he came to Ireland in 1900 and that the story at this point
has reached 1904 or 1905. In 1903 or 1904, when a foreign countess entered into
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correspondence with him, he sent her his photograph and told her his age was forty-

six. See ibid*, p. 252.
45

Vale, pp. 200 20 1.
40
'Ibid., pp. 207209.

47
George Moore, Avowals (Ebury Edition; London, 1936), p. 241.

48
Salve, pp. 1415.

49 See Hone, op. cit., pp. 304-307, 396, 318, 287288, and 384.
50

Cf. the attempt in Vale, pp. 172176, to find some humanizing flaw in Ji's

character.
51 Humbert Wolfe, George Moore (Modern Writers' Series; London, 1931), pp.

116117.
52
Quoted in Hone, op. cit., p. 122 (from a letter).

53
Vale, p. 170, and Ave, p. 186.

64
Freeman, op. cit. (in n. 19, above), p. 150.

55 See Hone, op. cit., p. 344, for the phrase "linking up a story," and p. 81 for

a reference to the invention of incident. See also Shawe-Taylor's discussion of Moore's

gift of anecdote in the same volume, p. 469.
56

Ibid., p. 472.
57 See ibid., p. 273. The letter is dated April, 1907.
SB

See ibid., p. 287.
59 See ibid., p. 283.
60
Moore, Avowals (see n. 47, above), p. 251.

ai
Ave, p. 190.

62
Cf. Hone, op. cit., p. 327.

63
Ibid., pp. 333 and 205.

64 The excerpts are from Ave, the first two from p. 173, and the others, in order,

from pp. 1 60, 147, and 136.
65
Ave, p. 214.

6(5
Cf. Hone, op. cit., p. 336.

67
Salve, p. 181.

68
Cf. Freeman, op. cit., p. 46.

09
Salve, p. 1 06.

70
Wolfe, op. cit. (in n. 51, above), p. 125.

71
George Moore, Memoirs of My Dead Life (Ebury Edition; London, 1936), p. 107.
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